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Abstract 
Cooperative communication becomes a practical alternative to multiple-input multiple-output 
(MIMO) systems when MIMO cannot be implemented due to size, cost or hardware limitations. 
The diversity provided by cooperative communication techniques can effectively combat the 
deleterious effect of fading, thus cooperative diversity is believed as a powerful approach to 
facilitate high-speed and high-quality wireless communications. 
Originally invented by Gallager in the early 1960s, Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes 
were largely ignored until Mackay and Neal rediscovered them in 1995. Nowadays owing to its 
sparse graph structure and low complexity iterative decoding methods, LDPC codes have not 
only been successful in the field of coding theory but are also being used in a variety of practical 
applications. LDPC codes have been adopted in several standards and they are a promising 
candidate for the channel coding scheme to be used in next generation mobile communication 
systems. 
This thesis explores practical decoding schemes of LDPC codes for cooperative communica-
tion. We start with the Gaussian multiple access channel (MAC) since the MAC could be seen 
as one component in a multi-user cooperative communication system. In this part, we inves-
tigate the performance of LDPC codes with soft iterative successive interference cancellation 
(SIC) and decoding scheme using BPSK modulation. Next, we propose a cooperative diversity 
scheme for the communication model of two sources sharing a single relay under two scenarios. 
The scheme uses algebraic code superposition relaying in a frequency division mode or in the 
multiple access fading channel to create spatial diversity under the constraint of limited com-
munication resources. We also describe in detail a novel, computationally efficient message 
passing algorithm at the destination's decoder which can extract the substantial spatial diver-
sity contained in the code and signal superposition. The decoder is based on a sliding window 
structure where certain a posteriori soft values are retained to form a priori soft values for the 
next decoding. We show that despite the simplicity of the proposed scheme, diversity gains are 
efficiently leveraged by the simple combination of channel coding at the sources and network 
coding at the relay. 
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1.1 	General Background 
Around 1897, Marconi's successful demonstration of wireless telegraphy is seen as the begin-
ning of wireless communication. Over more than a hundred years' development, especially 
the explosive growth in the past decade, wireless communication industry is the most vigorous 
areas in the communication field today. 
The most successful wireless networking system so far has been the cellular system whose 
concept is to divide the service area into small cells for the purpose of frequency reuse. Each 
small cell is covered by a fixed base station which offers services for the users within this cell. 
Especially, the wireless link from a base station to a mobile user is called a downlink or forward 
channel, and the link from a mobile user to a base station is called an uplink or reverse channel. 
The first wireless cellular system can be traced back to the 1960s, and used analog communi-
cations, such as Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) [Go105]. Second-generation cellular 
systems, such as the global system for mobile (GSM) originated in Europe, time-division mul-
tiple access (TDMA) in US (IS-136) and CDMA (IS-95), are digital and were built mainly 
for voice data and slow data transmission [Go105]. Although cellular systems were origi-
nally developed for telephony, the third-generation cellular systems (3G) are designed to han-
dle data with specific characteristics and/or voice [TV05, DPSB07]. The fourth-generation 
(known as 4G or beyond 3G) is expected to provide high-quality voice, data and stream multi-
media services based on an "Anytime, Anywhere" scale. The principle technologies in 4G in-
clude orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), multiple-input and multiple-output 
(MIMO), the Turbo principle, the cooperative relaying concept, etc. [STB09]. 
1.2 Cooperative Diversity 
Wireless channels suffer from multipath fading which can cause poor transmission performance 
due to the loss of receive signal power with a fixed receiver noise level. Based on the fact 
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Figure 1.2: An uplink cooperative diversity example with two mobile users (A and B) and one 
base station. 
that individual channels experience different levels of fading, the concept of mitigating the 
detrimental effects of multipath fading is to provide the receiver with multiple versions of the 
transmitted information through independent fading channels. Particularly spacial diversity is 
generated by transmitting the signal from different locations to the destination. The use of 
multiple antennas at both the transmitter and receiver, so called multiple-input and multiple-
output (MIMO) technique depicted in Figure 1.1, can provide a spatial diversity gain, spatial 
multiplexing gain and array gain compared to single-antenna systems 
However, MIMO techniques are not applicable to many wireless systems due to size, complex-
ity or hardwire constraints. For example, in the uplink of cellular systems (as well as ad hoc 
and sensor networks), the size and power of a mobile handset is the limiting factor. Taking 
advantage of the broadcast nature of wireless channels, one user's transmitted signal can be 
captured by a relay station or another user in the network. As illustrated in Figure 1.2, when 
user A transmits its signal to the base station, there is actually a broadcasting process which 
means that user B nearby can also decode the information from user A. Hence, apart from the 
original transmission channel (user A to base station), user B can also help transmit user A's 
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information to the base station through its fading channel which leads to a virtual two-antenna 
transmitter system. Hence the basic idea behind cooperative diversity [SEA03a,SEA03b] is that 
one user's information, by help of other users or relaying stations in the network, can be trans-
mitted through multiple independent fading channels to the destination which correspondingly 
forms a virtual distributed multiple antenna system. The cooperation model can be decomposed 
into two components: a broadcast channel (A transmitting, B and base sation receiving or B 
transmitting, A and base sation receiving) and a multiple access channel (A and B transmitting, 
base station receiving). 
1.3 The Turbo Principle and Low Density Parity-Check (LDPC) 
Codes 
In 1948, Shannon published a seminal paper [5ha48] which gave the first quantitative definition 
of information, thus creating the field of information theory. Shannon proved that reliable com-
munication of information over unreliable channels is feasible by means of "channel codes". 
Since then, the ultimate goal of a communication system designer is to operate as close to the 
theoretical capacity as possible with acceptable transmitter and receiver complexity. 
In the ensuing years after Shannon's publication, coding researchers were working on the good 
codes with a large number of structures, such as Reed-Solomon (RS) codes, Reed-Muller (RM) 
codes and BCH codes [LC04]. In 1993, [BGT93] proposed a coding technique, called Turbo 
coding, which provides exceptionally good performance. Turbo codes feature in a code de-
sign that produces pseudorandom properties and a decoder design that makes use of soft-
output values and iterative decoding [LC04]. The expression "Turbo principle" is used to 
describe the key idea underlying the turbo-decoding algorithm, namely a "strategy exploit-
ing the iterated exchange of soft information between different blocks in a communication re-
ceiver" [SDEO1b, SDEO la, HagO2]. The turbo principle becomes a general principle which 
is applied in many mobile communications receivers to improve performance through the iter-
ative processing of extrinsic information. 
In 1963, Gallager [Ga163] invented LDPC codes by using the sum-product algorithm (SPA) as 
the decoding method. Unfortunately the decoding complexity was too high for practical imple-
mentation at that time. As a result, LDPC codes were largely neglected by coding community 
for decades except for some work [Tan8 1, Mar82. In the wake of the discovery of turbo codes, 
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LDPC codes were rediscovered in the mid-1990s {MN95, SS96J as a class of Turbo-like codes 
and an explosion of research interest ensued due to their performance being comparable to and 
sometimes better than the original Turbo codes. The LDPC code constructed in [CFRUO 1] is 
capable of achieving reliable performance within 0.0045dB of the Shannon limit in the binary 
input additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Owing to the low complexity iterative 
message-passing decoding method, LDPC codes are also attractive in practical applications: 
LDPC codes are already used as standards for the satellite transmission of digital television in 
DVB-S2 [DVB]; in 2008, LDPC beat convolutional Turbo codes to become the FEC scheme 
for the ITU-T G.hn standard [ITU] due to its lower decoding complexity and lower error floor 
compared to the proposed Turbo Codes at the desired range of operation. 
1.4 	Main Contributions of the Thesis 
This work is concerned with the practical application of LDPC codes in cooperative communi-
cation environments. 
As we can see from Figure 1.2, the multiple access channel (MAC) is one component in a multi-
user cooperative communication system. Hence we begin with the investigation of LDPC codes 
in the Gaussian MAC. It is known from information theory [CT06] that successive interference 
cancellation (SIC) is a technique that can achieve the upper limits of the capacity region of the 
Gaussian MAC. However, the theory assumes that Gaussian signal alphabets are used which is 
not possible in practice. Hence, we go to the opposite extreme and investigate the performance 
of SIC schemes when a binary modulation signal alphabet is used. This is motivated by the idea 
to have very simple transmitters such as wireless network nodes communicating to a receiving 
"base station" where it is allowed for some higher complexity to perform more advanced signal 
processing such as SIC. A formulation of a multi-user detector is derived which lends itself to 
an efficient implementation by L-value algebra. Besides, as it is impossible to decode with no 
errors in practice, a soft iterative SIC and decoding scheme is presented by factor graph theory 
where the interference cancellation and decoding are carried out by exchanging the extrinsic 
L-values of bit-reliability information. A set of practical LDPC codes with moderate blocksize 
are used to investigate the practical performance of interference cancellation. 
Although "coding" has been employed in several papers on cooperative communications [SE04, 
HNO2b, HN06, .THI{N04], diversity gain is obtained through channel coding gain by means of 
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single channel codes. Inspired by the fact that network coding is a technique well known for 
its capability to increase system throughput, joint channel and network coding is believed to 
be an efficient way to generate spatial diversity with limited power and bandwidth resources 
for uplink transmissions [XFKC06b, HD06]. In this thesis, a cooperative diversity scheme is 
proposed for the communication model of two sources sharing a single relay. Two scenarios and 
correspondingly two cooperative coding schemes are under consideration. The first scenario 
is in a frequency division mode where algebraic code superposition relaying is exploited to 
generate diversity gain. The second scenario is in a multiple access fading mode where the 
code superposition relay is accompanied by the interference introduced by the fading multiple 
access channel. A novel, computationally efficient message passing algorithm is described in 
detail for the destination's decoder which can extract substantial spatial diversity contained in 
the code and signal superposition. The decoder is based on a sliding window structure which 
attains a separation of the soft-input soft-output (SISO) decoder modules with respect to each 
received signal stream. Despite the simplicity of the proposed scheme, diversity gains are 
efficiently leveraged by the simple combination of channel coding at the sources and network 
coding at the relay. 
1.5 	Structure of the Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides the necessary background on 
channel coding, factor graph theory and cooperative communication. Chapter 3 investigates the 
performance of the soft iterative SIC and decoding scheme by LDPC codes under binary-input 
constraints. Chapter 4 first addresses the proposed cooperative coding scheme in the frequency 
division scenario, and then moves to the fading MAC scenario. Chapter 5 summarizes this 
thesis and discusses some related future work. 
Chapter 2 
Background 
The contents in this chapter are mainly classified into three parts: channel coding theory, fac-
tor graph theory and cooperative communications. First the necessary background on channel 
coding theory is reviewed. Next, the factor graph theory is introduced in an individual section 
since it acts as a presentation tool throughout this thesis. Due to the strong relation between 
factor graph theory and graph-based decoding algorithms, Sum-product algorithm (SPA) de-
coding for LDPC codes and relative analysis methods for LDPC codes are presented at the end 
of the factor graph section. Last of all, this chapter reviews some basic concepts of coopera-
tive communication which can effectively mitigate the detrimental effect of fading in wireless 
environments. 
2.1 	Basics of Channel Coding 
Coding choice is strongly dependent on the channel model. In this section, we focus on chan-
nel coding under an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel as it shapes the coding 
discipline. 
2.1.1 Shannon's channel coding theorem 
Shannon's noisy channel coding theorem [Sha48] states that for a data transmission rate RT < 
C, with C the capacity of a discrete-input memoryless channel (C and RT are both in bits per 
transmission), there exists a coding scheme that achieves an arbitrary small probability of error; 
conversely, if RT > C any coding scheme will be unreliable. If It/I is the size of the discrete 
channel input alphabet, the code rate is given by R = 
	T 
1092  
. In the case of binary channel 
inputs, we have R equals to RT. 
Suppose that E denotes the receive energy per channel symbol; Eb denotes the receive energy 
per information bit; No denotes the one-sided noise power spectral density. Thus, we have the 
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The error probability of a coded communication system is commonly expressed in terms of the 
ratio of energy per information bit Eb to the one-sided PSD No of the channel noise. 
The information capacity C of a communication channel is defined as the maximum mutual 
information between the input X and output Y over all distributions on the input symbols: 
C = maxl(X; Y) 	 (2.2) 
P(X) 
where p(x) is the PDF of the input variable X. 
Consider a discrete-time AWGN channel with the following expression: 
yi = xi + T i 
	 (2.3) 
where xi is the real-valued channel input at time i, yj is the corresponding output and ni is a 
white Gaussian noise random process. 
The information capacity of a discrete-time, AWGN channel with input power constraint E{X 2  } 
P and a noise variance of a2 is 
C= 	max 	I(X; Y) 
= 109
2 (i +- 
	
2 	
) 	 (2.4) 
p(x):E{X 2 }<P  
with C in information bits per transmission per dimension. In this thesis, we only consider 
discrete-time system since most continuous-time systems can be converted to discrete-time 
system via sampling. For a continuous time, B-band-limited AWGN channel with sampling at 
Nyquist rate 2B, the capacity expression is 
/ 
C= 1092  i+ 2E,) < 
1 
1092 	




We can further obtain 
Eb 22C_1 
(2.6) 
No 2C  
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Equation (2.6) gives a theoretical limit on the minimum SNR required for a coded system with 
data transmission rate C to achieve error-free transmission. 
Equations (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) apply to the Gaussian-distributed inputs. For transmission over 
a binary-input, continuous-output AWGN channel with BPSK signalling, the Shannon limit (in 
terms of 	does not have a closed form but can be evaluated numerically. No 
The channel capacity for the binary-input discrete-time AWGN channel with equiprobable in-
put bits x E {O, 11 and the channel output signal y is 
00 
IC= 	 log2  
2.p(yx) 
	








exp I - 1 (y - x)2). 	 (2.8) 
Suppose one symbol is transmitted every T seconds, the symbol transmission rate (baud rate) 
is 1/T. For a baseband bandwidth B, the symbol transmission rate is limited to 2B. Hence 
we have 1/T = 2B. For a coded system with code rate R = k/n where k information bits 
correspond to the transmission of n symbols, the information transmission rate (data rate) is 
R/T bits per second (bps), where R/T = 2RB. In a binary coded system, R < 1. If the coded 
system aims to maintain the same information transmission rate as the uncoded system, its cor-
responding bandwidth shall become B/R which means the coded system requires bandwidth 
expansion by a factor of 1/R. If the system does not permit bandwidth expansion, redundancy 
for coding can be covered by a combined coding and modulation technique, called coded mod-
ulation which allows significant coding gain without bandwidth expansion [IH77, Ung82]. 
2.1.2 Basics of channel coding 
A block diagram of a typical data transmission system on an AWGN channel is shown in 
Figure 2.1. In the following, we focus on the channel encoder and channel decoder and we 
only consider binary linear codes. 
Suppose each message block, denoted by u, consists of k information digits. There are a total 
of 2k  distinct messages. The channel encoder transforms a k-bit information sequence u into 
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an n-bit codeword v. The rule of a channel decoder is to transform the received sequence r 
into an estimated information sequence II which is the estimated information sequence. The 
decoder can also produce which is the estimated codeword of v since there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the information sequence u and the codeword v. 
Digital I u I 	 v Encoder 	 Modulator 
Source 
Channel 
Digital 	U 	 r 	 Me 
Decoder 
Sink quantizer 	detector 
----------------------------
Demodulator 
Figure 2.1: A block diagram of a coded system on a discrete-time channel. 
ML and MAP decoding rules 
A decoding error happens when 	v. The error probability of the decoder is defined as 
P(E) = >P(Er)P(r) 	 (2.9) 
where P(r) is the probability of the received sequence r and independent of the decoding rule 







A decoding rule which aims to maximize equation (2.10) is called the maximum a posteriori 
(MAP) rule. If all information sequences are equally likely, P(v) is the same for all v. Thus, 
maximizing P(vr) is equal to maximizing P(rv). A decoder chosen to maximize P(rv) is 
called a decoder of the maximum likelihood (ML) rule. We could see if P(v) does not depend 
on v, i.e., P(v) is the same for all v, the MAP and ML rules are equivalent. 
Hamming weight and Hamming distance 
The Hamming weight of a codeword is defined as the number of non-zero components. The 
Oj 
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Hamming distance is defined as the number of positions in which two codewords v1 and v2  
differ and equals to the Hamming weight of the mod-2 sum of v1 and v2. The minimum 
Hamming distance dmin  of a binary linear code C is the minimum of all Hamming distances 
between pairs of distinct codewords in C. The parameter dmin  gives an important measure of 
code performance. A code with minimum distance dmin  is capable of detecting all codewords 
with errors less than ed and correcting all codewords with errors less than e, with ed + e < 
dmin and e < ed [ProOl]. 
Hard decision and soft decision decoding 
At the output of the demodulator, if each component of the signal r is quantized in two levels, 
denoted as 0 and I, the decoder processes this hard-decision binary received sequence based 
on a specific decoding method. This type of decoding is called hard-decision decoding. Hard 
decision decoding using algebraic structures of the code is called algebraic decoding. The 
objective of a hard-decision decoding is to choose the codeword nearest in Hamming distance 
to the received vector. The loss of information in a hard decision causes performance degration 
of the decoder. 
If the outputs of the matched filter are unquantized or quantized in more than two levels, the de-
modulator makes soft decisions. Decoding by processing this soft-decision received sequence 
is called soft-decision decoding. Soft-decision decoding provides better error performance than 
hard-decision decoding due to the additional information contained in the unquantized or mul-
tilevel quantized signal. In general, maximum likelihood decoding with soft decision has a 
coding gain of 3dB over algebraic decoding [LC04]. The price to pay for better error perfor-
mance is the computational complexity required by soft-decision decoding. 
2.1.3 Linear block codes 
Block codes and convolutional codes are two structurally different types of codes in common 
use today. In this thesis, we focus on LDPC codes which belong to linear block codes. Next 
we introduce the basic structure of binary linear block codes. More information about convo-
lutional codes could be found in [LC04]. 
We still use u to denote each message block which consists of k information bits and a binary 
n-tuple v to denote the codeword of the message u. For channel coding, n > k and the code 
rate is R = k/n. The one-to-one correspondence between u and its v for linear block codes 
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can be written as 
go 
gi 
v = u G = (uo, u1 , 	, uk_i) 	- 
k— 1 
where the k x ii matrix G with k linearly independent rows is called a generator matrix for this 
linear code. 
Definition 2.1.1. A block code of length ri. and 2k  codewords is called a linear (n, k) code 
if and only if its 2k  codewords form a k-dimensional subspace of the vector space of all the 
n-tuples over the field of GF(2) [LC04]. 
Remark 2.1.1. A binary block code is linear if and only if the modulo-2 sum of any two 
codewords is also a codeword. 
Remark 2.1.2. In an (n, k) linear code C, every codeword v could be represented by a linear 
combination of k independent codewords go, gi," , 
	
v=uogo +ulgl +..+uk l gk l . 	 (2.11) 
Remark 2.1.3. A desirable property for a linear block code to possess is systematic structure. 
Each systematic codeword could be divided into the message part, which is composed of k 
unaltered information (or message) digits, and the redundant checking part, which is composed 
of (n - k) parity check digits made by the linear sums of the information digits. A linear 
systematic (n, k) code is completely specified by a generator matrix G of the following form: 
go 	P00 	P01 	Po,n—k-1 1 0 •.. 0 
G = 
	= Plo 	P1' 	Pi 	0 1 	
= [P Ik] 
gk-1 I 	I Pk-1,0 Pk-1,1 ... Pk-1,n—k-1 0 0 . 	1 
where 'k  denotes the k x k identity matrix. Any nonsystematic code generator matrix G can 
be converted to systematic form by means of row operations and column permutations. 
The parity check matrix H is another matrix associated with each linear block code. H is an 
m x n (in > n - k) matrix such that the rows of H span the null space of the linear block code 
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C. A binary n-tuple v is a codeword in C if and only if 
v HT = °lxm 
	 (2.12) 
Corresponding to the systematic form of G, the systemtic form of H takes the following form 
(when m = ii - k): 
1 0 	0 Poo 	Pm 	 Pk-1,0 
T 	
0 1 	0 Pal 	Pu 	 Pk-1,1 
H=[In_kPl=  
0 0 	1 P0,n-k-1 Pin-k-1 ... Pk-1,n-k-1 
where 'nk  denote the (n - k) x (n - k) identity matrix. 
2.1.4 LDPC codes 
As we mentioned in the introduction part, LDPC codes were rediscovered in the mid-1990s 
following the invention of turbo codes which is another capacity-approaching code. Generally 
speaking, LDPC codes show the following advantage over turbo codes [LC04]: they do not 
require a long interleaver to achieve good performance since there is an inherent "interleaver" 
in the Gaussian elimination process in the transformation between the G matrix and the H 
matrix for linear block codes; they have better block error performance; the error floor of LDPC 
codes are lower than Turbo codes; the decoding algorithms are not trellis based and hence do 
not require as much memory as Turbo codes do. Next we shall present some basic concepts of 
LDPC codes. Because LDPC codes are codes defined on a graph, the graphical representation 
and corresponding decoding issue shall be in Section 2.2.4 after the introduction of factor graph 
theory. 
Definition 2.1.2. A (-y,  p) regular LDPC code is a class of linear block codes which is specified 
by the parity check matrix H with the following structural properties: (I) each row has p l's; 
(2) each column has y  I's; (3) the number of l's in common between any two columns is no 
greater than 1; (4) both p and -y are small compared with the length of the code n and the 
number of rows (m. > n - k) in H [Ga163]. 
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The density of H is defined as r = p/n. The code rate can be computed as 
	
R = > nm = 1_1 	 (2.13) 
n 	n 	p 
where the matrix H may not have full rank. The property of a sparse distribution of ones in 
the parity check matrix is amenable to operate iterative decoding algorithm on a Tanner graph 
as will be shown in Section 2.2. The LDPC codes in Definition 2.1.2 refers to Gallager's 
originally analysed regular codes which have parity check matrices of constant row weight and 
constant column weight. Normally, an ensemble (n, 'y, p) of LDPC codes refers to those LDPC 
codes with length n, column weight 'y and row weight p. According to [RSUO1], the average 
behaviour of all codes of one ensemble (n, 'y, p) concentrates around the expected behaviour 
when n is large enough. In [Ga163] Gallager pointed out that for a specific ensemble of regular 
LDPC codes, dmin/n for almost all codes in the ensemble is lower-bounded by a fixed function 
of the row and column weights. This phenomenon already indicates good performance; by 
contrast, the fraction dmj/ri of binary BCH codes approaches zero with increasing n. For 
LDPC codes, the parameter dmin  links to the error floor of the code while its iterative decoding 
performance is more decided by the girth (the length of the shortest cycle) in the Tanner graph 
(we shall introduce in Section 2.2) corresponding to the H structure. If all the columns or all the 
rows of H do not have the same weight, an LDPC code is said to be irregular. [LMSSO 1 ,RSUO 1] 
showed that optimized irregular LDPC codes could provide better perfonriance than regular 
LDPC codes. 
2.1.4.1 Construction of LDPC codes 
Construction of parity check matrices for LDPC codes can be classified into two main cate-
gories: random and algebraic construction. 
Random (or pseudorandom) constructions, also called computer-generated Gallager LDPC 
codes, are based on the generation of a parity check matrix (or parts of a parity check ma-
trix) randomly filled with Os and is. There are some constraints in the computer generation 
process due to the properties of LDPC codes, e.g., making H fit a desired row weight and 
column weight distribution. Some computer randomly generated LDPC codes have good per-
formance [Mac99b, Mac99a, RSUOI, RUO1], and even approach the random-coding bounds 
predicted by Shannon [RSUO1], which is in accord with the description in [CG90] that a 
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capacity-approaching code with a practical decoding algorithm requires the code with large 
block length and a high degree of structure, however it should also appear random to a channel. 
There are some disadvantages of the random construction method: post-processing is necessary 
to eliminate cycles; lack of structure in H makes encoding complex and makes it difficult for 
performance analysis and hardware implementation. 
In the algebraic constructions, the H matrices are produced based on certain mathematical 
foundations, such as finite geometries [KLFO1] and circulant permutation matrices [TSS+04, 
CXDL04]. It was pointed out in [LC04] that for length up to 1057, finite-geometry codes 
outperform their corresponding randomly generated LDPC codes although for longer length 
randomly generated codes perform better with sum-product algorithm decoding. [LCZ+06] 
shows that quasi-cyclic (QC) LDPC have encoding advantage over other types of LDPC codes 
because QC LDPC can be encoded with simple shift registers with linear complexity based on 
generator matrices. Algebraic construction guarantees the designed code with certain properties 
and is easier for hardware implementation. However, due to the constrains of design structure 
the choice of rate value and length are limited. 
2.1.4.2 LDPC decoding 
LDPC codes can be decoded in several ways, such as majority-logic (MLG) decoding, bit-
flipping (BF) decoding, weighted bit-flipping (WBF) decoding, a posteriori probability (APP) 
decoding and iterative decoding based on belief propagation (known as sum-product algorithm 
(SPA)) [LC04]. APP and SPA both deliver good error performance among the five types of 
decoding method of LDPC codes while APP decoding is computationally intractable [LC04]. 
In this thesis, we shall focus on SPA decoding since SPA not only gives the best error perfor-
mance but also is practically implementable in terms of decoding complexity. Because SPA is 
highly linked to factor graph theory, the detailed decoding algorithm and relative analysis shall 
be presented in Section 2.2. 
2.2 Factor Graph Theory and LDPC Decoding 
In the work of [AMOO], a "generalized distributive law" was described to facilitate the marginal-
ization of an arbitrary function through its factorization into a number of simpler factors. The 
so-called "marginalize product-of-functions" (MPF) problem actually gets involved in many 
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algorithms of communications and signal processing. The theory of the factor graph was intro-
duced in the work of [KFLO 1] which provides a visual approach to solve the MPF problem by 
the sum-product algorithm (SPA) which involves message passing on the corresponding factor 
graph. 
This section is organized as follows. We present a concise overview of factor graph theory, 
including the factor graph presentation for linear block codes and maximum a posteriori (MAP) 
decoding. Then we focus on the LDPC decoding algorithm, since this forms the basic building 
blocks for this thesis. Last we also briefly introduce some analysis methods for LDPC codes. 
2.2.1 Introduction 
Algorithms in coding, signal processing and artificial intelligence often deal with complicated 
functions of many variables. The given complicated function could be regarded as a global 
function and thus be exploited as a product of several "local" functions with a subset of the 
variables. The visualization for such a factorization can be approached by a factor graph, a 
bipartite graph that expresses the relations among functions and the relation between the local 
function and its variables. The sum-product algorithm (SPA) is a generic message-passing 
algorithm following a simple computational rule which operates on its corresponding factor 
graph and aims to compute various marginal functions associated with the global function. A 
wide variety of applications which may be seen as specific instances of the SPA operating on a 
factor graph include: Pearl's "belief propagation" on a Bayesian network [Pea88]; the iterative 
decoding in a distributed fashion, called "code networks", for various forms of concatenated 
coding schemes [BDMP98]; the Viterbi algorithm for ML decoding of block and convolutional 
codes [For73, Wo178]; the BUR algorithm for bit-by-bit MAP decoding applied to block or 
convolutional codes [BCJR74]; the iterative decoding of turbo codes and LDPC codes [FK96, 
Fre98, L588, MN95, Mac99b, MMC98]; trellis-based schemes in turbo equalization [F1a05]; 
and electromyographic signal analysis [Koc07]. In the following overview of factor graph 
theory, we shall use the factor graph model introduced in [KFLO I, FKLW97],  as opposed to the 
Forney-style factor graphs presented in [ForOl,LoeO4]. 
Let v1, v2,.. . , Vn represent a collection of variables. For each i, vi lies in some finite domain 
A. Let g(vi,... v) represent a function of these variables with domain 
S = A1 x A2 x 	x A. 	 (2.14) 
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The domain S of g is called the configuration space for the given collection of variables and 
each element in S is a specific configuration of the variables. For the work in this thesis, we 
shall take domain Ai = R. The 'sum' and 'product' mentioned later shall refer to the ordinary 
addition and multiplication of real numbers. 
There are n marginal functions gj(vj) associated with every function g(vi ,. . . , v) in which 
gj(Vj) = E g(vi,...,vn) 	 (2.15) 
The notation i{v•}'  which is called the summary for vi of g, denotes the summation over 
all the variables except v. Suppose that g(vi ,.. . v) factors into a product of several local 
functions, each having a subset of {v1,. . . , v71 } as arguments: 
g(vi,...,v)=flfj(V) 	 (2.16) 
jEJ 
where J is a discrete index set and each Vj is a subset of the variables {vi,.. . , v}. 
Now we come to the definition of a factor graph [KFLO 1]: A factor graph is a bipartite graph 
that expresses the structure of the factorization (2.16). A factor graph has a variable node for 
each variable vi and a factor node for each local function f, and an edge connecting variable 
node vi to factor node fi if and only if vi is an argument of ft. 
Example 2.2.1. Suppose we have a factorization as follows 
g(vi, V2,  v3, v4, v5) = fA(vl)fB(v2)fc(vl,v2,v3)fD(v3,v4)fE(v3,v5) 	(2.17) 
The factor graph for g is illustrated in Figure2.2. 
fA 	 fB 	 fc 	 fD 	 fE 




Message-passing refers to the algorithm in which messages are passing along the edges of a 
factor graph. In the case of the sum-product message-passing algorithm, sum-product refers 
to the rule used to calculate the updated messages. The resulting algorithm is also called the 
sum-product algorithm. 
Genarally speaking, the first step in SPA is that all pendant (degree- 1) nodes send out messages 
to their adjacent nodes in which each variable node sends out a unit message and each factor 
node sends out a description of itself (the function ft).  Then each node x (variable or factor) 
waits for messages to arrive from all but one of its neighbouring node (say y). When those 
messages arrive, x computes and sends the message to the remaining node y. Then x waits 
for a returning message from y. Once the message is received from y, x is able to send the 
computed messages to all of its neighbouring nodes but y in turn. The algorithm terminates 
once every edge in the graph has experienced the message passing schedule in both directions. 
Since there are various sums and products involved in the computation, the algorithm is referred 
as the sum-product algorithm. 
The sum-product update rule for non-pendant nodes: 
Variable to factor: The message sent by a variable node vi to a factor node fi is the 
product of all the incoming messages from its neighbouring nodes except f. 
Factor to variable: The message sent by a factor node fi to a variable node v 
is the product of the local function at fi with all the incoming messages from its 
neighbouring nodes except ft . 
Example 2.2.2. Let qjj  denote the message sent from the variable node v1 to the factor node 
f; let aji denote the message sent from the factor node f j to the variable node v1. Also, M(j) 
denotes the set of indices of the variable nodes adjacent to the factor node f3; N(l) denotes the 
set of indices of the factor nodes adjacent to the variable node vj. The messages computed by 
SPA could be described as follows: 
variable to factor: 




. factor to variable: 
	
= 	




in which V = M(j) is the set of arguments of the function f. One example of the sum-product 
rule is shown in Figure 2.3. Equation (2.18) says that the operations at the variable node are 
simply the product of the incoming messages from the nearby function nodes since there is 
no local function involved. While equation (2.19) says that the operations at the check node 
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Figure 2.3: Illustration for the sum-product rule. 
We now make two remarks upon the operation of the sum-product rule: 
Remark 2.2.1. For the case of variable nodes of degree two, the message is simply passed 
through the node. 
Remark 2.2.2. The prerequisite to obtain the correct computation of a marginal function is that 
the corresponding factor graph is cycle-free. A cycle-free factor graph can be equally converted 
to a rooted tree structure [KFLO 1] where the same information will not flow twice along one 
edge. On the contrary, for a factor graph with cycles, the same information may be passed 
multiple times on a given edge since there is no natural termination condition. In this way, 
the iterative algorithm may result in a failure of convergence and may not provide the correct 
marginal function computation. However, the SPA could still work locally in a factor graph 
with cycles. The corresponding computational rule is the same as before except that only the 
most recently passed message along any edge is used. A stop criterion is at the discretion of 
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the algorithm designer and estimations of the marginal functions are obtainable provided the 
girth (minimum cycle length) in the factor graph is not too small. For a code whose graph is 
not cycle-free, the presence of short cycles should be avoided; if the girth of its corresponding 
factor graph is very large, the loop-free approximation can be made [RU01]. This sub-optimal 
approach is known to give good performance in some applications such as Turbo codes and 
LDPC codes. 
2.2.2 Factor graph for linear block codes 
In the work of [Wi189], "behavioural" modeling is defined in set-theoretic terms by specifying 
the validity of the particular configurations of variables. This approach can be represented by a 
factor graph where the characteristic functions for the given behaviours are all indicated. 
Let v0, v1 .... .v_ be a collection of variables with configuration space S = A0 x A1 x ... x 
A_1. A behaviour means any subset V of S. The elements of V are the valid configurations. 
If the domain of each variable is some finite alphabet A, the configuration space is the n-fold 
Cartesian product S = A72. Thus, a block code of length n over A is a behaviour V C S while 
the codewords refer to the valid configurations. The characteristic function for a binary linear 
block code V is defined as 
xv(v)=xv(vo,vl.....,v721)—Ind[(vo,vi,...,v72_i)E V] 	(2.20) 
Example 2.2.3. We consider a (6, 3) linear block code defined by the parity check matrix 
110010 
11= 0 i 1 0 0 1 	 (2.21) 
101100 
Here, V is the set of all binary 6-tuples v = (v0 , v1 ,. . . v5 ) that satisfies the parity-check 
constraints v HT = 0. The indicator function Ind[.] takes the value 1 if the argument is true, 
and otherwise it takes the value 0. Therefore we have the characteristic function 
xv(v) = Ind [(vo,vi,...,v5)EV] 
= Ind [vo v1 v4 = 01 . Ind [v1 V2 e V5 = 01 





2.2.3 Factor graph for MAP decoding 
The probability distribution is an important class of functions that can be represented through 
a factorization of the variable's joint probability mass or density function. In probabilistic 
modelling of systems, statistical dependency among variables could be expressed by a factor 
graph. 
Now we consider a transmission system in which v = (vo, ..., va_i) represents an n-bit 
codeword and y = (yo, • . , y71—i) represents the receive sequence at the end of the transmis-
sion channel. (Here we ignore the modulation process which normally takes place in a standard 





where we assume that the probability mass function (pmf) P(v) is uniform over all valid code-




Since the observed sequence y is fixed for one decoding procedure, P(vy) is regarded as a 
function of v only. 
Next we combine the "behavioural" modeling for the linear block code presentation with the 
probabilistic modeling of systems for the APP of the codewords given the received output of a 
channel. The global function for the transmission system over the variable v can be described 
as the product of equation (2.20) and equation (2.24): 
g(v) 
= xv(v)flp(yV i ) 	
(2.25) 
Example 2.2.4. If V is the set of codewords as in the example 2.2.3, the global function is 








Figure 2.4: Factor graph for the linear block codes together with the joint APP 
2.2.4 Sum product algorithm for LDPC decoding 
The sum-product algorithm is a decoding method for LDPC codes invented by Gallager [Ga163]. 
However, the full power of LDPC codes was not realized until Tanner introduced graphs 
[Tan8 1] (those factor graphs for LDPC codes are thus called Tanner graphs) to describe those 
codes. The term message-passing decoder comes from the message-passing nature of the SPA. 
One important feature for the message-passing decoder is that the decoding complexity grows 
linearly with the length of the code. It needs to be pointed out that the message-passing al-
gorithm is sub-optimal if underlying cycles exist in a factor graph. However, SPA operating 
on Tanner graphs with cycles still gives good performance when the girth in the graph is large 
which necessarily requires that the block length of the code is large. This phenomenon is due to 
the fact that when the length of the cycle grows the independency of the messages also grow. In 
terms of the convergence behaviour of iterative decoding, an EXIT chart [tBOl] is a useful tool 
for analysis and code design. Although the convergence of the iterative decoding algorithms is 
still not well understood, SPA based on belief propagation is believed to be an extremely pow-
erful tool for decoding LDPC codes [WLK95, KF98, FM199, LKFOO, LKOO, KLFOOa, KLFOOb, 
KLFOOc, RSUO I, RUO 1, CFRUO 1, KLFO 1, Ard04]. 
2.2.4.1 Probability domain 
Conventionally, SPA is presented in probabilities. Suppose p1(0) = P(v1 = 0) and pi(l) = 
P(vt = 1) are the prior probabilities of vj = 0 and v = 1 respectively which are obtained by 
channel observation. Next we will present two update rules in SPA for LDPC decoding based 
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on (2.18) and (2.19). 
. bit node vj to check node f: 
qj j (vj) = P1 (VI) fJ cri(vi) 	 (2.27) 
tEN (1) \j 
check node f j to bit node v1: 
ai(vi) 	> ( fi qt(vt) Ind{ 	Vt = 	 (2.28) 
{vl} tEM(j)\1 	 tEM(j) 
Equation (2.27) says that the variable node processes the incoming messages from all but one 
of its neighbouring check nodes and then sends the updated information about itself back to 
that check node. 
Equation (2.28) says that the function of a check node is to force its neighbours to satisfy an 
even parity. The outgoing message from a check node is the result of all the incoming messages 
except from the variable node which will receive the outgoing message. And the message sent 
from the check node indicates its belief towards the destination variable node. By presenting 
the message in the Log domain in the next subsection, we could easily see that the reliability of 
the outgoing messages is even less than that of the least reliable incoming messages. 
The above two update rules lay the foundation for SPA decoding in the probability domain 
which are a straight derivation from the sum-product rule of (2.18) and (2.19) respectively. 
However from the computational point of view, messages in probability domain are not com-
putationally convenient since there are lots of multiplications involved. 
2.2.4.2 SPA for LDPC decoding in terms of log-likelihood ratios 
The log-likelihood ratio (LLR) is the most preferable message type used in a practical applica-
tion for its precise representation of the probability values, and also for its simplicity in update 
rules and computer implementations. This version of SPA is based on updating extrinsic infor-
mation by each iteration. We will follow the presentation in [F1a05] to develop SPA decoding 
for LDPC codes in the log domain. 
Let V be in GF(2) with the elements {O. 11. We shall refer each element v of V as a bit. The 
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LLR is defined as 	
(v = 0)) 	
(2.29) Lv(v)=in P(v=1) 
The LLR is denoted as "soft" value, or the L-value of the variable V. The sign of L(v) 
is regarded as the hard decision and the magnitude I Lv(v)l IL (v)l is regarded as the reliability of 
the hard decision. For simplicity, we shall use v(0), v(1) and L(v) to denote P(v = 0), 
Pv(v = 1) and Lv(v)  respectively. 
Soft channel outputs 
Suppose the following output is observed from a Rayleigh fading channel 
(2.30) 
where 9 is the BPSK modulated bit, i.e. 9 = 1 - 2 . v, ai  e C represents the Rayleigh fading 
channel gain under current conditions and nj E C represents the additive white Gaussian noise 
with variance u2 in each of the real and imaginary direction. The pdf of the channel output yj 






p(yiI)=—xp -  2ira2 2a2 	
)  
Thus, we can obtain the corresponding LLR with regard to the input bit v (suppose p(Vj = 
0) =p(V j = 1) = 0.5): 
L(v) = L(vIy) = L(yv) = in 
p(yvz = 0) = in 
	
= 1) = 2{a . 	(2.32)  
p(yjVj = 1) 	p(y 	= —1) 	92  
When ai = 1 and ii. e P, this special condition corresponds to an AWGN channel. In this case, 
L(v1 ) = (72 
	 (2.33) 
Bit node vj to check node f3 
Suppose q(vj) (VI E 10, 1}) is the message to be passed from a bit node vj to a check node f 
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Figure 2.5: Demonstration for the message passed from bit node vj to check node f3. 
as depicted in Figure 2.5. Then based on (2.27), 
Therefore 
L(q) = L(v) + E L(at) 	 (2.34) 
tN(1)\j 
where L (vi) is the channel observed L-value which is also referred to as the intrinsic message 
for every variable node vi and tN(1)\j  L(at ) is referred as the extrinsic message which is 
due to the structure of the code and could be improved through exploiting redundancy in the 
code iteration by iteration. It can be seen that the reliability of a variable node improves as it 
receives positive (mostly correct) information about itself. 
Check node f j to bit node v1 
Suppose a(v1) (vj E {O, 1}) is the message to be passed from a check node f3  to a bit node 
vj with the input messages qt  from the rest of the code bits as depicted in Figure 2.6. The 
probability domain equation is 
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Figure 2.6: Demonstration for the message passed from check node f 3  to bit node v1. 
(qt 
 
(vt ) , Ind{ EVt 0 }) 	 (2.35) 
-{vj} tEM(j)\1 	 tEM(j) 
We have 
II [qt(0)+qt(1)] = 	 [ fi 	t(vt)] ± 	I 	[ H qt (vt )l 
tEM(j)\l 	 tCM(jAct=O LtI\l C= Lt'uv 
= a(0) + a(1) 	 (2.36) 
Let Y(v) denote the specific soft value of the binary bit v: 
= 	 I 6' (V) 






v(0)+v(1) - 2 ) 
Together with (2.36), we can obtain: 
= H 6(qt ) 	 (2.38) 
teM (j)\l 
And thus, 
/ L(o) \ 	 I L(qt) \ 
tanh 	= H tanh 	 (2.39) 2 
tEM(j)\1 
which lead to the expression: 
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1 + 	tanh 
L(a) = in 	
I 	
(2.40) 
1 - 	tanh 
L(qt) 
It is worth mentioning that in [H0P96], the "box-plus" operation (denoted by ) was intro-
duced for the special algebra for L-values. For two independent random variables v1 and v2  
1 + 
L(vi ) IE L(v) = L(vi G V2) = in 
e1 ' )  + e(v2) 
sign(L(v1 )) . sign(L(v2)) min(L(vi )I, L(vi)I) 	(2.41) 
with the additional rules 
L(v) EB oo = L(v), L(v) —00 = —L(v) 	 (2.42) 
and 
	
L(v) 1 0 = 0 	 (2.43) 
Therefore, (2.40) could be expressed as 
EB 
L 	 mill L(qt ) 	 (2.44) (u) = 	L(q) 	 sign H 	t))) tEM(j)\l 
tEM(j)\1 	 IEM(j)\1 
which indicates that the reliability of the outgoing extrinsic message from a check nodes is less 
than that of the least reliable incoming message. That is to say, the reliability of the extrinsic 
messages is decreased at the check nodes since the role of a check node is to "force" the adjacent 
variable nodes to satisfy an even parity check. From the perspective of the variable nodes, the 
a posteriori probabilities are still improved though. 
SPA for decoding LDPC codes in terms of extrinsic information [LFKLOO] 
Let H = [h] denote a J x L parity check matrix with each entry h31 (0 < j < J and 
0 < 1 < L) and Niter  denotes a maximun iteration number. The scalar zj3 denotes the LLR for 
the message passed from the bit node vj to the check node f j  for each h 1 = 1; 6j1  denotes the 
LLR for the message passed from f1 to vj for each hi = 1; L(J)J) denotes the channel observed 




. For each l = 1, 2,..., L, 
L(vj) - 
2{a7 Yi} (2.45) 
- 	a2 
. For each 1, j satisfying hi = 1 
ji = 0 
	
(2.46) 
Main Loop: For it = 1 t oc 
For each check node f j where h1 = 1 
	
zi j = L(VI) + E Etl 	 (2.47) 
tEN(i)\j 
For each code bit vi where h1 = 1 
+ 	tanh ( 
	 (2.48) ji = 	
Ztj 
1 - 	tanh ( 
zt3 ) 
Compute for each code bit vi 





If,vHT = 0 or it = Nitthen break; 
Endfor 
2.2.4.3 The analysis of SPA decoding for LDPC codes 
First, we shall have a look at the principle of iterative decoding. At the input of the iterative 
decoder, there are two types of knowledge about the transmitted codeword as shown in Figure 
2.7: the intrinsic information (the information from the channel) which corresponds to L(vi) 
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in equation (2.47) and the extrinsic information (the information from the previous decoding 
iteration) which corresponds to Et, in equation (2.47). Based on these two types of information, 
the decoder attempts to improve the knowledge about the transmitted codeword and at the same 
time, the corresponding extrinsic information will be used in the following iteration. 
Extrinsic information to 
the next iteration 
One iteration of 	Intrinsic information 
algorithm 	 from the channel 
Extrinsic information from 
the previous iteration 
Figure 2.7: The principle of iterative decoding. 
Decoding tree 
The whole decoding process could be presented by means of a decoding tree. Figure 2.8 shows 
a depth-one decoding tree for a regular (3, 6) LDPC code. The outgoing message from a 
variable node v to the next iteration is comprised of the intrinsic information from the channel 
and the extrinsic information from the other two neighbour check nodes fA  and fB.  Consider 
the update at the check nodes. The outgoing message from fA  or  lB  to vj is comprised of five 
incoming message to IA  or lB  from their neighboring variable nodes except v1. This completes 
one iteration process. Continuing in this way, the decoding tree of any depth is obtained. As 
long as the factor graph can be presented by a decoding tree, the messages in the decoding tree 
of any depth are independent. If the factor graph has girth of 1, the messages in the decoding 
tree are independent up to depth . Correspondingly the independent assumption is true up to 
iterations and will become an approximation for further iterations. 
An intuition for the better performance of irregular LDPC codes is: variable nodes with more 
neighbours have more chances of getting the correct bits; check nodes with less neighbours have 
less chances of getting wrong; thus variable nodes with high degree attain faster convergence 
to correct bit values and then their neighbor check nodes get the correct bit value faster which 
result in that variable nodes with small degree get the correct values faster. 
Density evolution 
Density evolution was proposed by Richardson and Urbanke in 2001 for the analysis of LDPC 
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Figure 2.8: The depth-one decoding tree for a regular (3, 6) LDPC code. 
codes [RUO I]. The basic idea is that tracking the probability density during the iterations could 
give a good picture of the actual behaviour of the decoding algorithm. Density evolution is a 
two-phase computation algorithm which aims to track the average fraction of incorrect mes-
sages passed in each iteration. Together with Fourier transform techniques, density evolution 
can be used to obtain asymptotic thresholds below which belief propagation could decode the 
code successfully, and above which belief propagation can not provide successful decoding. 
The threshold of a LDPC code is defined as the worst channel condition for which the message 
error rate converges to zero as the number of iterations of this LDPC code approaches infin-
ity. If the threshold of a code conforms to the Shannon limit, the code is said to be capacity-
approaching. Capacity-approaching irregular LDPC codes could be designed by following the 
evolution of the density of messages in the decoder, that is, to set some irregularity in the code, 
check the performance with density evolution and vary the irregularity in the code until the 
desired performance is achieved. But performing density evolution accurately is a computa-
tionally demanding task. A relatively easier approach for designing irregular codes is by using 
EXIT charts [tBOO,tBOl]. 
Extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts 
Another popular approach for analyzing iterative decoders, including codes with complicated 
constituent codes, is to use extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts [tBOO, EGHO1, tBOl]. 
Instead of tracking the density of messages, an EXIT chart tracks the evolution of the mu-
tual information between messages and decoded bits iteration by iteration [tBOO]. Tracking 
the evolutions of other parameters like SNRs of the extrinsic messages [EGHO1], error prob-
abilities [AK04], etc., are seen as EXIT-like charts. Compared to density evolution which is 




2.3 Cooperative Communications 
In this section, we start with an introduction to wireless fading channels. Then we review some 
basic ideas on cooperative relaying strategies and user cooperation schemes. Last we briefly 
address three user cooperation schemes whose concepts relate to the problem studied in this 
thesis. 
2.3.1 Wireless fading channel and capacity 
As a medium for reliable communications, the wireless radio channel has several challenges due 
to noise, interference and other channel impediments caused by unpredictable user movements 
and environmental dynamics, which lead to the phenomenon of fading. In the following, we 
shall briefly review the basic characteristics of a wireless fading channel. 
Observing the variations of the channel strength over time and frequency, there are two types 
of fading: large-scale fading and small-scale fading. Large-scale fading is caused by the path 
loss effect and shadowing effect which occur over a relatively large distance (a distance of the 
order of the cell size) [Go105]. The large-scale fading is more relevant to issues such as cell-site 
planning [TV05], thus it is not the focus of this thesis. Small scale fading, which is also referred 
to as multipath fading, is caused by the constructive and destructive interference of the multiple 
signal path between the transmitter and receiver. Small scale fading is more important to the 
design of reliable and efficient communication systems. In this thesis, fading refers to small 
scale fading. 
One reasonable model of the multipath environment is Rayleigh fading when there are many 
objects in the environment that scatter the radio signal before it arrives at the receiver. The 
envelope of the received signal follows a Rayleigh distribution. Specifically we consider a 
discrete-time complex baseband model where the channel coefficient can be expressed as 
a = ar + ajj 
	
(2.50) 
where ar and a, are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variables 
with zero mean and variance -. The magnitude lal satisfies a Rayleigh distribution density 
function given by 	
(2 




And the squared magnitude la 2 is exponentially distributed with density function 
f(x) = 	 x >0. 	 (2.52) 
In this thesis, the value of a is assumed to be 1. 
2.3.1.1 Flat fading and frequency-selective fading 
The channel coherence bandwidth B is a statistical measure of the range of frequencies over 
which the channel passes all spectral components with approximately equal gain and linear 
phase [RapO I]. If the coherence bandwidth of the channel is larger than the bandwidth of the 
signal, this type of fading is called fiat fading which means that all frequency components of 
the signal will experience the same magnitude of fading. If the coherence bandwidth of the 
channel is smaller than the bandwidth of the signal, this type of fading is called frequency-
selective. Since different frequency components of the signal experience decorrelated fading, 
frequency-selective fading leads to intersymbol interference (ISI) of the received signal. The 
effect of frequency-selective fading could be mitigated by employing a diversity scheme such 
as orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM). 
2.3.1.2 Slow fading and fast fading 
The channel coherence time T is a statistical measure of the minimum time duration for the 
magnitude change of the channel to become decorrelated from its previous value. In other 
words, the channel fading coefficient within T remains roughly the same. Coherence time T 
reflects the time-scale of the variation of the channel and is inversely proportional to Doppler 
spread due to the movement of transmitter or receiver. 
Block fading is a fading model in which the fading coefficient a remains constant over some 
blocklength T and is i.i.d. across different coherence periods [Go105]. Sometimes, we also use 
the term quasi-static to describe the fading channel that the fading coefficient remains constant 
for a duration of the codeword and changes independently from one codeword to next. In 
wireless communication, channels are often categorized into fast fading and slow fading. Fast 
fading occurs when one codeword is spread over multiple fading blocks. On the contrary, slow 
fading occurs when one codeword length is less than one fading block. In reality, the terms of 
fast or slow fading depend not only on the environment but also on the application with regard 
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to the practical delay requirements. 
2.3.1.3 Capacity of the independent Rayleigh fading channel 
A discrete-time complex baseband Rayleigh fading channel with stationary and ergodic time-
varying fading coefficient ai and AWGN ni with n CAI(O, 1) is expressed by 
yi = 	+ ni 	 (2.53) 
where xi is the channel input at time i, y1 is the corresponding channel output and p is the trans-
mit SNR. In this thesis, we assume that the receiver always has full channel state information 
(CSI) while ai is not known to the transmitter. 
Suppose a long codeword is transmitted and its symbols are likely to experience all states of 
the channel. Hence the channel is ergodic to the codeword. Under this fast fading scenario, 
Shannon capacity defines the maximum data rate that can be sent over the channel with an 
arbitrarily small number of errors. According to [MS84], the Shannon capacity of a fading 
channel with receiver CSI can be expressed as 
C = L{1092(1 + pa 2 )} 	 (2.54) 
where Ea  denotes the expectation with respect to the fading coefficient and C in information 
bits per transmission per dimension. 
The opposite situation of a channel is that the fading is so slow that the fading coefficient 
remains constant for the whole duration of a codeword which leads to a nonzero probability that 
the channel capacity is below the transmission rate R. As any codeword is unable to experience 
all the states of the channel, this channel is nonergodic. Consequently, Shannon capacity is 
not valid anymore. An alternative capacity definition for a fading channel with receiver CSI is 
capacity with outage. Outage is defined as a condition that the capacity for a channel realization 
is smaller than the transmission rate R. The outage probability for Rayleigh fading is defined 
as 





2.3.1.4 Coding for wireless channel 
Codes designed for a fading channel are mainly based on employing an AWGN code combined 
with an interleaver to combat burst errors introduced by deep fades. But the criterion for coding 
changes to provide diversity. [Big05] shows that for the independent Rayleigh fading channel 
with high SNR, a sensible criterion for the selection of a code is the maximization of the mini-
mum Hamming distance between any two codewords. Various diversity schemes in the wireless 
environments, e.g., space, time or frequency diversity can be seen as an implementation of the 
simple repetition code. Coding across different channel realizations provides a certain amount 
of diversity, which counters the effects of multipath fading [KHOO]. 
2.3.2 Cooperative communication strategy 
This part gives a brief review of some basic concept in the area of cooperative communication. 
We shall begin with the classical relay channel then introduce three user cooperation schemes 
relating to the problems studied in this thesis. 
/ 
Figure 2.9: A basic three-node relay model. 
2.3.2.1 Relay Model 
The genesis of cooperative communication can be traced back to the work on the relay channel 
by Cover and El Gamal [CG79. A relay model shown in Figure 2.9 consists of one source (S), 
one relay (R) and one destination (D). It was shown in [CG79] that the information theoretic 
capacity of this channel is bounded by the minimum rates of transmission of the constituent 
broadcast channel and MAC. In many cases, the overall capacity is better than the individual 
capacity between S and D. 
According to operations at the relay, relaying schemes can be classified into three major cat-
egories: amplify-and-forward (AF) [LTW04], where the relay simply rescales and retransmits 
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the received signal, decoded-and-forward (DF) [LTW04], where the signal is fully decoded and 
then re-encoded at the relay before transmission to the destination, and compress-and-forward 
(CF) [XLC04], where the relay compresses the received signal with certain distortion. 
For the AF scheme, the relay transmitted signal can be expressed as 
Zr 	/3Yr = /3(/,asrxs + T') 	 (2.56) 
where x, denotes the source broadcasted signal; Yr  denotes the relay received signal from 
source in the broadcast phase; asr denotes the fading coefficient in the source-relay link; nr  
denotes the MAC receiver noise at the destination; /3 denotes the amplifying gain with the 
expression 
/3 =(2.57)  (2.57
which is in order to make Zr  a unit average power [LTW04]. Or /3 can be set as a fixed value 
[HA04]. Although the noisy signal is amplified and transmitted at the relay, the destination still 
receives two independently-faded versions of the original signal and is supposed to make better 
decisions for the transmitted symbols. Some hybrid protocols and power allocation issues in 
non-orthogonal AF scheme are discussed in [KTMG08]; relay selection issues for AF systems 
with interference are studied in [Kri09]. The drawback for the AF scheme is that sampling, 
amplifying and retransmitting analog values can be technologically non-trivial [LTW04]. 
For the DF scheme, the simplest scheme is to employ repetition code at the relay [LTW04], 
where 
Zr =X, 	 (2.58) 
if the codeword is correctly decoded. Obviously, forwarding an erroneous codeword from relay 
to destination may lead to error propagation which is worse than non-cooperation. To avoid this 
error propagation phenomenon, Laneman in [LTW04] proposed an adaptive relaying scheme 
where only successfully decoded codewords (indicated by CRC check) will be forwarded to the 
destination. 
For the CF scheme, the relay node may employ standard quantization or a source coding tech-
nique [XLC04, SHMX06] to process the received signal before transmission to the destination. 
CF, especially Wyner-Ziv cooperation [HL06] for optimal compression, is preferable if the 
noisy copy at the relay is highly correlated to the original source. The comparison of perfor- 
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mance for DF and CF in [KGG05] shows that the achievable rate of DF increases when the 
relay moves towards the source and reaches a maximum when the relay is near the source; as 
for CF, the achievable rate increases as the relay moves towards the destination and the rate 
reaches a maximum value when the relay is near the destination. 
2.3.2.2 Cooperative Communication 
Cooperative diversity is an active research topic in recent years. There is a staggering number 
of papers published under this theme. Here we only introduce the basic concepts of several 
cooperative schemes to assist our further discussion in Chapter 4. 
User Cooperation Strategy 
User cooperation refers to the cooperative diversity scheme where each user is responsible for 
transmitting not only its own information, but also the information of the other users. That is, 
the diversity gains in a cell are achieved via the cooperation of in-cell users. [SEA03a,SEA03b 
first proposed a user cooperation model in a CDMA-based implementation of DF between 
a pair of users which could be represented by Figure 2.9 when the relay (R) is no longer a 
simple relay but another user. In the first and second interval, each user transmits its own 
bits. After detecting the other user's second bit, in the third interval both users transmit a 
linear combination of their own second bit and the estimate of the other user's second bit. 
[SEA03a, SEA03b] examined the achievable rate regions and outage capacity for the proposed 
scheme. The results in [SEA03a,SEA03b] show that even though the interuser channel is noisy, 
user cooperation leads not only to an increase in capacity for both users but also to a more robust 
system where users' achievable rates are less susceptible to channel variations. 
Coded Cooperation 
Coded cooperation was proposed which applies a practical channel coding scheme in the user 
cooperation strategy [HNO2b, HNO2a, HN06]. As depicted in Figure 2. 10, the source and its 
partner encode a block of K source bits into N codeword bits respectively. The N bits are then 
partitioned into two segments after puncturing, with the first set being a punctured code with 
N1 bits, and the second being the (N - N1 ) remaining parity bits. Initially, the user transmits 
N1 bits and the partner attempts to decode the user's message. The N1 bits are transmitted 
by the original user and the additional (N - Ni ) bits will be forwarded by the partner in 
the second phase if it managed to decode it successfully. In a word, the key idea behind coded 
cooperation is that each user tries to transmit redundant parity bits for its partner. By employing 
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N 1  bits 	N-N parity bits User A 
for user A for user B 
N, bits 
for user B 	
N -




Figure 2.10: In coded cooperation, user A and user B encode a block of K source bits into 
N codeword bits respectively. The N bits are then partitioned into two segments 
after puncturing, with the first set being a punctured code with N1 bits, and the 
second being the (N - N1 ) remaining parity bits. Initially, user AIB transmits 
N1 bits and then user B/A attempts to decode the user's message after receiving 
it. The N1 bits are transmitted by the original user in the first frame and the 
additional (N - N1 ) bits will be forwarded by the other user in the second frame 
if successfully decoded. 
rate compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) codes, a portion of each user's code bits arrive 
at the base station through a different, independent fading channel. The generated diversity 
gain provides a performance advantage over the non-cooperation transmission. Some extension 
work following this concept include [JHHN04], etc., which will be further discussed in Chapter 
4. 
Superposition Modulation and Code Superposition 
In a traditional time division two-user cooperation scheme as shown in Figure 2.11 (case 2), 
each user transmits its own local information in the first half slot and then relays the information 
for its partner in the second half slot. The information transmitted in one user's relaying slot 
(e.g. "User A relays" in Figure 2.11) is already known to the other user (e.g. "User B" in 
Figure 2.11) as that is where the information originally comes from. From the perspective of 
the original user, the resources allocated to transmit the relayed bits by its partner is wasted. In 
order to make full use of the inter-user channel resource, superposition modulation [LV05] and 
code superposition [XFKC06a] are proposed to let one user simultaneously transmit its own 
data together with relaying information for the other user. 
In superposition modulation, one user's local data and relayed data are allocated with different 
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Case 1: Non-Cooperation Transmission 
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Case 3: Signal Superposition Cooperative Diversity 
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Case 4: Coded Superposition Cooperative Diversity 
Figure 2.11: Illustration of four different resource allocation schemes where the horizontal 
axis represents time while the vertical axis represents power. Two types of shaded 
portions correspond to the resources dedicated to the two users' local information 
transmission. In each half-slot, n symbols are transmitted with transmit power of 
P. In case 3, since part of the power has been used to modulate relayed codeword, 
local information is transmitted by partial power PL < P [XFKC07b]. 
the a posteriori L-value for each information bit is obtained from two consecutive received 
signals. [LV05] demonstrate that signal superposition cooperative diversity scheme (case 3 in 
Figure 2.11) can outperform traditional DF time division cooperative diversity scheme (case 2 
in Figure 2.11). 
In code superposition, also called network coding approach, the local codeword and the relayed 
codeword are taken XOR before transmission. In the following, we only consider the case 
that each user successfully decodes its partner's codeword. In time slot t, the superimposed 
code C(t) transmitted by each user is expressed by equation (2.59), where ZL(t) represents 
the locally generated information, R  (t) represents the relayed information, GL represents the 
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local generator matrix and GR represents the generator matrix for the relayed bits. 
GR  [1 
C(t) = iR(t)GR 	2L(t)GL = [iR(t) WO ] I 	I 	(2.59) [GL] 
For the decoder at the other user, the iR(t)GR is already known since that is the codeword 
generated by itself at last time slot. Thus the soft information needed to decode its partner's 
code is calculated by 
{[ PiL(t)GL](i) = 0} r 
L[iL(t)GLJ(i) = log Pr{[L(t)GL]() 	11 
- { L[C(t)](i) 	when[iR(t)GR}(i) = 0 	
(2.60) 
- 	—L[C(t)](i) when [iR(t)GR](i) = 1 
The decoding at the destination is more complex. Next, we use the superscripts A and B to 
indicate the origins of information. In order to obtain i(t), two codewords received at the 
destination are under consideration as shown in equation (2.61): C" (t) transmitted from user 
A and CB  (t) transmitted from user B. As illustrated in equation (2.61), the information i (t) 
is first protected by the local generator matrix GE in CA  (t) at user A and then protected by 
the relay generator matrix GR in C'(t) at user B (in the case that user B successfully obtains 
i(t)). The decoding task is to 	 of  the information of i(t) in the two stacked codewords 
CA (t) and CB (t).  










In [XFKC07b], GE and GR are both 8-state convolutional codes. Hence a 64-state BCJR 
decoder [BCJR74] is required at the destination. The decoding is achieved by exchanging the 
corresponding extrinsic information between CA (t) and CB (t).  
[XFKC07b] demonstrated that code superposition outperforms signal superposition under the 
same channel resource. In signal superposition scheme, part of the power has to be allocated to 
modulate the relayed codeword, while in code superposition, full power is obtainable for both 
local codeword and relayed codeword. It is indicated in [XFKCOTh] that code superposition 
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(also referred to as network coding approach) is efficient to address the cooperative dilemma 
issue which concerns the resource allocation between the transmission of local information 
as well as relayed information. One challenge seems to be the decoder design which should 
be able to cope with the complicated decoding scenario and at the same time of acceptable 
decoding complexity. The above observations have inspired further discussions on this topic in 
Chapter 4. 
2.4 Chapter Summary 
This chapter presented a brief review of channel coding, factor graph theory and cooperative 
communications. LDPC codes are also introduced with specific emphasis on the SPA decod-
ing method. This chapter lays the groundwork for the following two chapters. The next two 
chapters are concerned with the topic of exploiting LDPC codes in cooperative communication 
environments and the presentation is based on factor graph theory. 
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Chapter 3 
Practical Successive Interference 
Cancellation in the Binary-Input 
Gaussian Multiple-Access Channel 
3.1 Introduction 
In the multiple access channel (MAC), all users share the common channel resources to trans-
mit information to one destination. Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Frequency 
Division Multiple Access (FDMA) systems are based on the orthogonal division of the re-
sources "time" and "frequency", with only one user occupying a given frequency at a time. 
Contrary to that in CDMA, each user is assigned a distinct signature sequence that allows for 
orthogonal signal transmission with more than one user occupying a frequency at the same 
time [ProO 1]; the price to pay is the increased bandwidth due to the "signature sequence" that 
has to be transmitted to. send one information bit. Still, theoretical analysis shows that CDMA 
is a more efficient multiple access method [KAOO] than TDMA and FDMA, mainly due to its 
greater flexibility. 
In principle, the CDMA idea can also be used for channel-coded sequences without any explicit 
"spreading" code and in this case it is known from information theory [CT06] that successive 
interference cancellation (SIC) is a technique that can achieve the upper limits of the capacity 
region of the Gaussian multiple access channel. For the two-user MAC case, signal super-
position together with SIC theoretically guarantees that one of the users can transmit at the 
capacity-approaching rate, as in the single-user AWGN channel, while the other user can still 
realise reliable transmission at a non-zero rate that is determined by the Gaussian MAC capac-
ity region: essentially, the second user's signal is treated as "noise" by the first user, i.e., the first 
user suffers from a reduced rate due to interference. When the first user's rate is sufficiently 
low, the signal can be reliably decoded at the receiving end, and the re-encoded signal can be 
subtracted (cancelled) from the total received signal, leaving only the second signal and Gaus-
sian receiver noise. This means the receiver "sees" a Gaussian channel without any interference 
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for the second user. 
Although, at a first glance, this theoretical concept seems attractive for a practical application 
there are some potential drawbacks. First, the theory assumes that Gaussian signal alphabets 
are used, which is not possible in practice. Hence, we go to the opposite extreme and investi-
gate the performance of SIC schemes when a binary modulation signal alphabet is used. This is 
motivated by the idea to have very simple transmitters such as wireless network nodes commu-
nicating to a receiving "base station" where we allow for some higher complexity to perform 
more advanced signal processing such as successive interference cancellation. Second, as it is 
impossible to decode with no errors in practice, the first user's transmit signal can not always be 
reconstructed correctly at the receiver, which means that the subtraction of the erroneous sig-
nal would lead to propagation of the first user's decoding errors into the decoding process for 
the second user. Hence, we investigate the soft multiple user demodulators combined with the 
decoding of channel codes in which the interference cancellation and the decoding are carried 
out in a "soft" iterative process by exchanging the extrinsic L-values carrying the bit-reliability 
information. 
The major relative work in the field of soft iterative SIC, also called Turbo multiuser detec-
tor (MUD), is as follows: in [ARAS99, Moh98, RSAA98] the "turbo principle" is proposed in 
the realization of CDMA in combination with forward-error control coding, where a joint de-
coder is broken into the APP estimation of the coded symbols and parallel single-user FEC soft 
decoding; [WP99, Poo04] further develop Turbo MUD and demonstrate that the Turbo MUD 
method can provide good performance with relatively low complexity; [BC01] and [BCO2] 
present a framework for iterative multiuser joint decoding of CDMA signals by factor graph 
theory, where DE is also used to obtain the asymptotic performance of the system in the limit 
of large code block lengths; in [SS06], the combination of forward-error control coding with 
CDMA using random spreading sequences is studied from the perspective of a large number of 
users. 
In our work we use low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes which are very powerful error 
correcting codes. Well-designed codes with a very large blocksize can achieve very low bit-
error-rates (B ER) [RSUO 1]. In practical applications, however, delay constraints usually put 
an upper limit on the coding blocksize. Therefore, we use practical moderate-blocksize LDPC 
codes and investigate their performance in the Gaussian MAC with iterative SIC and decoding. 
We shall also use factor graph theory to present the LDPC coded MUD scheme. The major 
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contribution of this chapter is twofold. Firstly, we present a formulation of a multi-user detector 
under BPSK modulation which lends itself to an efficient implementation by L-value algebra; 
secondly, we employ a group of moderate-blocksize LDPC codes in the LDPC coded MUD in 
order to analyze the practical application of SIC under the BPSK modulation scenario and the 
corresponding simulation results are discussed. 
This chapter is organized as follows. First this chapter will go through the capacity region 
for the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) Multiple Access Channel (MAC) based on 
information theory. Then a formulation of a multi-user detector is derived which lends itself to 
an efficient implementation by L-value algebra. Next is the presentation of the LDPC coded 
MUD by a factor graph. Finally this chapter investigates the practical potential of the iterative 
SIC and decoding scheme by employing a set of moderate-blocksize LDPC codes in the Binary-
input AWGN MAC and provides some discussion with regards to the simulation results. 
3.2 System Description and Channel Capacities 
In this subsection, the theoretical background with regard to the two-user Gaussian multiple 
access channel will be reviewed. 
3.2.1 System model (Two Users) 
In a MAC, also called the uplink multiuser channel, all users send signals to one receiver. The 
discrete-time model for the two-user AWGN MAC is shown in Figure 3.1. The receive signal 
is given by 
Y [i] = Xa[j] + Xb[i]  + n[i], 	 (3.1) 
with i the time index, n[i] 	N(O, a) the i.i.d. Gaussian receiver noise with power spectral 
density (PSD) N0 /2, the variance a = No B with B the baseband system bandwidth. For the 
sake of simplicity we assume real baseband signals; an extension to complex baseband signals 
is straightforward. The user signals are Xa [i] and X [i] respectively. We integrate any power 
scaling and any fixed path-loss into the average power constraints such that E{ (Xa,b [i] )2 } = 
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Figure 3.1: A two-user multiple access channel. 
3.2.2 Capacity of the single-user discrete-time AWGN channel 
The capacity for the ideal additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with average input 
power constraint P is achieved with a Gaussian distribution of the input symbols. The capacity 
equals 
C = 	log2 (1 + 	bits per transmission. 	 (3.2)
012 
For the band-limited AWGN channel with bandwidth B, the capacity of the channel can be 
rewritten as 
C = 131092(1log2 (1 + 
P 
bits per second. 	 (3.3) 
NOB 
The channel capacity for the binary-input discrete-time AWGN channel with equiprobable in-
put bits e E {O, 11 and the channel output signal y is 
00 
I c 	 log2 	
2 
. = 
p(y = 1) +p(y 
= 0) dY 	 (3.4) 
2 
~Efojl 0, 
with C in bits per transmission (channel use). For a binary phase shift keying (BPSK) mod- 
ulation (with coherent detection) we map the input bits 	{O, 11 to the modulation signal 
"constellation" 1+1, —11. However, as we have integrated any power scaling and path loss 
into the power constraints Pa. Pb we have for the received modulation signals 
(3.5) 
Hence, the probability density function (pdf) of the Gaussian noise equals 
1 
= _____ exp(—---(y—xa,b(e))2) . 	 (3.6) 
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3.2.3 Capacity region for the two-user AWGN MAC 
The two-user AWGN MAC capacity region is given by all rate vectors (Ra, Rb) satisfying the 
following constraints [CT06]: 
Ra 	< B 1092  (1 + 
P.  bits! second 
No B 
Rb 	< B 1092 (1 + 	bits / second 	 (3.7) NoB 
Ra + Rb < B 1092 (i 
+ Pa+Pb) 
bits / second 
NoB  
The interpretation for the capacity region is straightforward: The first two lines of (3.7) say that 
the transmission rates for the individual users can not exceed the Gaussian capacity limits in 
the single-user AWGN channel. The last line of (3.7) puts an upper limit on the sum rate of the 
users: this sum can not exceed the rate limit that we obtain on a Gaussian channel with the sum 
of the powers of both users. 
The boundary of the feasible/infeasible rate region is shown in Figure 3.2 [Go105], where Ck 
and G are given by 
Ck 	= B 	
Pk log2 (1 + 	), k =a, b, 	 (3.8) 
No B 
/ Pa 
C = 	 (3.9) 
( 	 \ 
C 	= B 1092 
Pb 
(1 + N
0 B + Pa) 	
(3.10) 
The points (Rb, Ra) = (0, Ca) and (Cb, 0) are achieved when one transmitter sends its data 
at its maximum rate in the single-user AWGN channel while the other user is silent. The rate 
pairs on the straight line between (0. Ca ) and (Gb, 0) are achieved by a time-division strategy 
between two transmitters operating at their maximum rates with fixed power. The rate pairs 
on the line (0, Ca) - (Ct, Ca ) and the rate pairs on the line (Gb, C) - (Gb, 0) are achieved 
by using signal superposition together with SIC. The rate pairs on the straight line connecting 
(G', Ca)  and (Gb, C) are achieved by time-sharing between the two points or a rate-splitting 
technique [GRUWO 1]. For the latter, a user splits its data stream into multiple substreams and 
encodes these substreams as if they originated from different virtual users. 
For comparison, Figure 3.2 also contains the rate region resulting from orthogonal signalling 
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Signal superposition with 




a 	-.. 	 Coding with time sharing 
or rate-splitting 
Orthogonal frequency 
division or time division 
with variable power 
C 	 Gb Rb 
Figure 3.2: Capacity region of the two-user multiple access channel [Go105]. 
(FDMA and TDMA) without SIC: the rate region achieved by those schemes touches the 
boundary of the capacity region in exactly one point, which corresponds to the rate at which 
we obtain the maximum sum rate. In all other points orthogonal signalling is strictly subopti-
mal. The problem is particularly significant when the users have very different receive power 
levels: in this case the weaker user will hardly get any rate at all in the capacity-achieving 
point [TV05, pp.  232-234]. 
3.2.4 Signal superposition and successive interference cancellation 
SIC with detecting and 
R. 	subtracting signal B first 
C 
single-user detection 
" 	SIC with detecting and 




Figure 3.3: Capacity boundary for SIC and conventional single-user detection in two-user 
multiple access channel. 
Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) is a multiuser detection technique which can be 
used to achieve the boundary of the capacity region of a Multiple-Access Channel [TV05]. In 
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contrast to conventional single-user detection (e.g., [KAOO]), in which other users' signals are 
treated as noise when decoding one user's signal, SIC is based on subtracting (cancelling) the 
already detected signals from the received signal before the detection of the next signal. The 
more disparate the users' powers are, the higher the potential gain from SIC. 
The point D in Figure 3.3 indicates that user B could transmit at capacity-approaching rate in 
the point-to-point transmission model, while user A can still transmit at the maximum rate of 
C without errors. If signal A is the first one to be decoded, signal B is treated as Gaussian 
noise to user A in the first signal detection stage. 
In Figure 3.3, the line Cb - D is achieved by signal superposition together with SIC when signal 
A is first detected and subtracted. If the order of the signal detection is reversed and signal B is 
first detected, by SIC the capacity boundary Ca - F could be achieved. The capacity boundary 
encompassed by C, E and C is for signal superposition without SIC which is the conventional 
single-user detection method. The theoretical capacity region shows that signal superposition 
with SIC is superior to the conventional single-user detection method. 
2.5 
AWGN, binary input 
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the capacities of single user AWGN channels with binary input and 
Gaussian input constraints. 
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3.3 Multiuser APP-Demodulator for BPSK Modulation 
In practice, reliable communication with channel codes of limited block size is impossible in a 
strict sense. Therefore, instead of "cancelling by signal subtraction" (which would cause error 
propagation in case of incorrect decoding), we resort to a "soft" a posteriori probability (APP) 
demodulator, which can deal with reliability information for bits rather than with hard decisions 
only. This concept (in the given framework) is known from e.g. [WP99] [CMT04] [LVOS]. 
According to information theory, SIC is a technique which can achieve the upper limits of the 
capacity region of a multiple access channel. However, the theory is based on the assumption of 
Gaussian input symbols. We already know that in a single-user channel case, AWGN channels 
with binary inputs and with Gaussian inputs attain different capacities as illustrated in Figure 
3.4. Since SIC is considered on the assumption of Gaussian input symbols in the information 
theory, the key challenge of this work here is to investigate the performance of SIC under 
binary input symbols by employing a group of moderate blocksize LDPC codes. Hence in 
what follows we consider the special case of coherently detected binary phase-shift keying 
modulation (BPSK) and we state a formulation of a multi-user detector that lends itself to an 
efficient implementation by L-value algebra. 
The basic idea is to extract the a posteriori probability for the transmitted bits Zk [i] of all users 
k = 1,2,..., K to be "one" or "zero" given the received channel value y (see Fig. 3.1 for the 
two-user case). The channel model for the general K-user case is given by 
Y[i] = Y,  Xk[i] + n[i], 	 (3.11) 
where 
Xk (Zk [i]) = 	- 2zk[i]) 	 (3.12) 
and Zk [i] E {O, 11 is the bit sent by user k at time i; Pk is the receive power for the signal 
transmitted by user k. We now calculate the APP L-value [HOP 96] of the bit Zk [i]: 
L(Zk[i] I y) = in 
Pr(Zk[i] = Oy) 	 (3.13) 
Pr(Zk[i] = ly) 
where Zk[i]  indicates the random variable of the bit and zk[i]  E {O, 11 its realisation. As we 
consider only one time-instant in the detector, we omit the time index i in what follows as long 
as there is no risk of confusion. 
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We expand 
Pr(Zk = Oy) = 	 Pr(Z1  = z1,...,ZK = zKy) 	(3.14) 
V{zi ...... ZK}:zk =O 







Vz Zk = I 
with the bit vector realisations z = { z1 , z2, ..., ZK } (we use the same definition for the bit vector 
random "variable" Z). The notation Vz : zk = 0 denotes all possible bit combinations of the 
other users, with the bit value of "zero" for the user k under consideration. For later use we 
further define z\zk rz {zi, z2, ..., Zk_1, Zk+1, ..., zK}. Moreover, we assume that the users' 
code bits are independent (realistic assumption for independent users), so that 
Pr(z) =HPr(zk). 	 (3.16) 
(above, we use the abbreviation Pr(Zk = zk) = Pr(zk)). 
If we assume a Gaussian channel, we can write the probability density function (PDF) of the 
channel as follows: 
1 	/ 1 	
K 	2\ 
p(yz)= 	exP(\—_(Y—xk(zk)) ) 
	
(3.17) 
Up to this stage, the equations are also valid for non-binary symbols, but now we start to exploit 
the special BPSK modulation scheme: we reformulate the exponent of the PDF in (3.17): with 
xO = — y and the abbreviation xk = xk(zk), k = 1,2. .... we obtain 
K 	 7K \2 K 	K 
- Xk(Zk)) xkK
-1 
= 	+ 2 EXk E Xi 
k=1 	 k=O 	k=O 	k=O /=k+i 
= + 	- 2y . 	+ 2Xk 	x 	(3.18) 
k=1 	k=1 	k=1 l=k+l 
As xk = \/(1 - 2Zk), with Zk G {0, 11, we have x = Pk, which does not depend on the 
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choice of the bit zk. Therefore, we can re-write (3.15) as follows: 
	
Pr(Zk = 0) 	p(yz) . Pr(z\zk) 
Lk_ (Z 	= in 	Vz:zk =0 




= 	L(Zk) + in 	e21 ,...,ZK)/a2 . Pr(z\zk) 	
(3.19) 
 
Vz 	= 1 
with 
(3.20) 
Note that, as above, XK = 	- 2 zK) for BPSK modulation. We now separate out the bit 
Z/ in (3.20), i.e., we isolate xk = xk(zk): 
f(y,zl,...,zK) = Xk(Y_X)+YXi_xe E X1 
1=1 =1 1=+1 
rk 	irAk 	4k 	ik 
= 	 x1 	 (3.21) 
=1 i=+1 
&rk 	 ik 
When we use (3.21) in (3.19) with xk(zk) = 	- 24) we find 
L(Zky) = L(Zk) + log 
exp(y xk(0)/a2 ) 
+ LE(Zk) exp(y xk(1)/92 ) 
V Pk = L(Zk) + 2--- . y + LE(Zk) 	 (3.22) 
0 
where 
ezk 	. Pr(z\z) 	
(3.23) Vz\zk LE(Zk) = log 	
e' 2 . Pr(z\zk) 
Vz\zk 
with 
gp(Z\Zk) = ( - xk(p)) 	- 	 x, 	 (3.24) 
k 	1k 
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with p e 10, 11 and xk = VT_k. - 24). As long as we are using binary modulation, (3.23) 
can be evaluated for, e.g., up to K = 10 users without serious complexity problems. If more 
users are in the system and the received powers P for their signals are significantly different, 
we can approximate the sums in (3.24) by only considering a subset of the "strongest" users. 
We can further develop (3.23) by using (3.16): 
Pr(z\zk) = flPr(zi). 	 (3.25) 
154k 
We now express the probabilities Pr(zj) of the bits of user I by its corresponding "a-priori" 
L-value 
Pr(Zi = 0) 
L(Z1 ) 	
in Pr(Zj = 1) 	
(3.26) 
By inversion of (3.26) we obtain 
Pr(Zi = z) = 
1 + e(Zi)' 	
Z E 10, 11. 	 (3.27) 
We use (3.25) to find 
Pr(z\zk) = w exp 
L 	
L(Z,) . zi) 	 (3.28) 
ik 
with the constant w that will cancel out in (3.23). We combine (3.28) and (3.24) conveniently 
for use in (3.23) and obtain 
h(z\zk) = 
a2( 	
K 	K-i K \ K 
= - (- Xk(P)) - 	xx1) - 	L(Z1) z1 (3.29) 
	
/ 1=1 








As only the factor xk(p) is different in the numerator and denominator of (3.30), most of the 
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values h (z\zk)  need only to be computed once. Moreover, the probability-weighting by the L-
values for the bits of other users appears as a simple sum of L-values (rightmost term in (3.29), 
which are scaled by the bit-values z1 E 10, 11: hence, only the "one"-bits in the bit-vector sum-
"index" z\zk  need to be considered. The double-sum in (3.29) is most conveniently computed 
by starting with = K - 1: the result of the inner sum can then be recursively used to compute 
the next result. With a limited number of users in the system, within one detection all sums 
in (3.29), apart from the last term, can in principle be pre-computed and stored as they do not 
depend on y or on the L-values of the other users' bits. Moreover, we can ignore terms in the 
sums that contribute very little to the total result (which stem typically from users with very 
low channel SNR); this helps to cope with a larger number of users in the system. 
In the following section, we have used (3.22), (3.29) and (3.30) for the special case of K = 2 
users. It needs to be pointed out that the detection order by applying equation (3.22) leads to 
the different capacity regions as shown in Figure 3.3 for the two-user case. 
3.4 	Application of Low-Density Parity-Check Codes in Successive 
Interference Cancellation 
The Turbo principle of iterative process has been applied among multiuser detection and error 
control coding where channel decoders provide intermediate soft decisions that can be exploited 
by a multiuser detector [Poo04]. This Turbo MUD method can provide good performance with 
relatively low complexity [WP99, P0004]. The work of [WP99, KSO1, KH97, KS03] focused 
on convolutionally encoded CDMA systems; the work of [YWN03] employs LDPC codes 
for turbo multiuser detection where density evolution (DE) is used to compute the theoretical 
threshold for LDPC codes. In principle, the CDMA idea can also be used for channel-coded 
sequences without any explicit "spreading" code. The receive structure for the LDPC coded 
Turbo MUD is shown in Figure 3.5 where the labels are corresponding to those in the factor 
graph presentation in Figure 3.6. In this section, we use practical moderate-blocksize LDPC 
codes and investigate their performance in the Gaussian MAC with iterative SIC and decoding. 
We shall first present some simulation curves to illustrate the performance of this LDPC coded 
Turbo MUD system; then we shall discuss some practically achievable points as compared with 
the theoretical description. 
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Figure 3.5: The receiver structure for LDPC coded Turbo MUD where the labels are corre-
sponding to those in the factor graph presentation in Figure 3.6. 
3.4.1 Iterative (LDPC) soft interference cancellation and decoding scheme 
Based on the factor graph theory introduced in Section 2.2, the two-user iterative soft inter-
ference cancellation and decoding scheme by employing LDPC codes, or called LDPC coded 
Turbo MUD, is illustrated in Figure 3.6. In the following, we will refer to the signal trans-
mitted by user A as signal A and refer to the signal transmitted by user B as signal B. For 
simplicity, the two soft-input soft-output (SISO) decoder modules for the constituent LDPC 
codes Ca (for user A) and Cb (for user B) are illustrated for the case n = 3, where circles depict 
bit nodes, squares depict check nodes and (i) depicts the ith bit. The factor node {F } corre-
sponds to the APP-demodulator and the variable node y(2)  corresponds to the channel observed 
value y[i] (or y when the time index i is omitted afterwards) in Section 3.3. In the following 
we define I = 11, 	, n}, and 	denotes the i-th bit of codeword x. The notation "it" 
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and "r 1" represent the interleaver and the de-interleaver respectively. Ja = {1, 2, . . ma }; 
Jb = {1,2,•..mb};fa (i) = { j E J. : Ha(j.j) = 1};(i) = {j E Jb 	Hb(j,i) = 11; 
M a(j) = {i I : Ha(j,i) = 11; Mb(j) = {i C I : Hb(j,i) = 11. The letter ,\ is used 
to denote LLRs corresponding to messages passed on the factor graph. The interleaving "7r" is 
interpreted as 
X = ir(y) 4= 	= y(IT(i)) 
For the first iteration, assuming equally likely code bits, i.e., no a priori information is available, 
we have L(Zk) = 0 in (3.22) and L(Z1 ) = 0 in (3.29). The message-passing schedule to start 
with .X or .X is decided by the detection order which leads to different capacity region for this bi 
pair of users as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Suppose that the signal A is the first to be detected, for 
the start the LLR 	is calculated by setting .\ = 0 based on (3.22), (3.29) and (3.30). Then 
goes into the SISO decoder module Ca as the a priori information. After one local iteration 
within Ca  (as presented in the section 2.2.4.2), the updated extrinsic value stream )j expressing 
the constraints by the code structure is then fed back to the APP-demodulator {F } as the a 
priori information (equivalent to L(Z1 ) in (3.29)) for 	which initiates a similar local iterative bi 
process within Cb.  The message exchanging process between the two SISO decoder modules 
Ca  and Cb then repeats itself. It needs to be pointed out that each time the APP-demodulator 
takes as input extrinsic LLRs Aa6(i)  or b6 o  expressing the information of the transmitted bits 




expressing new information derived from the channel. Thus in the calculation of the extrinsic 
information 
	
	or A, we have L(Zk) = 0 in (3.22) while in the calculation of the aposteriori bi 
LLR of each bit (which is used to make decisions on the decoded bits at the last iteration) both 
a priori LLRs (those flowing into the decoder) and the extrinsic LLRs (those flowing out of 
the decoder) are taken into account. At the first iteration, the extrinsic LLRs A and A are bi 
statistically independent. However subsequently they will become more and more correlated 
since they use the same information indirectly. The global iteration process ceases when it 
reaches a certain maximum iteration number Nit , (e.g. 20 in the following simulations) or 
at least one component code satisfies the checksum condition. If only one component code 
satisfies the checksum condition, the other component code will perform in local iterations 
until it converges to a solution or reaches a total of Nit iterations. 
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Figure 3.6: Factor graph corresponding to the iterative LDPC soft SIC and decoding scheme. 
The message-passing schedule is such that extrinsic information is exchanged be-
tween the two decoder SISO modules for the constituent codes Ca and Cb,  via the 
factor nodes { F } corresponding to the APP-demodulator For ease of presenta-
tion, the factor graph is illustrated for the case n = 3 and trivial codes Ca, Cb. 
Factor Graph Based Decoding Algorithm 
for LDPC coded Turbo MUD (two user case) 
Initialization: 
. For iEI, 
= 0 	 (3.31) 
• 	For iEI,jEJVa (i) 
(jj) - 0 	 (3.32) a4 
For iEI,jEAf(i) 
,\(ZJ) = 0 	 (3.33) 
Main Loop: For it = 1 to Nit do 
MUD by Equation (3.22) 
L(Za y) 	 (3.34) a - 1 
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• 	For iEI, 
	
AW 	 (335) a2 	- al 
SlSO decoder Ca: for  EI,j EJVa(i) 
,j) = 	+ 	 (3.36) a3 	a2 	 a4 
IEJVa (i)\{j} 
(i,j) - 	 (3.37) a4 	IEM a (j)\{i} a 
• 	For iEI, 
- 
	i
(',j) 	 (3.38) a4 
J EJ'/a (i) 
Calculate a posteriori LLRs for codeword at: 
L(a) = 	(i) + A(' ) 	 (3.39 
a2 	a5 
Make decisions on the code bits 
(i) 	{ 0 if L(a) ~ 0 
at 
1 	if L(a) <0 
For iEI, 
- 
- )(7ra(i)) 	 (3.40) a 	a5 
MUD by Equation (3.22) 
Z1 - 
L(Zby) 	 (3.41) 
For iCI, 
\(7rb(i)) = 	 (3.42) b2 	bi 
SlSO decoder Cb: for  EI,j E.M(i) 
= 	+ 	A 	 (3.43) 
b3 	 b2 	 b4 
1JVb(i)\{j} 
= 1EM(j)\{i} A 	 (3.44) 
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For iEI, 
- 	 (3.45 b5 
j EJV (i) 
. Obtain the a posteriori LLR (prior for decoding in next half slot) 
L2(b2)) = 	+A(Z) 	 (3.46) t 	b2 	b5 
Make decisions on the code bits 
(i) - J 0 if L(b) > 0 
- 	
1 	if L(b) <0 
For iEI, 
(i) - 
	 (3.47) b6 - b5 
If âH T =0 or bH = 0 then break; 
Endfor 
3.4.2 Simulation results and analysis 
The LDPC codes used here are randomly generated regular LDPC codes' of blocksize 1200 
with column weight 3 for both users. For the theoretical capacity calculation, equation (3.2) 
is for Gaussian input symbols which could not be implemented in the real world, while the 
capacity equation (3.4) for binary input symbols could be used as a benchmark for BPSK mod-
ulation. In the following simulations, this set of LDPC codes is used in the two-user MAC with 
BPSK modulation in order to compare the achievable rates by iterative SIC and decoding with 
the capacity region. The theoretical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to achieve error free transmis-
sion and actual SNR for those middle blocksize LDPC codes to achieve BERs of 10 in the 
single-user AWGN channel are listed in Table 3.1. 
In the multi-user framework below, the SNR next refers to a user's signal power Pk over the 
background Gaussian noise variance o,2 in the channel, and the background Gaussian noise 
The regular random LDPC matrices were constructed using the online software available at 
http://www.cs.toronto. edul=radford!ldpc.software.htm!. This program generates random regular LDPC codes of 
any specified rate and block length and is capable of expu,ging four cycles in the LDPC constraint graph. 
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Code rate 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Theoretical SNR -4.22 -2.82 -0.28 1.07 2.74 
(E8 /N0_in_dB)  
Actual SNR -1.73 -0.61 1.45 3.01 4.3 
(E5/N0_in_dB)  
Actual SNR 2.25 2.4 3.0 3.98 4.75 
(Eb/NO_in_dB)  
Table 3.1: Theoretical SNR and actual SNRfor the 1200 blocksize LDPC codes by BPSK modulation. 
P,, =1.5xI 
	
C, 	C. C, 	C,, 	R 0.48 0.8 0.9 1.34 
Figure 3.7: Four cornerpoints (Ca , C,, Gb and C) and three rate pairs (in (0.9, 0.4), n(0.9, 0.5) and 
o(O.4, 0.9))for examination under the scenario Pa  = 1.5 >< Pb for BPSK modulation. The 
region encompassed by (0, CA),  (Ct, CA), (CB, C) and (GB, U) is the capacity region 
defined by SIC of Gaussian input symbols under equivalent SNRs. 
I Point (B, A) I SNR &BER I Signal 	I Signal  
M(0.9,O..4) 
E3 /N0 (dB) 6.06 4.3 
Eb/NO(dB) 10.03 4.75 
BER 1.2 x iO 1.0 x iO 
N(O.9,0.5) 
E3 /N0 (dB) 6.06 4.3 
Eb/No(dB) 9.07 4.75 
BER 0.03 0.035 
01( 0.4, 0.9) 
E3/N0 (dB) 6.06 4.3 
Eb/No(dB) 6.5 8.3 
BER 9.0 x 10" 8.0 x iU 
02(0.4,0.9) 
E8 /N0 (dB) 6.93 5.17 
Eb/No(dB) 7.38 9.15 
BER 7.0 x 10° 1.0 x 10 
Table 3.2: The BERs of four points M(0.9,0.4), N(0.9,0.5), 01 (0.4,0.9) and 02(0.4,0.9) 
which are corresponding to the rate pairs of m(0.9. 0.4), n(0.9, 0.5) and o(0.4, 0.9) with 
specific SNR values under the scenario Pa = 1.5 X Pb. 
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variance a2 is conveniently set to "1" (0dB) for the simulations. 
3.4.2.1 First scenario: Pa = 1.5 X Pb 
In this scenario, the received power of signal A is 1.5 times that of the received power of signal 
B. Cb is chosen as 0.9. Thus according to power allocation between the two users, the binary 
input theoretical capacity values Ca (0.97) could be obtained by (3.4). Also C (0.71) and C 
(0.48) are obtained by (3.4) based on the assumption in the capacity calculation that the channel 
noise and the other user's signal appear as Gaussian interference. (This Gaussian interference 
assumption will be analysed later.) The theoretical binary-input capacity calculation shows that 
under the scenario of Pa = 1.5 x Pb, as the rate of signal B (Cb) is fixed, the maximum rate of 
signal A could be Q, when signal A is first detected. In the same way, as the rate of signal A is 
fixed at Ca, the rate of signal B could be increased to as far as C with error free transmission 
when signal B is first detected. The resulted four rates (Ca, C, Cb and C) are demonstrated 
in Figure 3.7. in the following, we shall illustrate the performances of the LDPC coded Turbo 
MUD for three rate pairs: m(0.9, 0.4), n(0.9, 0.5) and o(0.4, 0.9). 
For each of the rate pairs, we shall focus on one specific pair of SNR condition which aims 
to examine the implementation of the SIC theory under the binary input condition. Because 
we use LDPC codes with a middle blocksize, strictly error free transmission is impossible in 
practice. Hence, instead of the theoretical E8 /No (2.74dB) for the code rate of 0.9, E3/No at 
4.3dB for signal B ensures that this 0.9 rate middle blocksize LDPC code provides the BIER 
performance of i0. Accordingly, the equivalent E8 /No for the signal A is 6.06dB. Thus, 
the specific pair of SNRs is (4.3dB, 6.06dB) by E8/N0. Points M(0.9, 0.4), N(0.9, 0.5) 
and 01(0.4,0.9)  demonstrated in Table 3.2, Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9, Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13, 
Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 are of the specific pair of SNRs (4.3dB, 6.06dB) in the rate pair 
m(0.9, 0.4), n(0.9, 0.5) and o(0.4, 0.9) respectively. The principle for the chosen SNR pair 
is that we aim to examine the effect of the SIC operation rather then the decoder itself. If 
the SIC theory works perfectly, this setting should guarantee the BERs for the both users fall 
in the range not above iO 4. The examined points and their corresponding SNRs and BERs 
performance are listed in Table 3.2. 
m(O.9, 0.4) 
In the rate pair m(0.9, 0.4), the user A with stronger power is the first to be detected. Then the 
message flows between the two decoder SISO modules via the APP-demodulator up to 20 iter- 
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2 	 3 	 4 	 5 	 6 	 7 
E/N(dB) 
Figure 3.8: Performancefor user A with rate 0.4 in the rate pair rn(0.9, 0.4) under the iterative LDPC 
soft SIC and decoding scheme. The user A with stronger power is the first to be detected. 
M(A) corresponds to signal  ofpoint M(0.9, 0.4) listed in Table 3.2. 
-0.76 	0.24 	1.24 	2.24 2.74 3.24 	4.24 	5.24 
E/N0(dB) 
Figure 3.9: Performance for user B with rate 0.9 in the rate pair .in(0.9, 0.4) under the iterative LDPC 
soft SIC and decoding scheme. The user B with weaker power is the last to be detected. The 
performance for the 0.9 code in the single user A WGN channel is providedfor comparison. 
The theoretical SNR for code rate 0.9 in the binary-input channel is also indicated. M(B) 
corresponds to signal B ofpoint M(0.9, 0.4) listed in Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between the performance of the second detected user B with rate 0.9 
in the rate pair m(0.9, 0.4) under the conventional single-user detection scheme 
and the iterative LDPC soft SIC and decoding scheme. The non-iterative SIC is 
also provided for comparison. 
ations. The performance for user A with rate 0.4 under the LDPC coded Turbo MUD scheme 
is shown in Figure 3.8; the performance for user B with rate 0.9 under the LDPC coded Turbo 
MUD scheme is shown in Figure 3.9 which indicates that as the SNR increases, the performance 
for the second detected user B of this rate pair goes towards the single-user performance. Fig-
ure 3.10 demonstrates the advantage of user B's performance under the LDPC coded Turbo 
MUD scheme over that under the conventional single-user detection scheme. Figure 3.10 also 
illustrates the comparison between iterative soft SIC and non-iterative hard SIC (where the iter-
ative decoding process is only conducted within the local decoder structure after the multiuser 
detection operation). We can see that the iterative soft SIC provides slightly better performance 
compared to the non-iterative SIC in the waterfall region. The improvements are not as large 
as we expected which raises the issue regarding the tradeoff between global iterations (infor-
mation exchange between different component codes) and local iterations (iterations within a 
single LDPC component). Since the SPA decoder itself is suboptimal, there is no fixed answer 
to the best ratio among global iterations and local iterations. Possible improvements may be 
achieved by the global optimizations, e.g. density evolution or EXIT charts for both compo- 
nent codes. The complexity to pay for the better performance of soft SIC is that the operations 
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in (3.22), (3.29) and (3.30) are carried out multiple times (Nit times). The way to reduce the 
complexity is as indicated at the end of Section 3.3, where the multiuser detector formulations 
derived for BPSK modulation could lend to an efficient implementation by L-value algebra. 
Point M(O.9,O.) 
The simulation result shows that by using the LDPC coded Turbo MUD scheme, the practical 
BER for considered SNR pair M(O.9, O.) could fall within the targeted region which is not 
above 10 as shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9. 
V. 
—I---- PDF of the combined noise 




—15 	—10 	—5 	 0 	 5 	 10 	 IF 
Figure 3.11: PDF ofthe combined noise which is composed of Gaussian noise plus Bernoulli 
distributed signal from the other user The PDF of the single Gaussian noise of 
equivalent power is also shown for comparison. 
n(0.9, 0.5) 
In the rate pair n(0.9, 0.5), the performance for user A with rate 0.5 under the LDPC coded 
Turbo MUD scheme is shown in Figure 3.12; the performance for user B with rate 0.9 under the 
LDPC coded Turbo MUD scheme is shown in Figure 3.13. Still, the user A with stronger power 
is the first to be detected and the iteration between the two decoder SISO modules via the APP-
demodulator operates up to 20 times. We could also see from Figure 3.13 that the performance 
for the second detected user B under this power relation cannot converge to the single-user 
performance. Figure 3.14 demonstrates the advantage of user B's performance under the LDPC 
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Figure 3.12: Petformancefor user A with rate 0.5 in the rate pair n (0. 9, 0.5) under the iterative LDPC 
soft SIC and decoding scheme. The user A with stronger power is the first to be detected. 








—0.76 	0.24 	1.24 	2.24 2.74 3.24 	4.24 	5.24 	6.24 	7.24 
E/N0(dB) 
Figure 3.13: Performance for user B with rate 0.9 in the rate pair n(0.9, 0.5) under the iterative LDPC 
soft SIC and decoding scheme. The user B with weaker power is the last to be detected. 
The performance for the 0.9 code in the single user AWGN channel is also provided 
for comparison. The theoretical SNR for code rate 0.9 in the binary-input channel is 
indicated. N(B) corresponds to signal B ofpoint N(0.9, 0.5) listed in Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.14: Comparison between the performance of the second detected user B with rate 0.9 
in the rate pair n(0.9, 0.5) under the conventional single-user detection scheme 
and the iterative LDPC soft SIC and decoding scheme. 
Point N(0.9, 0.5) 
According to the theoretical capacity calculation, the considered point N(0.9, 0.5) with spe-
cific SNR values should be within the achievable region. However the practical BERs for the 
point N(0.9, 0.5) are much higher than iO' as listed in Table 3.2. The equivalent SNR for 
the first decoded user A in the multiple access channel is E3 /N0 of 0.39dB under the assump-
tion that the background Gaussian channel noise (variance 0dB) and the signal B are Gaussian 
interference to the signal A. But for the middle blocksize rate 0.5 LDPC code, an E3 /N0 of 
-0.61dB is enough for error free transmission in single-user AWGN channel. It should be no-
ticed that for both users, the noise with power (2 + Pb) is the superposition of channel noise 
satisfying Gaussian distribution and the signal B that consists of random BPSK data which 
takes value /V'Pb with probability p and -VIRb with probability (1 - p) (usually p is 0.5 for 
random data). The pdfofthis combined noise with power (cr2 + Pb) is 
g(x) = p f(x + 	) + (1— p) . f(x - 	), 	 (3.48) 
in which f(x) 	-e 2. From equation (3.48), as shown in Figure 3.11, we could 
see that it is no longer Gaussian distributed noise to the detected signal. The distribution of 
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signal A is also random BPSK data taking value 	with probability p and taking - 
with probability (1 - p). The superposition of the symbols in signal A and the symbols in 
signal B can be constructive (of the same sign) or destructive (of the opposite sign) with the 
probability of 0.5 respectively. In the case of destructive addition, all the symbols in signal B 
cancel the symbols in signal A which results in an equivalent SNR for the detected signal A 
of -8.66dB (E8 /No). This point shows that when employing BPSK modulation in the two-user 
MAC, the weakness of the assumption with regard to the Gaussian input symbol in the theory 
is clear to see. 
o(0.4, 0.9) 
Now we reverse the order of the detection in which we will detect signal B with the weaker 
power first. According to the capacity calculation in this scenario, the maximum code rate for 
user A by the theoretical calculation should be 0.97. Here the code rate 0.9 is used instead in 
order to analyse the impact by reversing the order of detection. In the rate pair o(0.4, 0.9), the 
user B with weaker power but lower rate is the first to be detected. Then the message flows 
between the two decoder SISO modules via the APP-demodulator up to 20 iterations. The 
performance for user B with rate 0.4 under the LDPC coded Turbo MUD scheme is shown 
in Figure 3.15; the performance for the stronger user A with rate 0.9 under the LDPC coded 
Turbo MUD scheme is shown in Figure 3.16 which indicates that the performance for the user 
A which is stronger but second detected cannot converge with the single-user performance. 
Figure 3.17 demonstrates the advantage of user B's performance under the LDPC coded Turbo 
MUD scheme over that under the conventional single-user detection scheme. 
Point 0(0.4,0.9) &Point 02( 0.4, 0.9 ) 
The BERs for the considered SNR point 01 (0.4, 0.9) are above iO 4. This could still be 
explained following the imperfect Gaussian input assumption for the two-user BPSK case. 
When we increase SNR pair to E3/N0 of (6.93dB, 5.17dB) which corresponds to the point 
02(0.4, 0.9) as shown in Table 3.2, the BERs can fall within the target region which is not 
above iO 4. The SNR value of the point 02 ( 0-4, 0.9) is higher than the SNR values for 
the point M(0.9, 0.4) to achieve the BER of the same order. This actually shows that the 
achievable rate regions under different detection orders are not symmetric. The "gap" of the 
two users' achievable rates are much bigger when the weaker user is first detected compared 
to that when the stronger user is first detected. Here, the power of one user is only 1.76dB 
difference. If the two signals are of much disparate power received at the destination, e.g., 
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Figure 3.15: Performance for user B with rate 0.4 in the rate pair o(0.4, 0.9) under the itera-
tive LDPC soft SIC and decoding scheme. The user B with weaker power is the 
first to be detected. 01 (B) and 02 (B) respectively correspond to signal B of 
point 01(0.4,0.9) and 02 (0.4,0.9) listed in Table 3.2. 
71 iteration 01(A) 10 iterations 15 iterations 0 iterations A 
code rate O9 
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Figure 3.16: Performance for user A with rate 0.9 in the rate pair o(0.4, 0.9) under the it-
erative LDPC soft SIC and decoding scheme. The user A with stronger power 
is the last to be detected. The performance for the 0.9 code in the single user 
AWGN channel is provided for comparison. The theoretical SNR for code rate 
0.9 in the binary-input channel is also indicated. 01 (A) and 02 (A) respectively 
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Figure 3.17: Comparison between the performance of the user A with rate 0.9 in the rate pair 
o(0.4, 0.9) under the conventional single-user detection scheme and the iterative 
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Figure 3.18: illustration of the four boundary rates (Ca, C, Cb,  C) and three rate pairs 
(r(0.8, 0.4), s(0.8, 0.5), t(0.8, 0.7)) under the scenario Pa = 2.0 X Pb. 
3.4.2.2 Second scenario: Pa = 2.0 X Pb 
In this scenario, the received power of signal A is twice that of the received power of signal 
B. The four boundary rates (Ca, C, Cb, C) and three rate pairs (r(0.8, 0.4), s(0.8, 0.5), 
t(0.8, 0.7)) are marked in Figure 3.18. The SNRs and BERs performance of the examined 
points R(0.8, 0.4), S(0.8, 0.5) and T(0.8, 0.7) corresponding to the rate pairs r(0.8,0.4), 
s(0.8, 0.5) and t(0.8, 0.7) respectively are listed in Table 3.3. By detecting the stronger signal 
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Point (B, A) I SNR & BER I Signal A I Signal B 
R(0.8,0.4) 
Es/No (dB) 6.02 3.01 
Eb/NO(dB) 9.99 3.98 
BER 8.01 x 10 9.66 x 10 
8(0.8,0.5) 
E8/No (dB) 6.02 3.01 
Eb/NO(dB) 9.03 3.98 
BER 8.85 x 10 1.27 x 10— 
T(0.8,0.7) 
E8/N0 (dB) 6.02 3.01 
Eb/NO(dB) 7.57 3.98 
BER 0.082 0.128 
Table 3.3: The BERs of three points R(0.8, 0.), S(0.8, 0.5) and T(0.8, 0.7) correspond-
ing to the rate pairs of r(0.8,0.4), s(0.8,0.5) and t(0.8,0.7) with specific SNR 
values under the scenario Pa = 2.0 X Pb 
A first and then applying iterative SIC and decoding, the BER for points R(0.8, 	and 
8(0.8, 0.5) are within the target region, while the unideal performance at the point (0.8, 0.7) 
is due to the imperfect Gaussian input assumption for the two-user BPSK case. 
3.5 Conclusion 
Signal superposition together with SIC is a technique which can achieve the capacity region 
for the Gaussian MAC. In this chapter, we investigated the performance of SIC when binary 
modulated signal alphabets are sent by the users and derived a formulation of a multi-user 
detector which lends itself to an efficient implementation by L-value algebra. We also present 
a soft iterative SIC and decoding scheme, or called LDPC coded MUD, by factor graph theory 
where the interference cancellation and decoding are carried out by exchanging the extrinsic L-
values of bit-reliability information. A set of practical LDPC codes with moderate blocksize are 
used to investigate the practical performance of interference cancellation. From the simulations, 
we can see that the order of the signal detection has an impact on the required signal power to 
achieve the desired transmission rate. We also see when BPSK modulation is used in the two-
user MAC, the assumption of Gaussian input symbols is violated which may lead to degrading 
performance; this is worth further investigations in future research work. 
Chapter 4 
Joint Channel and Network Coding 
for Cooperative Diversity in 
Shared-Relay Environments 
4.1 Introduction 
While wireless channels suffer from fading, at the same time the broadcast nature of wireless 
channels provides the possibility of a third party other than the destination "overhearing" the 
information that the source transmits. Thus apart from the original transmission channel, the 
same information could be transmitted to the destination through another independently fad-
ing channel. This generated spatial diversity can effectively combat the deleterious effect of 
fading [SEA03a, SEA03b,NHH04]. Although "coding" has been employed in several papers 
on cooperative communications [SE04, HNO2b, RN06, JHHIN04], diversity gain is obtained 
through channel coding gain by means of single channel codes. In recent years, there has 
been increasing interest in applying the idea of algebraic code superposition, also called "net-
work coding" to the cooperative communications scenarios [XFKC06b, XFKC06a, XFKC07a, 
XFKC07b, HSOB05, HD06, HH06, HHK08]. The network coding approach provides an effi-
cient way to generate spatial diversity under the constraint of limited resources. One challenge 
is the problem of decoder design which should be able to cope with the complex received 
signal at the destination [XFKC06b, XFKC06a, XFKC07a, XFKc07b, HSOB05, HD06, HH06, 
HHKO8]. 
The multiple-access relay channel (MARC) (as shown in Figure 4.1) is a model for network 
topologies where multiple sources communicate with a single destination in the presence of a 
relay node. In [KWOO], MARC was introduced and the capacity outer and inner bounds for it 
were derived. Examples of such networks topologies include cellular networks, hybrid wire-
less LAN/WAN networks, sensor and ad hoc networks where cooperation between the nodes 
is either undesirable or not possible, but an intermediate relay node can be used to aid com-
munication between the sources and the destination [SKM04]. In [HD06, HSOB05, ZZLL07], 
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Figure 4.1: Four-node communications network. Sources Sa and Sb share a common relay R 
as well as having direct links to the destination D. 
a practical decoding scheme was considered under network-coding-based MARC where the 
packets from the two sources are linearly combined at the relay. In [CKL06], it was shown that 
theoretically network-coding-based MARC provides a performance improvement over similar 
systems without network coding, with less hardware and a lower bandwidth cost. In our work 
we also focus on this cooperative transmission model for the situation where it is impractical 
for one mobile user to "capture" the other user's signal during its uplink transmission in the 
cellular network. Moreover, relay-based cooperative processing provides greater security than 
direct user cooperation in which user information must be shared. 
[XFKC06a] proposed the convolutional code method to decode algebraically superposed code-
word, also called a "nested code" [XFKC06b], where a 64-state convolutional code is re-
quired for the XORed codeword composed of two 8-state encoders at the destination node. 
In [XFKC07a], a code superposition scheme employing low-density generator matrix (LDGM) 
codes is proposed to reduce the decoding complexity at the destination. But in order to do the 
graph-based decoding, the systematic bits must be retained without superposition which means 
that the potential superposition diversity is lower than that obtainable from fully superposed 
codewords. In [HSOB05], a combined low-density parity-check (LDPC) code construction 
scheme including two channel code components and one network code component is produced 
by random parity-check matrix generation under certain constraints. The network codes are 
actually the parity checks for two channel codewords; this necessitates more complicated relay 
operations than simple superposition. In [BL05] and [BL06], the authors proposed an adaptive 
network coded cooperation (ANCC) scheme, which couples the instantaneous network topol-
ogy with codes on graphs, such as LDPC codes. Since the number of terminals engaged in 
operation decides the number of variable nodes in the final parity check matrix which employs 
the message-passing algorithm for decoding, this method aims to target cooperation among a 
large number of terminals under the wireless ad hoc network scenario. The decoding method 
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of ANCC cannot deal with the challenge of cooperation among a small number of users, e.g. 
two users. 
In this chapter, we will present two pieces of work corresponding to two scenarios under the 
two-source one-relay network-coded MARC transmission model as shown in Figure 4.1. In 
the first scenario, we propose a cooperative coding scheme which, in contrast to previous work 
where TDMA-only or FDMA-only relaying is assumed, allows continuous transmission of 
superposed codewords by the relay, thus making efficient use of communication resources to 
leverage spatial diversity gains. The proposed scheme also arises from the observation that idle 
frequency channels do exist and could be exploited in current TDMA systems. The second 
scenario is where the source-destination transmission and relay-destination transmission use 
a fading multiple access channel (MAC). In this scenario we propose a cooperative coding 
scheme which is different from the previous work of [XFKC06a, XFKC07b, XFKC07a, HD06, 
HSOB05] where superposed codewords experience a channel orthogonal to that of the original 
transmission, and also different from the previous work of [KAA04] where simple codeword 
retransmission is employed in the multiple access Gaussian relay channel. Our scheme allows 
continuous transmission of superposed codewords by the relay and at the same time targets 
the challenge of coping with the interference introduced by the multiple access channel, thus 
making efficient use of communication resources to leverage spatial diversity gains. 
The major contributions of this chapter come from the factor graph based decoding algorithm at 
the destination node for the above two scenarios. We shall start with the simpler first scenario. 
In this part of the chapter, we are going to describe a novel and efficient decoding algorithm 
based on message passing on the destination node's factor graph for the purpose of exploit-
ing the spatial diversity contained in the algebraically superposed codewords. The algorithm 
attains a separation of the two soft-input soft-output (SISO) decoder modules corresponding 
to the codes employed by the two sources; for convolutional codes, this separation affords a 
complexity advantage over decoding of the "nested code" [XFKC06a, XFKC07b]; for LDPC 
codes, it affords a more efficient Tanner graph schedule than fully parallel decoding [HSOB05]. 
In the second scenario, we shall make some further development based on the previous decod-
ing scenario. We also detail a novel computationally efficient decoding algorithm based on 
message passing on the destination node's factor graph for the purpose of exploiting the spatial 
diversity contained in the algebraically superposed codewords together with the signal super-
position introduced by the fading multiple access channel. The corresponding sliding-window 
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factor graph based decoding algorithm attains a separation of the three soft-input soft-output 
(SISO) decoder modules with respect to each received signal stream; we believe this work is the 
first practical decoding scheme dealing with the extraction of the substantial spatial diversity 
contained in the code superposition together with the signal superposition. 
The main body of this chapter is divided into two sections with respect to the proposed cooper-
ative coding schemes under two scenarios. Within each section, first the relative backgrounds 
will be introduced; then we present the proposed cooperative coding scheme; next we shall ad-
dress in detail the corresponding decoding algorithm at the destination node; a theoretical lower 
bound on the frame (codeword) error rate (FER) of the system will also be derived; finally a 
simulation-based comparison of the proposed scheme and the reference schemes will be given. 
4.2 	Proposed Cooperative Coding Scheme in a Shared Relay Envi- 
ronment with an Extra Available Frequency Band 
4.2.1 Background 
In this subsection, we will first briefly review the relations between error control coding and 
cooperative communications, and also the relation between network coding and cooperative 
communications. Then we shall describe the motivation behind our work in this section. 
4.2.1.1 Error control coding vs. Cooperative communications 
It has long been known that path diversity is able to improve the effective SNR of a fading 
wireless channel [Jak74]. [Ala98, TSC98, TJC99] showed that transmitters who possess mul-
tiple antennas can use block and trellis space-time codes to reduce the bit and frame error 
probability and improve the end-to-end system performance. However, when mobiles fail to 
support multiple antennas due to size or other constraints, the above methods cannot be used 
to provide uplink transmit diversity. The idea of user cooperation was born due to the obser-
vation that the broadcast nature of wireless channels provides the possibility of a third party 
other than the destination receiving the information that the source transmits. Apart from the 
original transmission channel, the same information could be transmitted to the destination 
through another independently fading channel. This generates a virtual MIMO system which 
can effectively combat the deleterious effect of fading. The fundamental ideas behind coop- 
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eration can date back to the work of [CG79] on the relay channel and the work of [Wi183] 
on the multiple access channel. However, the earliest work specifically on user cooperation 
is [SEA98, SEA03a, SEA03b] where the achievable rate regions and outage probabilities are 
examined under an information-theoretic model and a CDMA implementation is presented. 
The first framework where channel coding was used in the user cooperation strategy is called 
coded cooperation [F[NO2b, I-fNO2a, HN06] which we already introduced in Section 2.3.2.2. In 
a word, the key idea behind coded cooperation is that each user tries to transmit redundant parity 
bits for its partner. Later, an extension of coded cooperation was proposed in [JHI-1N04] where 
space-time cooperation is applied in the second segment transmission and Turbo codes are im-
plemented for this scheme. In [ZV03, LVWD06, CV05, CdBSA05] distributed channel codes 
are applied to exploit the single channel coding gain by "combining" the redundancy intro-
duced in different signal segments by transmissions from source and relay separately. Thus, the 
distributed channel code method for the relay channel could be seen as a joint routing-channel 
coding scheme [HD06]. 
4.2.1.2 Network coding vs. Cooperative communications 
Forward error control coding, which allows the receiver to detect and correct errors (within 
some bound) without the need to ask the sender for additional data, was largely limited to point-
to-point communication links [LC04]. The traditional layered approach in wireless network 
applications limited error control coding techniques to protect the data in a number of point-
to-point links under the "decomposition" of the whole network. However, the throughput of a 
network could be improved by developing error control methodologies that not only concern 
the point-to-point link but a larger network setting as well. 
[ACLYOO] proposed the the concept termed network coding which aims to increase the achiev-
able throughput in a network. The basic idea is that intermediate nodes in a network are allowed 
not only to forward the data they received but also to mix their received data from different 
users before passing it on. [ACLYOO] proved that in a multicast transmission with one source 
it is possible to achieve the mm-cut capacity' between the source and the sinks with network 
coding. [LYC03] proved that linear coding, which regards a block of data as a vector over a 
certain base field and allows a node to apply a linear transformation to a vector before passing 
'Max-flow mm-cut theorem states that the maximum amount of flow is equal to the capacity of a minimum 
cut [Bo179} in a network. 
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it on, suffices to achieve the max-flow mill-cut throughput for multicast transmissions. [KM03] 
extended the network coding framework from multicast networks to arbitrary networks and ro-
bust networking. [KKH05] showed that by using opportunistic network coding scheme COPE, 
where data packets are XORed at the network layer, the network throughput can be significantly 
improved compared to the current 802.11 mesh network. [ZLL06] addressed electromagnetic-
wave-based network coding at the physical layer and demonstrates its ability to enhance the 
throughput performance of multi-hop wireless networks. [DEH05,RSW03,KRH08] studied 
the application of network coding in wireless networks. It is worth mentioning that network 
coding, whose key feature is to encourage the relay to forward the mixture of its observa-
tions, is naturally suited to wireless communications environments to generate cooperative di-
versity. [DLGT07] studied the combination of the network coding and relay selection to combat 
fading and exploit the dynamic nature of the wireless environment. In [CKL06,WK07], the out-
age probability results of an network-coding-based adaptive decode-and-forward schemes are 
presented. 
b 1 	at  
Figure 4.2: Illustration for a typical decoding scenario at the destination node introduced by 
XOR operation. Multiple codewords received at the destination can be viewed as 
a chain, at and bt represent codewords generated in the time slot t from source a 
and source b respectively. 
4.2.1.3 Motivation 
The above work with regard to network coding is either from an information theoretical per-
spective or focused on a single layer of the network. The potential benefit arising from the 
interaction of physical layer channel coding and network layer network coding was identi-
fied by [WCK05] where the exchange of independent information between two nodes in a 
wireless network can be efficiently performed by exploiting network coding and the physical 
layer broadcast property offered by the wireless medium. Also joint network-channel cod-
ing [HSOB05] and nested codes [XFKC06b] were proposed with practical decoding methods. 
It was shown from [HSOB05, XFKC06b] that the redundancy in the network code could be 
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used to support the channel code for better protection as well as carrying new information 
which helps to generate spatial diversity. The joint channel and network coding approach pro-
vides an efficient way to generate spatial diversity with limited power resources. However 
one problem is the decoder design at the destination which should be able to cope with the 
complicated decoding scenario where typically, the pattern of "stacked" codewords appears as 
depicted in Figure 4.2. The convolutional code method to decode this algebraic superposition 
was proposed in [XFKC06a] where there is a price to pay in complexity at the destination 
node since a 64-state convolutional code is required for the XORed codeword composed of 
two 8-state encoders where the complexity for the BCJR algorithm [BCJR74] at the destina-
tion node is squared compared with the decoding of the single component code. In order to 
reduce the complexity, [XFKC07a] proposed an algebraic superposition scheme by means of 
LDGM codes [GFZ03] where the decoding complexity for XORed codeword grows linearly 
rather than quadratically with the component code complexity. By the definition for the gen-
erator matrix of the LDGM codes, the information bits can be naturally separated from the 
superposition and only the parity bits are superposed as done in [XFKC07a]. The authors 
in [XFKC06a,XFKC07a] tried to tackle this decoding problem from the perspective of the gen-
erator matrix corresponding to the XORed codewords. Following this process, it will be diffi-
cult to apply LDPC codes since knowing the G matrix first and then recovering the structure of 
the H matrix is theoretically achievable but computationally intractable. Inspired by this, our 
decoding scheme comes from the perspective of the resulting factor graph presentation for the 
H matrix where LDPC codes naturally fit. 
4.2.2 System model 
We consider the four-node communications network depicted in Figure 4. 1, with two sources 
Sa and Sb, one relay R, and one destination D common to the two sources. The assumption for 
the system model is that all the point-to-point links are flat-fading. 
4.2.2.1 System overview 
The communication period is divided into L + 1 time slots t = 0, 1,... , L; each time slot 
t E 10, 1, 	,L} is further subdivided into 2 half slots (2t, 2t + 1) as presented in Ta- 
ble 4.1. Source 5a has L messages to transmit, which it encodes into L n-bit codewords 
{a1 : t = 0,1,... , L - 11. The code used at source 5a is Ca and is defined by the ma X fl 
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Time Slot 0 1 t t+i L-i 
Half Slot 0 I 2 3 2t 2t--1 2t±2 2t+3 ... 2L-2 2L-1 2L 2L-l-1 
Relay From a t b0 a1  b1  a, b, a.1 b.1  a,1 b, 1  
Receives Source 
(fi) 
Destination From c0= c1= C2= C3= C21- c,,,— ... C'.'= c1= 
Receives Source a0 b0 a1  b1  a Ii, a.1  b,. 1  a11  bL.I 
(11) 
From d1 d= d3= d2t= d2,.1  d,,= ... d21 2 d 11  d21= d2L1 
Relay lt(ao) n(b0) 15(a1) st(b, 1) 75(a) tt(b,) *at. j) i5(b12) tt(a1,i) it(b11) b1,1  
(0) ea0  Oh0 Oa,1 Ob,-1  Oa, ED b, Oai2 Obr" ®a,i 
Destination 80 b, a11  b11  a b, a1,' b1,2 aLI k- 
Decodes 
Table 4.1: Transmission schedule ofproposed cooperative coding scheme. 
parity-check matrix Ha = (Ha (j, i)). Similarly, source Sb has L messages to transmit, which 
it encodes into L n-bit codewords {b : t = 0, 1,. , L - 1}. The code used at source Sb is 
Cb and is defined by the Mb  x ri parity-check matrix Hb = (Hb(j, i)). Thus, the codes Ca and 
Cb have the same length but not necessarily the same rate. In general, the codes used at the 
two sources can be LDPC or convolutional; in this chapter we concentrate on LDPC codes. 5a 
and Sb  broadcast their modulated codewords to the relay and destination nodes using TDMA 
in frequency band f l and there is no cooperation between the two sources (neither Sa nor Sb 
could capture the signal broadcast from the other source). For each t G 10, 1, .. , 2L - 11, let 
Ct denote the codeword broadcast by the source in half slot t; thus C2t = at and c2t+1 = bt for 
tE{0,1,... ,L-1}. 
4.2.2.2 Relaying protocol 
The relay decodes and then re-encodes each codeword received from the source (the cooperative 
scheme is based on the scenario where the source is quite close to the relay). The relay also 
has a buffer in which it stores the codewords it obtained in the previous two half slots. At 
each half slot t (t = 2, 3, 	, 2L), the relay interleaves the codeword received in half slot 
t - 1 and superposes it (XOR operation) with the codeword received in half slot t - 2; it then 
transmits the resulting codeword to the destination in frequency band f2.  Special cases arise 
at half slots 1 and 2L + 1 in which only a single codeword is stored at the relay and no XOR 
operation is performed. The allocation of different frequency bands to the transmission channel 
of the relay and the broadcast channels of the sources allows for simultaneous transmission and 
reception by the relay node, thus allowing efficient leveraging of communication resources for 
spatial diversity. Let dt denote the codeword transmitted from the relay to the destination in 
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half slot t E 11, 2,. 	, 2L + 11; thus dt = 7V(Ct_1) 	Ct_2, for t = 2,3, . . 2L. For each 
t = 0, 1,...  L - 1, source Sa 'S codeword at is decoded at the end of half slot 2t + 2 and source 
Sb's codeword bt is decoded at the end of half slot 2t + 3. The transmission schedule for this 
cooperative coding scheme is illustrated in Table 4.1. It may be seen from Table 4.1 that spatial 
diversity for each message is contained in three codewords received at the destination. 
Note that decoding and re-encoding of received codewords using a different code (as in the 
scheme of [XFKC06a]) is not performed by the relay in this scheme; this is in order to keep the 
relay operation as simple as possible. The interleaver 7t actually provides the "interleaver gain" 
for decoding at the destination. The interleaver is not in general necessary in the case of LDPC 
coding; however it may be used to avoid a large multiplicity of 8-cycles in the Tanner graph for 
the case where 11a = Hb- 
4.2.2.3 Reference systems 
In order to demonstrate the benefit provided by network coding in the cooperative commu-
nications, we provide two reference systems. The first reference system is the consecutive 
relaying (see Table 4.2), in which the time and frequency allocations are the same as in the 
proposed cooperative scheme, except that the relay simply retransmits the previously received 
codeword rather than a codeword superposition. The second reference system is the simple 
TDMAIFDMA based code superposition relaying scheme depicted in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 re-
spectively. It is easily seen that in these schemes, spatial diversity for each message is provided 
by two codewords received at the destination. A simulation-based comparison of all schemes 
described in this section under a transmit power constraint will be given in Section 4.2.5. 
Time Slot 0 I t t+l L-1 
Half Slot 0 1 2 3 2t 2t+l 21+2 2t+3 2L-2 21-1 2L 
Destination From Source (fl) ao b0 a b1 a, b a. b a, 1 b1 
Receives FromRelay(f2) a0 b0 a, b 1 1 	.1  b1 a b1 2 ai I 	b, 1 
Table 4.2: Transmission schedule of consecutive relaying scheme. 
Time Slot 
0 1 2 31 3t+l 3t+2 3L-3 3L-2 3L-1 
a0 I aoit(b0) a b a®ir(b) a, b, 1 a11e 
Table 4.3: Section of transmission schedule for the TDMA relaying scheme. 
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0 1 t t+I L-1 
Frequency a0 a1 a a 
Band fl 
Frequency b0 b1 b1 b1. 1 br.! 
Band 12 
Frequency a(9 ... a1 a1e ... a12n a11 
Band 13 - n( h)) t(b 1 ) rt(b) ir(bj.) 7t(b 1 ) 
Table 4.4: Section of transmission schedule for the FDMA relaying scheme. 
4.2.3 Decoding algorithm at destination node 
Iterative decoding is adopted to exploit the diversity contained in the joint channel and net-
work codes. The whole process is based on a sliding window structure for the relay transmitted 
superposed codewords where the output L-values of the decoder in the current frame will be 
passed on to assist the decoding in the next frame. An evolution of the knowledge on each 
source transmitted codeword is obtained by the iterative exchanges of the extrinsic informa-
tion between two component codes of the superposed codeword as well as the sliding window 
structure spanning on multiple frames. 
In the following, we will first describe the decoding principle by the example of codeword at 
and then present the detailed decoding algorithm based on factor graph theory. 
4.2.3.1 Decoding overview 
Half Slot 2t 2t+1 2t+2 
Source 
C21 = C21~1 = c21~, = 
Transmits . • ... 
(fl) a 1 b 1 a11 




r(b) $a 1 7r(a) 	b1 _1 ,r(b1 ) $ a 
L 1 (c) 
Decoding Evolution 	
L2(c) I Process For a 	 I 
at 
Step 1 	Step 2 	Step 3 
Table 4.5: The demonstration for the three-step decoding evolution. Here we take the decoding 
of at as an example. The decoding of at spans three transmission frames (half slots) 
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Without loss of generality, we consider the decoding of codeword at at the end of half slot 
2t + 2, fort E {1, 2,... , L - 11. As we can see from Table 4.5, there are three copies of at 
contained in the codewords c2j , d2t+1  and  d2+2 respectively. In the following, we shall use 
to denote the ith bit of the codeword x. We also use Li (c) and L, (d(') ) to denote the 
respective a priori LLRs derived from the corresponding received streams. Also, L2 (.) denotes 
the (updated) a posteriori LLRs which will be used as the a priori LLRs in the next decoding. 
The decoding of at spans three transmission frames (half slots) 2t -f 2t+ 1 - 2t+2, resulting 
in the three-step evolution L1(4')) -, L(c) -+ 	as illustrated in Table 4.5. In the first 
) is derived from the received stream at the end of the source-destination link. In step, L1 (c  
the second step, the a priori L1 (c) is fed into the current decoder structure for half slot 2t + 1 
and the aposteriori LLR {L2(c)} is produced consequently. In the third step, {L2(c)} will 
be used as a priori LLR in the decoding structure for the current frame. 
Now we focus on the decoding structure at the third step (half slot 2t + 2) which is based on 
the codeword d2t+2 = 7r(b) at . We assume that a priori LLRs on C2t+1  and C2t,  denoted by 
{Li(c +i)} and {L2(e)} respectively, are available from the channel observation value and 
previous decoding in the second step. In addition to the decoding of at, the decoder will produce 
aposteriori LLRs {L2(c 	)} which will be used as apriori LLRs in the next decoding step. 
4.2.3.2 Detailed algorithm 
In this section, we provide a concise description of the factor graph based decoding algo-
rithm [KFLO I] at the destination decoder. The factor graph for the decoding under the half 
time slot 2t + 2 is illustrated in Figure 4.3, where circles depict variable nodes and squares 
depict factor nodes. Extrinsic information is exchanged between the two soft-input soft-output 
(SISO) decoder modules for the constituent codes Ca and Cb,  via the factor nodes {F} which 
correspond to the network coding operation at the relay. For simplicity, the graph is illustrated 
for the case n = 3, and where Ca and Cb are (trivial) LDPC codes. For convolutional constituent 
codes, the two SISO modules execute BCJR algorithms. Note that in the convolutional case, 
the separation of the two (e.g. M-state) decoder SISO modules gives a complexity advantage 
over schemes which use a larger (e.g. M2-state) decoder to decode the "nested" code generated 
at the relay (see e.g. [XFKC06a]). In the LDPC case this separation of SISO modules yields a 
more efficient message-passing schedule than implements fully parallel decoding on the Tanner 
graph of the nested code (see e.g. [HSOB05]). 
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Next we introduce some notational conventions pertaining to the following algorithm descrip-
tion. In all cases, the letter ,\ is used to denote LLRs corresponding to messages passed on the 
factor graph. The interleaving "sW" is interpreted as 
X = ir(y) 
Some index sets are defined as follows. Ja = {1, 2,•• . ma }; 7b = {1, 2,. Mb 1; A(,,  (0 = 
{jEJa : Ha(j,i)=1};J\I(i)={jEJb : Hb(j,i)=1};Ma (j)={iEI : Ha(j,i) 
11; Mb (j) = {i E I : Hô(j,i) = 11. Also, EH denotes the (commutative and associative) 
"box-plus" operation [H0P96], i.e. 
(1 + 1ISEStanhPS/2Y\ 
sES 	= log 	
- 	tanh(A8/2)) 
N denotes the maximum number of decoding iterations. 
Gu 
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Figure 4.3: Factor graph corresponding to the destination's decoding of code-word at. The message-
passing schedule is such that extrinsic information is exchanged between the two decoder 
SISO modules for the constituent codes Ca and Cb, via thefactor nodes {F1 } corresponding 
to the network coding operation at the relay. For ease ofpresentation, the factor graph is 
illustrated for the case n = 3 and trivial codes Ca, Cb. 
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Factor Graph Based Decoding Algorithm at 
Destination Node - Decoding of Codeword at 
Initialization: 
. For iEI, 
)(i) 	 (i) = L2c2 ) 	 (4.1) Cl 
, (i) = Litc2(i) C2 	 +1) 	 (4.2) 
)(i) - 0 	 (4.3) 8 - 
— L(d) D 	 (4.4) 
. For iEI,jEA/(i) 
	
0 	 (4.5) 
• For iEI,jE.M(i) 
,j) = Q 	 (4.6) 
Main Loop: For k = 1 t N do 
For iEI, 
= 	+ 	 (4.7) 
Network coding constraints: for i E I, 
= 	 (4.8) 
For iEI, 
)i) - 	+ 	 (4.9) C2 
SISO decoder Cb: for i E I, j E .AJ,(i) 
= 4z) + 	A4(ii) 	 (4.10) 
1EJ'/b(i)\{j} 
= 	1EM1(j)\{i} 	 (4.11) 
OR 
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For i E I, 
- (4.12) 12 	 A4 
jEJ'./b(i) 






+i) - 9 + 	 ( 4.13) 
For iEI, 
(i) - 	+ )4 	 (4.14) 11 - 
= 	 (4.15) D 	11 
For iEl, 
__ - 	+ 	 (4.16) 7 	Cl 	5 
SISO decoder Ca : for j E I, j E Ala(i) 
(ii)= 	+ 	




For i E :7:, 
= 	 (4.19) 
jE.AIa(i) 
Calculate a posteriori LLRs for codeword at: 
L(a) = )i) +A(') (4.20) 
Make decisions on the code bits 
(i) 	{ 0 if L(a) > 0 = 
1 	if L(a) <0 
If it H T a = 0 then break; 
Endfor 
ff 
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For the special case of decoding the first codeword a0, we set 
(ir(i)) =Li(c0 )+L1(d) 	 (4.21) 
for all i E I in Equation (4.1). Also, for the special case of decoding the final codeword bL_1, 
further modifications are made to the algorithm as follows: 
- Equation (4.2), (4.6), (4.7)-(4.14), (4.15) are deleted 
- Equation (4.16) is replaced by 
)i) = )(i) 	
(4.22) Cl 
4.2.4 A lower bound on the system frame error rate 
In this section a theoretical lower bound on the frame (codeword) error rate (FER) of the pro-
posed scheme in Table 4.1 is derived; the analysis follows the lines of [XFKC07b]. 
Half Slot 2t 2t+1 2t+2 2t+3 
Source- C21 = C211 = 
Destination • • . . . . . . . . 
Link 	(fl) a 1 b 1 
Relay- = d21~2 = d213 = 
Destination • • foe 
Link (f2) r(a)b11 T(bt ) 	a, (a1+1 ) 	b1 
Table 4.6: Illustration for the five received codewords at the destination which contain the 
information of at and bt. 
In the case where an extra frequency band is used, let us consider the decoding of at and 
b, transmitted from the sources in half slots 2t and 2t + 1 respectively. As illustrated in 
Table 4.6, the codewords received by the destination from the sources in half slots 2t and 
2t + 1 contain information only relating to at and b. Due to latency constraints embodied 
in the relay operation, the message of at is contained in d2+i and d2t+2; in the same way, 
the message of bt is also contained in d2t+2 and d2+3. The received information which may 
be used in decoding at and bt is contained in five received codewords at the destination - 
transmissions from sources to destination in half slots 2t and 2t + 1, and transmissions from 
relay to destination in half slots 2t + 1, 2t + 2 and 2t + 3. Recall that the codeword length is 
n, and let r = k/n denote the code rate of each encoder; also let C(-y) denote the capacity of a 
binary-input point-to-point link with temporal SNR 'y: 
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00 
2.p(yy) 	
dy 	(4.23) C() = 	f 
p(y2 	log 	
= 1,) +p(yJ = O,) 
2 
where p(yJ., y) is the pdf of Gaussian noise 
	
p(y) = 	exp(— 	(y - x())2) 	 (4.24) 
with BPSK modulation x() = 1 - 2 
Then the number of information bits at the destination which may be used for joint decoding of 
at and b1 is not greater than rl[C(7AD) + C(7BD) + C(-yRD1) + C@-YRD2) + C('YRD:3)], where 
'YRDl, 7RD2 and YRD3  (the relay-destination SNRs in consecutive half slots) are independent 
and identically distributed random variables, and -MD  and YBD  (the source-destination SNRs) 
are independent and identically distributed random variables if the two source-to-destination 
link average SNRs are equal. There is no possibility of jointly decoding both packets, and an 
outage event is inevitable, if 
n[C("YAD) + C(YBD) + C(YRD1) + C('YRD2) + C(yRD3)J <2k 	(4.25) 
Thus, a lower bound for the FER is given by 
FER> 	Pr{C(AD) + C(BD) + C(RD1) + C(RD2) + C(RD3) <2r] 	(4.26) 
The reason for the factor 1/2 in equation (4.26) is that the outage probability is a good indicator 
of frame error rate, but that depends on the definition of the "frame". In this case, there are two 
codewords superimposed in one frame in the relay-destination transmission, so an outage will 
affect two codewords. The factor 1/2 is a conservative estimate to assert how many of these 
two codewords will be erroneous if an outage event described in equation (4.25) happens. 
The Monte Carlo simulated lower bound is included in the simulation results of Section 4.2.5. 
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Decoded;- P; 	 ecoder ecode SISO I 1 	 5 SISO 
C a  G b 
S. 
L___'L ' 	L_______2 ___I 
Figure 4.4: Demonstration for the large multiplicity of 8-cycles in the absence of the inter- 
leaver 7t when 11a = Hb, such as a 2 = L = 	F3 	b 3 	M = 
b 2 = F = a42 where edges like 	= a are not counted. 
4.2.5 Simulation results 
In this section, we provide a comparison of the proposed cooperative coding scheme with the 
two reference cooperative schemes. The first reference scheme is the consecutive relaying 
scheme of Table 4.2. Here a single LDPC decoding per codeword is sufficient for reception, 
where the LLRs for decoder initialization are found by adding the LLRs corresponding to the 
broadcast and relayed versions of the pertinent codeword. The second reference scheme is 
the simple TDMAJ FDMA code superposition relaying scheme of Table 4.3 and 4.4. For this 
scheme, joint decoding of at and bt is performed using a decoding algorithm similar to that of 
Section 4.2.3. The decoder also uses message passing between the two constituent decoders via 
network coding constraints; full details are omitted due to space limitations. The fair compari-
son of the three cooperative schemes is based on the constraint that in simulations, each scheme 
uses the same codes Ca  and Cb, and the same total energy E for transmission of the 2L source 
messages. 
The codes used for simulations are randomly generated rate 1/2 regular LDPC codes of block 
length n = 1200 with column weight 3 and no 4-cycles in the Tanner graph. In simulations we 
choose Ha = Hb, and assume BPSK modulation for all systems. If no interleaver is used and 
the two codes Ca  and Cb are identical, there will be a large multiplicity of 8-cycles in the full 
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Figure 4.5: Comparative BER performance for the proposed cooperative scheme. The performance 
is shown with respect to two reference schemes: simple TDMA/FDMA code superposition 
relaying; and consecutive relaying using the extra frequency band. 
graph as depicted in Figure 4.4. Putting in a random interleaver r can avoid 8-cycle multiplicity 
in the Tanner graph. We consider a quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel, for which the fading 
coefficients are constant within each half slot (one codeword) and change independently from 
one half slot to the next. We assume equal average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on the two 
source-destination links and the relay-destination link, and we assume that the destination has 
perfect knowledge of the channel fading coefficients and noise variances. As for the two source-
relay links, which play a key role in the performance of the system since poor link quality may 
lead to catastrophic error propagation at the destination decoder, the simulation setup is that the 
source-relay links for the comparative performance of the proposed scheme with other reference 
systems are both ideally error-free. We also provide a bundle of curves indicating the degration 
of the overall performance as the signal-to-noise ratios of the source-relay links worsen. 
Simulated performance results in terms of BER and FER are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 
respectively. The curve corresponding to the proposed cooperative coding scheme exhibits an 
increased diversity gain with respect to the reference schemes in the SNR region of interest. 
The proposed scheme attains approximately an order of magnitude decrease in both BER and 
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Figure 4.6: Comparative FER performance for the proposed cooperative scheme. The performance 
is shown with respect to two reference schemes: simple TDMA/FDMA code superposition 
relaying; and consecutive relaying using the extra frequency band. Also plotted is the 
theoretical lower bound on the FER given by (4.26). 
the performance of BER of 10 and FER of 10-2,  the proposed scheme acquires an advan-
tage of 4dB in Eb/NO over the second reference scheme of simple TDMAIFDMA based code 
superposition relaying. We could see from Table 4.1 that in the proposed cooperative cod-
ing scheme every source transmitted codeword enjoys a diversity order of three, while in the 
first reference scheme of consecutive relaying (Table 4.2) and the second reference scheme 
of simple TDMA/FDMA based code superposition relaying (Table 4.3 and 4.4) every source 
transmitted codeword only enjoys a diversity order of two. The second reference scheme of 
simple TDMAIF DMA based code superposition relaying also attains a performance advantage 
over the first reference scheme of consecutive relaying due to the fact that network coding is a 
more energy efficient method to produce the same diversity order under the same total power 
constraint. We also notice that in Figure 4.6 there is an obvious gap between the proposed 
scheme and the theoretical FER lower bound derived in section 4.2.4 which could be explained 
as follows: in the capacity calculation, the information embodied in the XOR codewords is as-
sumed obtainable while in practice "splitting" information contained in the XOR codeword is 
quite a challenging task for the practical coding scheme; in the proposed scheme, the decoding 
error of the previous codeword may be passed on to the next decoding operation because of 
10°  
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Figure 4.7: Comparative FER performance for the proposed cooperative scheme in the case 
of extra frequency band. The performances are shown with various scenarios of 
the source-relay links. the signal-to-noise ratio ranges from 10dB to 50dB. Perfor-
mance for the simple TDMA scheme without cooperation or relaying is provided 
for comparison. 
the "chain" formed by the multiple codewords; the sum-product algorithm for LDPC decoding 
itself is suboptimal; also only middle blocksize LDPC codes are used here while in the theory 
the code blocksize is unlimited. 
In Figure 4.7, a bundle of curves corresponding to various source-relay link scenarios are 
shown. It shows that the overall performance of the cooperative scheme improves as the SNR of 
the source-relay links increases. When the SNRs of the source-relay links are 50dB, at which 
the outage probabilities are 10, the overall performance approaches that of the ideal case. 
The phenomenon indicates that in the network coded multiple access relay channel the source-
relay link plays a key role in the overall performance since the re-encoding operation at the 
relay may lead to error propagation. The aim of Figure 4.7 is to show the impact of the error 
propagation effect when the condition of the source-relay links are not perfect. It is also worth 
noting that adaptive relaying (where the relay discards any unsuccessfully decoded codewords 
indicated by CRC rather than relaying them) [LTW04] will provide an improved performance 
without error floor phenomenon. This improvement could be continued as a future work. 
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4.2.6 Conclusion 
In this section, we have proposed a simple but effective cooperative coding scheme for the 
shared-relay scenario. The scheme uses algebraic code superposition relaying in a frequency 
division mode to create spatial diversity under the constraint of limited communications re-
sources. The decoding algorithm at the destination node is based on message passing on a 
factor graph corresponding to multiple received frames at the destination, and extracts spatial 
diversity gains in a computationally efficient manner. We show that despite the simplicity of 
the proposed scheme, diversity gains are efficiently leveraged by the simple combination of 
channel coding at the sources and network coding at the relay. Simulation results demonstrate 
that the proposed scheme outperforms competitive schemes based on consecutive relaying and 
TDMAIFDMA based code superposition relaying. 
4.3 Proposed Cooperative Coding Scheme in a Shared Relay Envi-
ronment in the Case of Fading Multiple Access Channel 
4.3.1 Background 
In the work of [HSOB05] and [HD06], the cooperation model was considered as a specific 
case for the network-coding-based MARC [KWOO] where the source-to-destination channel 
and the relay-to-destination channel are assumed to be orthogonal to each other. In [LYK+08], 
the interference between the source-to-destination channel and the relay-to-destination channel 
are under consideration while the relay simply plays a "forwarding" role without the network 
coding operation. In this section, we will extend our work of the last section to a cooperative 
coding scheme which allows continuous transmission of superposed codewords by the relay and 
at the same time tackling with the interference introduced by the multiple access fading channel, 
thus making efficient use of communication resources to leverage spatial diversity gains. The 
corresponding decoder at the destination node is based on a sliding window structure where 
certain a posteriori LLRs are retained as a priori LLRs for the next decoding stage which aims 
to efficiently extract the substantial spatial diversity contained in the code superposition and 
signal superposition. 
Before we start with the system description, there is a piece of related work that needs to be 
introduced. [YWYHM08] proposed the design of a cooperation coding scheme for a two-user 
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MAC where two block Markov coding schemes, namely, the multiplexed coding and the su-
perposition coding are under consideration. Although the configuration is different from our 
work here, the approach in [YWYHM08] is similar in philosophy to our proposed scheme. 
However, the partially multiplexed (PMP) coding scheme introduced in [YWYHM08] requires 
a separation of two-user's information bits from code superposition in the G matrix or H ma-
trix construction which means it cannot yield the full network coding gain provided by the 
construction in our work. 
4.3.2 System model 
We still consider the four-node communications network depicted in Figure 4. 1, with two 
sources Sa and Sb, one relay R, and one destination D common to the two sources. Also, 
flat-fading channels are assumed for all point-to-point links. 
Time Slot 0 I ... t t+l .. L-1 L 
I-IalfSlot 0 I 2 1 	3 ... 2t 2t-+-1 21-1-2 I 	2t+3 ... 2L-2 2L-I 2L 2L+l 
Source Co Cl Ct Cs ... C:, C:,., C21, C21 ... C21?- C:I.l 
Transmits a0 b5 a, b, .1 b, a,- b, a,, b,., 
Relay  d2 d, .., d,I  d21., d21. 2 d,,.3 ... dv., d2,. dv., 
Transmits 0(a.) n(bo) tt(a,) tr(b, ,) 0(a) 0(b) tt(a,.,) 7t(b,2) tt(a,,) 0(b,,) b,, 
b0 a b, a,1 
Destination e5  £2 e3 ... £1 c211 c,., e.,.5 ... c,,, en e0 
Receives 
Destination - - a,, b,, -. a b,, a, b, ... a1-,, b,. a11 
Decodes 
Table 4.7: Transmission schedule ofproposed cooperative coding scheme for the case of mul-
tiple access channel. 
4.3.2.1 Overview 
The transmission schedule for the new scheme in this section is illustrated in Table 4.7. The 
major difference between the system model in Table 4.7 and the previous scenario in Table 4.1 
is that in the new model the source-destination links and the relay-destination link are in the 
same frequency band and therefore a two-user fading MAC is formed from the perspective of 
the destination. The details will be addressed in the following relaying protocol. 
4.3.2.2 Relaying protocol 
The relay decodes and then re-encodes each codeword received from the source. The relay 
has a buffer in which it stores the codewords it obtained in the previous two half slots. At 
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each half slot (t = 2, 3,... , 2L), the relay interleaves the codeword obtained in half slot t 
1 and superposes it (XOR operation) with the codeword obtained in half slot t - 2; it then 
transmits the resulting codeword to the destination in the fading multiple access channel whose 
channel resources are also shared with the source transmission. Special cases arise at half slots 
1 and 2L + 1 in which only a single codeword is stored at the relay and no XOR operation is 
performed. Let dt denote the codeword transmitted from the relay to the destination in half 
slot t E {1, 2,.•• , 2L + 11; thus dt  = 7r(ct_1) 	for t = 2, 3,.-. 2L. Let et denote 
the signal stream received by the destination in half slot t C {O, 1,. . . , 2L + 11. The use 
of the MAC requires no extra resources for the proposed cooperative transmission scheme as 
compared to the non-cooperative scheme. As we shall see, the spatial diversity gain generated 
by the superposition relaying outweighs the signal interference degradation inherent in using 
the MAC. To simplify the analysis, we assume that directional antennas are employed at the 
relay, so that interference between the source-relay link and the relay-destination link may be 
neglected. For each t = 0, 1, . L —1, source Sa 's codeword at is decoded at the end of half slot 
2t + 2 and source Sb'S codeword b1 is decoded at the end of half slot 2t + 3. The transmission 
schedule for this cooperative coding scheme is illustrated in Table 4.7. It can be seen that spatial 
diversity for each message is contained in three separate transmissions spanning three half slots. 
To avoid the full-duplex requirement at the relay in a practical communication system, a second 
relay R' which employs a simple amplify-and-forward (AF) scheme could be used between R 
and D in the current cell frequency f 1. The transmission from R to R' could employ the 
neighboring cell frequency f 2, and thus the uplink MAC still use f  for this cell. In the 
counterpart neighboring cell with frequency f 2, f  is used in the R to R' link as depicted 
in Figure 4.8. In the overall communications system, there will be no extra frequency band 
occupied and only negligible inter-cell interference. The decoding procedure at the destination 
node is then identical to that presented in this thesis. 
Time Slot 0 1 t ti-I L-1 
HalfSlot 0 1 	1 2 3 2t 2t±I 21+2 2t--3 2L-2 2L-1 2L 
Source Transmits c0a0 c1 b0 c, a1  c3 b1  cvat c,. 	b c2.,-a1_1 c23 b11  cIL , aI, c,1.1 	b1.1 
Relay Transmits d1 0(ao) d2 it(bo) d3 7021) d21  nib,1) d, 	tt(a,) d.otr(b) d 1 3 -tt(a,-i) d2v2r(b12) do,ttlaii) dlLlt(bII) 
Destination Receives ea e, e, e ei, e,,-, e,,. c2-3 elL.2 cv., e21 
Destination Decodes a0 b0 111 b,1 a, b, 8,1 b12 81.1  b11 
Table 4.8: Transmission schedule of consecutive relaying scheme for the case of multiple ac-
cess channel. 
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Figure 4.8: One example model to avoid the full-duplex requirement at the relay. 
4.3.2.3 Reference schemes 
The first reference scheme is the consecutive relaying in the fading MAC depicted in Table 4.8; 
here the relay simply re-transmits the (interleaved) previously received codeword rather than 
a codeword superposition. It is easily seen that in this reference scheme, spatial diversity for 
each message is contained in two separate transmissions spanning two half slots. The second 
reference scheme is a simple two-user TDMA transmission scheme without any relaying or 
cooperation among the users. A simulation-based comparison of the three schemes described 
in this section under a transmit power constraint will be given in Section 4.3.6. 
4.3.3 Soft demodulator for BPSK modulation in the multiple access channel 
In the case where the MAC is used, a SISO signal processing module is required to update 
the extrinsic information regarding the coded bits involved in the signal superposition, using 
corresponding input extrinsic information together with the received channel values. 
Recall that Ct denotes the codeword broadcast by the source in half slot t and dt denotes the 
codeword transmitted by the relay in half slot t. In the following we define I = 11, 2,•• , n}, 
and 	() denotes the i-th bit of codeword x while 	denotes the i-th received channel value of 
signal stream e. Considering a single half slot t E {1,... , 2L - 11, the channel model is given 
by 
(i)W
= 	. a(c) + 	(d) + 
(i) 	
E I, 	 (4.27) 
where 0W 	M t and 	represent the fading processes on the source-destination and relay-destination 
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links, respectively, and 	is complex AWGN with variance a2 per dimension. Also 
, c (i) 
c 	) = 	/(i - (i)  ) Ci (4.28) 
j3(d) = - 2d) (4.29) 
holds for BPSK modulation, with P8 and PR representing the received power for the symbols 
transmitted by the source and relay respectively. 
The function of the soft demodulator is to take as input extrinsic log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) 
on the transmitted bits (LLRs in the absence of channel information); without loss of generality 
we consider the bit 
P i (i) - LE(c) = in 	
r 	- 	 (4.30) 
Pr(c = 1) 
and compute the new extrinsic LLRs (incremental LLRs expressing new information derived 
from the channel) 
L°  (e) = L(c) - L E(CM)  	 (4.31) 
where the a posteriori LLRs L(c) (incorporating channel information) are given by 
L(c) = in 
(Pr (c = 
(4.32) 
Pr(c = 1 e)) 







p(d ) 	d) Pr(c, 
- in 	,:c =0 	({t 
 
C 	d) . Pr(c, d)) 	
(4.34) 
p(d ) 
We assume that the users' code bits are independent (a realistic assumption for independent 
users), so that 
Pr(c,= Pr(c) . Pr(d) 
	
(4.35) 
Also, the probability density function (PDF) of the received channel value conditioned on the 
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transmitted bits may be written as 
p(e 	c, d) 	rOF2 exp 
(- 	
e - 	a(c) - 	 /3(d) 
~2) 	
(4.36) 
Therefore, (4.31) may be re-written as (4.37), for which we use the shorthand L0(c ) = 
E 	(i) 	 . 	 (i) fi(et(') ,   L (d )). In the same way, the new extrinsic LLR of the code bit d may be obtained 





e _ /p) /pi) 
2 




	 + LE(d)) +exp 2a2 
(4.37) 
LO (d(')  
I exp (_ 	_22 
2 
+ LE(c)) + exp 
(iet 
- 	 _2a2 	
(i)2) 
In ( 2 
c72 	
+ LE (e)) + exp 	
2 
exp 	 _2 —2a2 	 ) 
(4.38) 
4.3.4 Decoding algorithm at destination node 
The principle of the decoding operation is to extract the diversity gain contained in the joint 
channel and network codes plus the signal superposition introduced by the nature of the fading 
MAC. The information for each codeword is contained in three consecutive streams received 
at the destination. Thus the factor graph for the decoding at the destination node is based on a 
sliding window structure for each of the received streams et, t E {1,... 2L + 1}. 
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4.3.4.1 Decoding overview 
Half Slot 2t 2t+1 2t+2 
Source C2, = C2,1 = C2,+2 = • 
Transmits 
S. • 
a, b, a +1  
Relay 
S. S 
d2, = d21+1 = d, +, = 
Transmits b  ,r(b,)a, 
Destination 
S S e2, C211  e22  . . . Receives 
L 1 (c) 	 I 
Decoding Evolution 	




Step 1 	Step 2 	Step 3 
Table 4.9: The demonstration for the three-step decoding evolution in the case offading MAC. 
Here we still take the decoding of at as an example. at is contained in three consec-
utive received streams at the destination: e2t, e2t+1 and e2t+2.  We use L1 (4) and 
L2 (cv) to demonstrate the L-value obtained at the corresponding halftime slot. 
Without loss of generality, we still consider the decoding of codeword at at the end of half 
slot 2t + 2, for t E {Q, 1,... , L - 21. As demonstrated in Table 4.9, at is contained in three 
received streams: e2t, e2t+1 and e2t+2. We still use L1 (c) - L (cv) - 	to demonstrate 
the evolution of the decoding process for at , in which Li(c) and L2(c) represent the L-
value obtained in the corresponding step. Next we shall use a factor graph to illustrate this 
evolution process which corresponds to the different positions in the graph. 
The factor graphs corresponding to the half slot 2t, 2t+ 1 and 2t+2 are illustrated in Figure 4.9, 
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 respectively where circles depict variable nodes and squares depict 
factor nodes. In each factor graph, the extrinsic information is exchanged between three soft-
input soft-output (SISO) decoder modules for the constituent codes, via the factor nodes { F1 } 
which correspond to the network coding operation at the relay and the factor nodes f Gi } which 
correspond to the soft demodulator for the MAC as given by equation (4.37) and equation 
(4.38). For simplicity, the graphs are all illustrated for the case ri = 3, and where Ca  and Cb are 
(trivial) LDPC codes. 
The whole decoding process could be seen as a sliding window structure where certain a pos-
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SISO decoder for a specific codeword, e.g. at, goes through three position in the whole factor 
graph as illustrated in the Figure 4.9 for half slot 2t, Figure 4.10 for half slot 2t + 1 and Figure 
4.11 for half slot 2t + 2. Accordingly, the LLRs for at are evolved by the exchange of the 
extrinsic L-values under the constraints of parity checks in channel coding, the network coding 
operation and the MAC demodulator until the final stage of the third step where decision of 
is made. 
Step 1:L1 (c) 
LM M2 
Figure 4.9: Factor graph corresponding to the ha ifslot 2t which is the first step of the decoding 
evolution for codeword at. At this stage, the code structure corresponding to at 
takes up the position of the upper right decoder SISO as indicated in the factor 
graph. Accordingly, the a posteriori LLR L1 (c) is obtained which will be used as 
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Step 2: L2(c) 
Figure 4.10: Factor graph corresponding to the half slot 2t + 1 which is the second step of the 
decoding evolution for codeword at. At this stage, the code structure correspond-
ing to at takes up the position of the lower right decoder SISO as indicated in the 
factor graph. L1 (cv) which was obtained in the first step is used as a priori LLR 
in the current step and accordingly a posteriori LLR L2 (cv) is produced which 
will be used as a priori LLR in the next step. Also note that in the current factor 
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(i) 
Step 3: at 
Figure 4.11: Factor graph corresponding to the half slot 2t + 2 which is the final step of the 
decoding evolution for codeword at. At this stage, the code structure correspond-
ing to at takes up the position of the lower left decoder SISO as indicated in the 
factor graph. L2(c )) which was obtained in the second step is used as a priori 
LLR in the current step and the final decision 	is made. Also note that in the 
current factor graph structure, L1 (cM 	 M 2) and L2 (c 1) are obtained which will 
be used in the succeeding decoding window. 
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Figure 4.12: Factor graph corresponding to the destination 's decoding of codeword at. For 
ease ofpresentation, the factor graph is illustrated for the case n = 3 and trivial 
codes Ca, Cb. For the case of the fading multiple access channel, the three decoder 
SISO modules exchange extrinsic information via the factor nodes {F } which 
correspond to the network coding operation at the relay and the factor nodes 
jGj } which correspond to the soft demodulator for the MAC. 
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4.3.4.2 Detailed algorithm 
Next, we provide a concise description of the factor graph based decoding algorithm [KFLO 1] at 
the destination decoder for the half slot 2t+2 where the final decision 	is made. As described 
before, a priori LLRs on C2t+1  and `02t,  denoted { L1 (c +1  ) } and { L (cv) } respectively, are 
available from the previous decoding. In addition to decoding of at, the decoder will produce a 
posteriori LLRs {Li(c 2)}  and (updated) aposteriori LLRs {L2(c 1)}; these will be used 
as a priori LLRs in the next decoding step. 
The two codewords contained in the received signal stream e2t+2  are: 
C2t+2 = at+1 
d2+2 = 7r(c2t+1) ED C2t 
= 7r(bt)eat 
In the following, we shall use the same notational conventions pertaining to the following algo-
rithm description as we did in Section 4.2.3. 
Factor Graph Based Decoding Algorithm at 
Destination Node - Decoding of Codeword at 
Initialization: 
For iEI, 
- L2( (j)\ 
Cl C2t) 	 (4.39) 
- L1( (i) 
C2 c2 +i) 	 (4.40) 
(i) A8 = 0 	 (4.41) 
(i) 
'15 = 0 	 (4.42) 
For iEI,jCVa (i) 
= 0 	 (4.43) 
For iEI,jEJ\4(i) 
= 0 	 (4.44) 
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For iEI,jEJ\fa(i) 
	
6 	= 0 	 (4.45) 
Main Loop: For k = ito N do 
For iElT, 
- 	+ A(') 	 (4.46) 14 	Cl 8 
Network coding constraints: for i E I, 
(z) 	 (4.47) 10 - 14 	15 
For iEI, 
-  	+ 	 (4.48) 9 	C2 
SISO decoder Cb: for i E I, j E .Nb(i) 
= 	+ 	 ,\(i1) 	 (4.49) 3 
IEJV J (i)\{j} 
=1EMb(j)\{i} 	 (4.50) 
For i E I, 
- 
12 (4.51) 
j E.N (i) 
Obtain the a posteriori LLR (prior for decoding in next half slot) 
(j) 
- L2(c2+1) 
- 	+ (4.52) 
For i E I, 
- 	+ A(') 11 	C2 12 (4.53) 
16 	14 = 11 (4.54) 
Soft demodulation: for i C I, 
)f 	
(i) 
= 1(62t+2, 	16) (4.55) 
IMI 
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SlSO decoder Ca: for  EI,j EJVa(i) 
) (ii) 	)4l 





(4.57) = 1EMa(j)\{i} 5 6 
For i E I, 
(i) 	A' 	 (4.58) A18— 6 
jJV(i) 
Obtain the a posteriori LLR (prior for decoding in next half slot) 
Li((i) 
	- 	
+ ) 	 (4.59) c2+2) 17 	18 
Soft demodulation: for i C I, 
(i) 	(i) 	(i) 
= f2 (e (i) '18) 	 (4.60) 
= 	 (4.61) 13 15 	11 
For iEI, 
= 	+ A(') 	 (4.62) 
Cl 	13 
SISO decoder Ca: for j C I, j C .iVa(i) 
= 4° + 	A' 1 	 (4.63) 1 
EAr. 
A(1.1) 
=1EMa(j)\{i} 	 (4.64) 
For i C I, 
= 	 (4.65) 
jEJ\Ia (i) 
Calculate a posteriori LLRs for codeword at: 
L(a) = A +A(') 	 (4.66) 
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Make decisions on the code bits 
(i) 	{ 0 if L(a) ~ 0 
= 
1 	if L(a) <0 
If aH T = 0 then break; 
Endfor 
The preceding presentation was for the general case of decoding (half slots t = 2, 3, 	, 2L - 
1}). Special cases are handled in a straightforward manner as follows. In half slot t = 0, 
a single LDPC decoding of a0 based on LLRs derived from the received stream e0 produces 
IL, (c)}. In half slot t = 1, decoding proceeds as in the general case except that 	is set to 14 
+oo for all i G I; {L1 (c(') ) } and {L2 (cr) } are produced (note that this decoder has the same 
structure as the decoder for the reference scheme of consecutive relaying in the fading MAC as 
shown in Table 4.8). In half slot t = 2L, the decoder structure used is that for superposition 
decoding as described in Section 4.2.3; also only {L2(c2_i)} are produced. In time slot 
t = 2L + 1, a single LDPC decoding of b1 _1 is performed based on the sum of the LLRs 
derived from the received stream e2L+1 and the LLRs {L2 (c2_i ) } obtained from the previous 
decoding. 
4.3.5 A lower bound on the system frame error rate 
In the case where relaying is in the MAC, the information of each relay-transmitted signal is al-
ready contained in the source-transmitted signal from previous half slots. Therefore, assuming 
correct decoding in previous half slots, the relay transmitted signal could be perfectly cancelled 
from the destination's received signal, and hence the receiver will "see" an interference-free 
fading channel for the source-transmitted signal. Therefore, the theoretical lower bound on the 
FER for the case of additional frequency band in the section 4.2.4 also applies to the case of 
MAC relaying. The Monte Carlo simulated lower bound is included in the simulation results in 
Section 4.3.6. 
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Figure 4.13: Comparative BER performance for the proposed cooperative scheme in the case 
of multiple access channel. The performance is shown with respect to two refer-
ence schemes: simple TDMA without cooperation or relaying; and consecutive 
relaying in the MAC. 
4.3.6 Simulation results 
The codes used for simulations are randomly generated rate 1/2 regular LDPC codes of block 
length n = 1200 with column weight 3 and no 4-cycles in the Tanner graph. In simulations 
we choose 11a = Hb, and assume BPSK modulation for all systems. A random interleaver 7 
is used to avoid 8-cycle multiplicity in the Tanner graph as described before. We still consider 
a quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel, for which the fading coefficients are constant within 
each half slot (one codeword) and change independently from one half slot to the next. We 
assume equal average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on the two source-destination links and the 
relay-destination link, and we assume that the destination has perfect knowledge of the channel 
fading coefficients and noise variances. As for the two source-relay links, which play a key 
role in the performance of the system since poor link quality may lead to catastrophic error 
propagation at the destination decoder, the simulation setup is that the source-relay links for 
the comparative performance of the proposed scheme with other reference systems are both 
ideally error-free. We also provide a bundle of curves indicating the degration of the overall 
performance as the signal-to-noise ratios of the source-relay links worsen. 
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Figure 4.14: Comparative FER performance for the proposed cooperative scheme in the case 
of multiple access channel. The performance is shown with respect to two refer-
ence schemes: simple TDMA without cooperation or relaying; and consecutive 
relaying in the MAC. Also plotted is the theoretical lower bound on the FER given 
by (4.26). 
Fair comparison of the proposed cooperative schemes with reference schemes is based on the 
constraint that in simulations, each scheme uses the same codes Ca  and Cb, and the same total 
energy E for transmission of the 2L source messages. We provide a comparison of the proposed 
cooperative scheme with two reference schemes introduced in Section 4.3.2.3. The first is 
consecutive relaying in the fading MAC as shown in Table 4.8. The second is a simple TDMA 
transmission scheme without cooperation or relaying. 
Simulated performance results for bit error rate (BER) and frame error rate (FER) are shown 
in Figures 4.13 and 4.14 respectively. The curve corresponding to the proposed cooperative 
scheme exhibits the steepest slope (highest diversity gain) of the three, outperforming the others 
in the SNR region of interest. The scheme attains approximately an order of magnitude decrease 
in both BER and FER over consecutive relaying in the fading MAC at an Eb/NO of 10 dB. To 
achieve the performance of BER of 10 and FER of 10-2,  the proposed scheme acquires 
an advantage of 3dB in Eb/NO over the first reference scheme of consecutive relaying in the 
fading MAC and an advantage of nearly 12dB in Eb/NO over the second reference scheme of 
the simple TDMA transmission scheme without cooperation or relaying. The simulation results 
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Figure 4.15: Comparative FER performance for the proposed cooperative scheme in the case 
of multiple access channel. The performances are shown with various scenarios 
of the source-relay links: the signal-to-noise ratio ranges from 10dB to 50dB. 
Performance for the simple TDMA scheme without cooperation or relaying is 
provided for comparison. 
are consistent with the fact that the proposed scheme enjoys a diversity order of three, while 
the first reference scheme of consecutive relaying in the fading MAC attains a diversity order 
of two and the second reference scheme of the simple TDMA transmission scheme without 
cooperation or relaying only attains a diversity order of one. Under the same resources, the 
network coding approach provides an efficient way to generate diversity gain. The explanation 
for the gap between the theoretical FER lower bound and performance of the actual proposed 
scheme in Figure 4.14 is similar to that in section 4.2.5. The main reason for this gap is due to 
the imperfect codes and sub-optimal decoding algorithm in practical applications. 
In Figure 4.15, a bundle of curves corresponding to various source-relay link scenarios are 
shown. It can be seen that the overall performance of the cooperative scheme is improved as 
the SNR of the source-relay links increases. When the SNR of the source-relay links is 50dB, 
at which the outage probabilities are of 10, the overall performance approaches that of the 
ideal case. The intention of Figure 4.15 is to show the impact of the error propagation effect. A 
more advanced version of the proposed cooperative coding scheme is to apply adaptive relaying 
operations [LTW04] at the relay where the relay simply discards any unsuccessfully decoded 
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codewords rather than relaying them. This will lead to an improved performance without error 
floor phenomenon. 
4.3.7 Conclusion 
In this section we propose a cooperative diversity scheme where algebraic code superposition 
relaying is employed in the multiple access fading channel to create spatial diversity under the 
constraint of limited communications resources. We also describe in detail a novel compu-
tationally efficient message passing algorithm at the destination's decoder which extracts the 
substantial spatial diversity contained in the code superposition and signal superposition. The 
decoder is based on a sliding window structure where certain a posteriori LLRs are retained 
as a priori LLRs for the next decoding. We show that despite the simplicity of the proposed 
scheme, diversity gains are efficiently leveraged by the simple combination of channel coding 
at the sources and network coding at the relay. 
4.4 Chapter Summary 
Cooperative diversity has been recognized as an effective and low-cost technique to combat 
fading and enhance transmission reliability. Motivated by the fact that network coding is a 
technique well known for its capability to increase system throughput, joint channel and net-
work coding is proposed in this chapter as an efficient way to generate spatial diversity under 
limited resource for uplink transmissions. We propose a cooperative diversity scheme for the 
communication model of two sources sharing a single relay under two scenarios. The scheme 
uses algebraic code superposition relaying in a frequency division mode or in the multiple ac-
cess fading channel. In both cases a corresponding sliding-window factor graph based decoding 
algorithm is used at the destination node to extract available spatial diversity gains. Compu-
tational efficiency of the decoding algorithm is achieved in both cases through separation of 
the relevant SISO decoder modules and efficient connectivity via factor nodes corresponding 
to code and signal superposition operations. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed 
schemes outperform competitive reference schemes. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
Cooperative diversity and LDPC codes are two principle state-of-the-art techniques to realize 
high-speed and high-quality wireless communication. In this thesis, we focus on practical 
coding schemes in cooperative communication environments, especially decoding schemes for 
LDPC codes. This chapter summarizes the thesis and provides suggestions for further research. 
5.1 Summary 
In Chapter 1, we briefly reviewed the history of wireless communications. The cooperative re-
laying concept and the Turbo principle, as the main topics of this thesis, are two key techniques 
to be employed for next generation mobile communication systems. We introduced coopera-
tive diversity, which can be viewed as a virtual MIMO system when multiple-antenna structures 
cannot be employed in real mobile devices due to size, cost or hardware limitations. We also 
introduced LDPC codes, which were rediscovered after the success of Turbo codes and exhibit 
great potential for application in future wireless systems. 
In Chapter 2, we offered detailed background with respect to error control coding (LDPC 
codes), factor graph theory and cooperative communication. We began with the basic con-
cepts of channel codes under the AWGN channel as it shapes the coding discipline. LDPC 
codes, which is a class of linear block codes, have a sparse parity check matrix structure which 
facilitates low complexity message-passing decoding. Although the sum-product algorithm for 
decoding LDPC codes is suboptimum, in conjunction with soft demodulation, LDPC codes 
with sum-product algorithm decoding can achieve throughput results very near the capacity 
of the AWGN channel. As for cooperative communication, we started with the nature of the 
wireless fading channel. Particularly, we considered the Rayleigh flat fading channel model in 
this thesis. To combat the detrimental effect of fading, cooperative communication provides 
the receiver with multiple versions of the transmitted information through independent fading 
channels. As for user cooperation schemes, we focus on coded cooperation, signal superposi-
tion and coded superposition which combine channel coding and modulation techniques with 
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cooperative communication and inspired the work in this thesis. Also in this chapter, factor 
graph theory is introduced as it acts as an important graphical tool for the presentation of our 
results. 
In Chapter 3, we concentrated on the application of LDPC codes in the multiple access channel 
since it can be seen as an important component of the whole cooperative communication sys-
tem. Successive interference cancellation is a technique that can achieve the upper limits of the 
capacity region of the Gaussian multiple access channel indicated by information theory. Our 
concerns in this chapter are the practical application issues of successive interference cancella-
tion. The first concern is that the Gaussian input assumption in theory is not possible in practice. 
Hence we go to the opposite extreme and investigate BPSK modulation. The second concern is 
that the subtraction of the erroneous signal would lead to propagation of the first user's decod-
ing errors into the ensuing decoding process for the second user. Accordingly, we investigate 
a soft multiple user demodulator combined with the decoding of channel codes in which the 
interference cancellation and the decoding are carried out in a "soft" iterative process under 
the "Turbo principle". The major contributions of this chapter are twofold. Firstly, we present 
a formulation of a multi-user detector for BPSK modulation which lends itself to an efficient 
implementation by L-value algebra; secondly, we employ a group of moderate-blocksize LDPC 
codes in the LDPC coded multiple user demodulator in order to analyze practical application 
of successive interference cancellation under BPSK modulation scenario. The corresponding 
simulation results are discussed. 
In Chapter 4, we proposed a cooperative diversity scheme for the communication model of a 
two-user multiple-access relay channel. The scheme uses algebraic code superposition relaying 
under two scenarios. In the first scenario, the source-destination channels and relay-destination 
channel are orthogonal to each other thus resulting in the destination received codewords con-
taining only algebraically superposed codewords which is similar to the decoding scenario 
in [XFKC07b, XFKC07a, HD06, HSOB05]. Correspondingly, we proposed a novel and effi-
cient decoding algorithm based on message passing on the destination node's factor graph for 
the purpose of exploiting the spatial diversity contained in the algebraically superposed code-
words. The algorithm attains a separation of the two soft-input soft-output decoder modules 
corresponding to the codes employed by the two sources; for convolutional codes, this separa-
tion affords a complexity advantage over decoding of the "nested code" [XFKC06a,XFKC07b]; 
for LDPC codes, it affords a more efficient Tanner graph schedule than fully parallel decod- 
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ing [HSOB05]. In the second scenario, we consider that in a multiple-access relay channel 
the source-destination channels and the relay-destination channel are not orthogonal to each 
other and hence forms a fading multiple access channel. The corresponding decoding scenario 
at the destination is more complex compared to the first scenario since there is not only code 
superposition but also signal superposition. Developed from the previous algorithm in the first 
scenario, a factor graph based decoding algorithm is used at the destination node to extract the 
substantial spatial diversity contained in the code superposition and signal superposition. The 
computational efficiency of the decoding algorithm is achieved in both scenarios through sepa-
ration of the relevant soft-input soft-output decoder modules and connectivity via factor nodes 
corresponding to code and signal superposition operations. Simulation results demonstrate that 
the proposed schemes outperform competitive reference schemes under a fair comparison of 
power constraints. 
5.2 Future Work 
In Chapter 3, the simulation results indicated that the assumption of Gaussian inputs in theory is 
not in accord with the practical modulation situation which results in a gap between theoretical 
evaluation and real performance. An interesting issue in the practical application is that, to one 
user, signals from the rest of users and the background Gaussian noise do not always appear 
Gaussian distributed. In some cases, e.g. a two user multiple access channel case using BPSK 
modulation, the gap is quite clear. Hence, investigations of channel code design not only in 
consideration of the Gaussian noise type but also the specific distribution of the interference 
signals could be an interesting direction to improve the overall performance of an LDPC coded 
multiple user demodulator. 
In Chapter 4, as we already mentioned, a further development of the proposed scheme is to add 
a cyclic redundancy check at the relay to have an adaptive relaying schedule where the relay 
simply discards any unsuccessfully decoded codewords rather than forwarding them. For the 
joint channel and network coding scheme, the work we did in this thesis only focuses on the 
decoding scenarios at the destination and their corresponding algorithms. Another interesting 
development for this scheme is the encoding process at the relay. Although some codewords 
at the relay fail to pass cyclic redundancy check, it is possible that most code bits are still of 
high reliability and thus contain valuable information to be exploited. Based on the L-values 
of the decoded bits at the relay, a soft "encoding" scheme [SV05] could take into account the 
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reliability of each code bits and provide useful information for the decoding at the destination. 
We conjecture this can improve the overall performance of the schemes. In our work, we only 
considered a two-user case. To extend the proposed joint channel and network coding scheme 
to a scenario comprised of a large amount of users is an interesting option. Possible research 
directions to extend this work also include the optimization issue (by using density evolution 
method or EXIT chart method) for joint channel and network codes. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we propose a cooperative diversity scheme for the communication model of two sources sharing a 
single relay under two scenarios. The scheme uses algebraic code superposition relaying in the multiple access fading 
channel or in a frequency division mode to create spatial diversity under the constraint of limited communications 
resources. We also describe in detail a novel computationally efficient message passing algorithm at the destination's 
decoder which extracts the substantial spatial diversity contained in the code superposition and signal superposition. 
The decoder is based on a sliding window structure where certain a posteriori LLR5 are retained to form a priori 
LLRs for the next decoding. We show that despite the simplicity of the proposed scheme, diversity gains are 
efficiently leveraged by the simple combination of channel coding at the sources and network coding at the relay. 
Index Terms 
Cooperative diversity, low-density parity-check codes, network coding, factor graphs, iterative decoding, mul-
tiple access channel. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
WHILE wireless channels suffer from fading, at the same time the broadcast nature of wireless channels provides the possibility of a third party other than the destination "overhearing" 
the information that the source transmits. Thus apart from the original transmission channel, the same 
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information could be transmitted to the destination through another independently fading channel. This 
generated spatial diversity can effectively combat the deleterious effect of fading [1]—[3]. Although 
"coding" has been employed in several literature on cooperative communications [4]—[7], the diversity 
gain are obtained through channel coding gain by means of single channel codes. In recent years, there 
has been increasing interest in applying the idea of algebraic code superposition, also called "network 
coding" [8]—[12] to the cooperative communications scenario. The network coding approach provides an 
efficient way to generate spatial diversity under the constraint of limited resources. One challenge is the 
problem of decoder design which should be able to cope with the complicated decoding situation at the 
destination [8]—[ 12]. 
In [ll]—[13], the model of a typical network coding unit is considered in which the packets from the 
two sources are linearly combined at the relay. In our work we also focus on this cooperative transmission 
model for the situation where it is impractical for one mobile user to "capture" the other user's signal during 
its uplink transmission in the cellular network. Moreover, relay-based cooperative processing provides 
greater security than direct user cooperation in which user information must be shared. In [14], it is 
shown theoretically that network-coded distributed antenna systems provide a performance improvement 
over similar systems without network coding, with less hardware and a lower bandwidth cost. 
In [10], a code superposition scheme employing low-density generator matrix (LDGM) codes is pro-
posed to reduce the decoding complexity at the destination. But in order to do the graph-based decoding, 
the systematic bits must be retained without superposition which means that the potential superposition 
diversity is lower than that obtainable from fully superposed codewords. In [12], a combined low-density 
parity-check (LDPC) code construction scheme including two channel code components and one network 
code component is produced by random parity-check matrix generation under certain constraints. The 
network codes are actually the parity checks for two channel codewords; this necessitates more complicated 
relay operations than simple superposition. In [15] and [16], the authors proposed an adaptive network 
coded cooperation (ANCC) scheme, which couples the instantaneous network topology with codes on 
graphs, such as LDPC codes. Since the number of terminals engaged in operation decides the number 
of variable nodes in the final parity check matrix which employs the message-passing algorithm for 
decoding, this method aims to target cooperation among a large number of terminals under the wireless 
ad hoc network scenario. The decoding method of ANCC cannot deal with the challenge of cooperation 
among a small number of users, e.g. two users. 
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In this work, we consider the two-source one-relay cooperative model under two scenarios. The first 
scenario is where the source-destination transmission and relay-destination transmission use a fading 
multiple access channel (MAC). In this scenario we propose a cooperative coding scheme which is 
different from the previous work of [8]—[12] where superposed codewords experience a channel orthogonal 
to that of the original transmission, and also different from the previous work of [17] where simple 
codeword retransmission is employed in the multiple access Gaussian relay channel. Our scheme allows 
continuous transmission of superposed codewords by the relay and at the same time targets the challenge 
of coping with the interference introduced by the multiple access channel, thus making efficient use 
of communication resources to leverage spatial diversity gains. The second scenario is where an extra 
frequency band is available for the relay-destination transmission. The cooperative coding scheme in this 
scenario, in contrast to previous work where TDMA-only or FDMA-only relaying is assumed, again allows 
continuous transmission of superposed codewords by the relay, making efficient use of communication 
resources to leverage available diversity gains. This second scenario arises from the observation that idle 
frequency channels do exist and could be exploited in current TDMA systems. We also detail a novel 
efficient decoding algorithm based on message passing on the destination node's factor graph for the 
purpose of exploiting the spatial diversity contained in the algebraically superposed codewords together 
with (in the case of no extra available frequency band) the signal superposition introduced by the MAC. For 
the case of multiple access channel, the algorithm attains a separation of the three soft-input soft-output 
(SISO) decoder modules corresponding to each received signal stream; for the case of extra available 
frequency band, the algorithm attains a separation of the two SISO decoder modules corresponding to 
the codes employed by the two sources. In both cases, for convolutional codes this separation affords 
a complexity advantage over decoding of the "nested code" [8], [9]; for LDPC codes it affords a more 
efficient Tanner graph schedule than fully parallel decoding [12]. 
II. PROPOSED COOPERATIVE CODING SCHEME 
A. Cooperative Coding Scheme: Case of Fading Multiple Access Channel 
We consider the four-node communications network depicted in Figure 1, with two sources S.  and Sb, 
one relay R, and one destination D common to the two sources. The communication period is divided 
into L + 1 time slots t = 0, 1,. . . , L; each time slot t E {0, 1, . . . , L} is further subdivided into 2 
half slots (2t, 2t + 1). Source S. has L messages to transmit, which it encodes into L n-bit codewords 
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{at : t = 0, 1,- L - 11. The code used at source S. is Ca  and is defined by the ma x n parity-
check matrix Ha = ( Ha(j, i)). Similarly, source Sb has L messages to transmit, which it encodes into 
L n-bit codewords {b : t = 0, 1,.. , L - 11. The code used at source Sb is Cb and is defined by the 
in, x it parity-check matrix Hb = ( Hh(j, i)). Thus, the codes Ca and Cb have the same length but not 
necessarily the same rate. In general, the codes used at the two sources can be LDPC or convolutional; 
in this paper we concentrate on LDPC codes. Sa and 5b  broadcast their modulated codewords to the 
relay and destination nodes using TDMA and there is no cooperation between the two sources. For each 
E {0, 1,... , 2L - 11, let c, denote the codeword broadcast by the source in half slot t; thus C2t = at 
and ci =bt fort e 10,1,... , L -  1}. 
The relay decodes and then re-encodes each codeword received from the source (the cooperative scheme 
is based on the scenario where the source is quite close to the relay). The relay also has a buffer in which 
it stores the codewords it obtained in the previous two half slots. At each half slot (t = 2,3,- 	, 2L), 
the relay interleaves the codeword obtained in half slot t - I and superposes it (XOR operation) with the 
codeword obtained in half slot t-2; it then transmits the resulting codeword to the destination in the fading 
multiple access channel whose channel resources are also shared with the source transmission. Special 
cases arise at half slots 1 and 2L + 1 in which only a single codeword is stored at the relay and no XOR 
operation is performed. Let dt denote the codeword transmitted from the relay to the destination in half 
slot t E 11, 2,. . , 2L + 11; thus d, = 7r(C1-1) ED c. 2, fort = 2, 3, . 2L. Let et denote the signal stream 
received by the destination in half slot I E {0, 1, . -- , 2L + 1}. The use of the MAC allows for no extra 
expense in terms of channel resources for the proposed cooperative transmission scheme as compared to 
the non-cooperative scheme. As we shall see, the spatial diversity gain generated by the superposition 
relaying outweighs the signal interference degradation inherent in using the MAC. To simplify the analysis, 
we assume that directed antennas are employed at the relay, so that interference between the source-relay 
link and the relay-destination link may be neglected.' For each I = 0, 1, . . . L - 1, source Sa 'S codeword 
at is decoded at the end of half slot 2t + 2 and source Sb'S codeword b5 is decoded at the end of half 
slot 2t + 3. The transmission schedule for this cooperative coding scheme is illustrated in Figure 2. It can 
be seen that spatial diversity for each message is contained in three separate transmissions spanning three 
To avoid full-duplex at the relay in a practical communication system, a second relay R' which employs a simple amplify-and-forward 
(AF) scheme could be used between R and D in the current cell frequency fl. The transmission from R to R' could employ the neighboring 
cell frequency f2, and thus the uplink MAC still maintain ft for this cell. In the counterpart neighboring cell with frequency f2, ft is us 
ed in the R to R' link. In the overall communications system, there will be no extra frequency band occupied and only negligible inter-cell 
interference. The decoding procedure at the destination node is then identical to that presented in this paper. 
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half slots. 
As will be seen in Section IV, the interleaver 71 provides the "interleaver gain" for decoding at the 
destination. The interleaver is not in general necessary in the case of LDPC coding; however it may be 
used to avoid a large multiplicity of 8-cycles in the Tanner graph for the case where Ha = H5. 
As one reference system, the transmission schedule for consecutive relaying in the MAC is depicted in 
Figure 3; here the relay simply re-transmits the (interleaved) previously received codeword rather than a 
codeword superposition. It is easily seen that in this scheme, spatial diversity for each message is contained 
in two separate transmissions spanning two half slots. A simulation-based comparison of the two schemes 
described in this section under a transmit power constraint will be given in Section V-131. 
B. Cooperative Coding Scheme: Case of Extra Available Frequency Band 
Under some TDMA protocols, idle frequency bands do exist and may be employed in the above 
cooperation scheme to avoid the signal interference inherent in using the multiple access channel. In the 
cooperative coding scheme with an extra available frequency band, Sa and S1, in turn broadcast their 
modulated codewords to the relay and destination nodes using TDMA in frequency band f', while the 
relay transmits the corresponding superposed codeword to the destination in frequency band f2. Apart 
from this, the transmission schedule and relay operation are the same as in the fading multiple access 
channel case described in Section II-A. This transmission schedule is also represented by Figure 2 with 
the difference that the destination no longer receives a superposed signal et but signals transmitted from 
sources and relay separately. 
As a reference scheme, the corresponding transmission schedule for consecutive relaying uses the 
same time and frequency allocations, but the relay simply retransmits the previously received codeword 
rather than a codeword superposition. This transmission schedule is represented by Figure 3 with the 
modification that the destination no longer receives a superposed signal et but separate transmissions 
from sources and relay. Also, the transmission schedules for simple TDMA and FDMA based relaying 
schemes are depicted in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. It is easily seen that in all three of these reference 
schemes, spatial diversity for each message is contained in two codewords received at the destination. A 
simulation-based comparison of all schemes described in this section under a transmit power constraint 
will be given in Section V-132. 
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III. SOFT DEMODULATOR FOR BPSK MODULATION IN THE MULTIPLE ACCESS CHANNEL 
In the case where the MAC is used, a SISO Signal processing module is required to update the extrinsic 
information regarding the coded bits involved in the signal superposition, using corresponding input 
extrinsic information together with the received channel values. This section describes how this may 
be achieved. 
In the following we define I = 11, 2, 	n}, and (1)  denotes the i-th bit of codeword x while e 1  
denotes the z-th received channel value of signal stream e. Considering a single half slot t E 11,. . . 2L-
1}, the channel model is given by 
(,) = 	+0(') - 0(dt(' ) ) + 	i E I, 	 (I) 
where 	and 	represent the fading processes on the source-destination and relay-destination links, 
respectively, and i)  is complex AWGN with variance a2 per dimension. Also 
= 	- 24) 	 (2) 
= 	- 2d') 	 (3) 
holds for BPSK modulation, with PS and PR representing the received power for the symbols transmitted 
by the source and relay respectively. 
The function of the soft demodulator is to take as input extrinsic log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) on the 
transmitted bits (LLRs in the absence of channel information); without loss of generality we consider the 
bit c, 
(i) 
LE(c) = in 
Pr 	
=  ) 
	
(4) 
and compute the new extrinsic LLRs (incremental LLRs expressing new information derived from the 
channel) 
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where the a posteriori LLRs L(c) (incorporating channel information) are given by 
L(c) = in Pr 
(e = 0e) 
(6) 
Pr (c = 1e)) 




{c ,d }:c=1 	
(7) 
Pr(c',d ie 




p(ec, d) Pr (4,'), dr)) 
We assume that the users' code bits are independent (a realistic assumption for independent users), so 
that 
Pr(c, d') = Pr(c') Pr(d) 	 (9) 
Also, the probability density function (PDF) of the received channel value conditioned on the transmitted 
bits may be written as 
(i) (z) 	(z) 
p(et c,(" ,  d) = 	exp 	e 3(d 
1 ( 1 	(i) 	 2) 
2a2 	2a2 - 	 ) - 	
) 	 (10) 
Therefore, (5) may be re-written as (ii), for which we use the shorthand L° (e) = f, (e,('), LE (d,( '))). In 
the same way, the new extrinsic LLR of the code bit d may be obtained from (12), for which we use 
the shorthand L°(d) = f2(e, LE(4)). 
L 
2 	 \ 	/ 	 2\ 
/exp - 	 ±LE(d)) +exp (_ 0 (i) 
L (c ) = In 	 2 	 ) 	 ~2) 
	, ) exP_e+th 	 ) 
2 	\ 	/ 
( I /exp 	 +LE(c) ) +exp (- 	
e _) i) 
~2
) L0 (d) = In 	 2 	 2 	(12) 
exp 	 +LE(c )) +exp 
(_ 	
e 	 )) 
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IV. DECODING ALGORITHM AT DESTINATION NODE 
A. Decoding Algorithm for tile Cooperative Coding Scheme: Case of Fading Multiple Access Channel 
Without loss of generality, we consider the decoding of codeword at at the end of half slot 21 + 2, for 
t E {O, 1,.. . L - 2}. The two codewords contained in the received signal stream e2 +2 are: 
c2 2 = at+ i 
d2±2 = 7r(c2t+l) ft C2j 
= 7r(bt )EBa 
We assume that a priori LLRs on c911  and C2t, denoted {Li (c 1)} and {L2(c)} respectively, are 
available from the previous decoding. In addition to decoding of at , the decoder will produce a posteriori 
LLRs {L1(c 2)}  and (updated) a posteriori LLRs {L2(c 11)}; these will be used as a priori LLRs in 
the next decoding. 
Next, we provide a concise description of the factor graph based decoding algorithm [18] at the 
destination decoder. The factor graph for the decoding is illustrated in Figure 6, where circles depict 
variable nodes and squares depict factor nodes. Extrinsic information is exchanged between three soft-
input soft-output (SISO) decoder modules for the constituent codes (two codes Ca and one code Co),  via 
the factor nodes {F} which correspond to the network coding operation at the relay and the factor nodes 
{GJ which correspond to the soft demodulator for the MAC as given by (11) and (12). For simplicity, the 
graph is illustrated for the case it = 3, and where Ca and C, are (trivial) LDPC codes. For convolutional 
constituent codes, the SISO modules execute BCJR algorithms. Note that in the convolutional case, the 
separation of the two (e.g. Al-state) decoder SISO modules gives a complexity advantage over schemes 
which use a larger (e.g. M2-state) decoder to decode the "nested" code generated at the relay (see e.g. [8], 
[9]). In the LDPC case this separation of SISO modules effects a more efficient message-passing schedule 
than does fully parallel decoding on the Tanner graph of the nested code (see e.g. [12]). 
Next we introduce some notational conventions pertaining to the following algorithm description. In 
all cases, the letter ,\ is used to denote LLRs corresponding to messages passed on the factor graph (i.e. 
extrinsic LLRs). The interleaving "7V" is interpreted as 
X = ir(y) .t= 	= 
y(lr(i)) Vi E I 
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Some index sets are defined as follows. Ja = {1, 2,. . ma }; Jb = {1, 2, . . . mb}; .'1(i) = { j E 
	
Ha (j,i) = 1}; jVb (i)={jEJ 	H(j,i)= 1};Ma (j)={iEI 	Ha(j,j) = 11 
Mb(j) = { i e I : Hb(j, i) = 11. Also, ED denotes the (commutative and associative) "box-plus" 
operation [19], i.e. 
sES As
log (1 + fLcs tanh(A5 /2) \ 
= 	1 - fl393 tanh(A5/2)) 
N denotes the maximum number of decoding iterations. 
Factor Graph Based Decoding Algorithm at 
Destination Node - Decoding of Codeword at 
Initialization: 
For i E I, 
For i E I, j E v2(i) 
For i E I, j e 
For i E I, j E V(i) 
Main Loop: For k = 1 to N do 
For i E I, 
=A(Z) + 	 (20) 14 	Cl 
- 	L2 (c)  
C2 - Li (c 	1 )  
= 0  
15 = 0  
- 0 2 	  
—0 4 	-  
- 
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Network coding constraints: for i E I, 
=
1 	 (21) 14 	15 
For i E i, 
= 	+A(') 	 (22) C2 	10 
SISO decoder C5: for i E I, j E A(i) 
= 	+ 	 (23) 
1EA(i)\{j} 
= 	1EMh(j)\{i} A 1' 	 (24) 
For i E i, 
= 	 (25) 
2EA(i) 
Obtain the a posteriori LLR (prior for decoding in next half slot) 
L2(c 1 ) = 4Z) + 12 (26) 
For i E I, 
= 	± A 2 	 (27) C2 
=14 	11 (28) 
Soft demodulation: for i E I, 
= f 1 (e 2, A(') ) (29) 
SISO decoder Ca: for i E I, j E .AJ(i) 
1,3) - A(') + 	 (30) 5 	 17 
6 	
- 
- 	lEM(j)\{i} A 1' 	 (31) 
For i E I, 
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Obtain the a posteriori LLR (prior for decoding in next half slot) 
Li(c.2) = 	+ 18 (33) 
Soft demodulation: for i e I, 
(i) 
15 =f 2(e21~ 2,A) 	 (34) 
(i) 
'13 = 15 	11 (35) 




SISO decoder Ca: for i E I, j E A/(i) 
),(i.3) = )4i) + 1) 	 (37) 
= lEM(j)\{i} (1,j) 
	
(38) 
For i E :2:, 
= :i: ),(zJ) 	 (39) 
jEAf(i) 
Calculate a posteriori LLRs for codeword at : 
L(a') = ALo +A(') 	 (40) 
Make decisions on the code bits 
0 if L(a) > 0 
= { 1 if L(a') < 0 
If ft1H T = 0 then break; 
Endfor 
It may be seen that the decoding of at spans three transmission frames (half slots) 2t - 2t+1 —f 2t+2, 
during which the decoding follows the three-step evolution L1(c) —+ L2(c')) 
The preceding presentation was for the general case of decoding (half slots t = 2, 3, 	, 2L — 1}). 
Special cases are handled in a straightforward manner as follows. In half slot t = 0, a single LDPC 
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decoding of a0 based on LLRs derived from the received stream e0 produces {Li(c)j. In half slot 
= 1, decoding proceeds as in the general case except that A is set to +00 for all i E I; {Li(c)} and 
IL,( 2 c)} are produced (note that this decoder has the same structure as the decoder for the reference 
scheme of consecutive relaying in the fading MAC as shown in Figure 3). In half slot t = 2L, the 
decoder structure used is that for superposition decoding as described in [8], [9]; also only {L2(c21  _ 1 )} 
are produced. In time slot t = 2L + 1, a single LDPC decoding of bL1 is performed based on the sum of 
the LLRs derived from the received stream el-L-'-1  and the LLRs {L2(4')_1)} obtained from the previous 
decoding. 
B. Decoding Algorithm for the Cooperative Coding Scheme: Case of Extra Available Frequency Band 
In the case where an extra frequency band is used for relaying, the destination obtains separate coded 
transmissions from the sources and the relay. Here Lj(C) and L1(d) denote the respective a priori 
LLRs derived from the corresponding received streams. Also, L2 (.) denotes the (updated) a posteriori 
LLRs which will be used as the a priori LLRs in the next decoding. 
Concerning the factor graph based decoding algorithm at the destination node, in this case the "MAC 
Component" section of Figure 6 is no longer necessary and the factor nodes {C} are simply pendant 
(degree-1) nodes in this case. These factor nodes now correspond not to the MAC operation but to the 
conditional PDFs of the channel values received from the relay. 
We first consider without loss of generality the decoding of codeword at at the end of half slot 2t+2, for 
E {1, 2,... , L - 1}. The algorithm described in Section IV-A is used for decoding, with the following 
modifications. 
- Equation (19), (28)-(34) are deleted 
- Equation (16) is replaced by 
A(i) 15 =L1(d 2 ) 	 (41) 
For the special case of decoding the first codeword a0, we set L2(c') = Li(cm) + L1(d) for 
all i E I. Also, for the special case of decoding the final codeword bL l , further modifications are made 
to the algorithm as follows: 
- Equation (14), (18), (20)-(27), (35) are deleted 
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In this case also, the decoding of at spans three transmission frames (half slots) 2t — 2t + 1 —* 2t + 2, 
resulting in the three-step decoding evolution Li (c) — L2(c) —+ 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. A Lower Bound on the System Frame Error Rate 
In this section a theoretical lower bound on the frame (codeword) error rate (FER) of the system is 
derived; the analysis follows the lines of [9]. 
In the case where an extra frequency band is used, let us consider the decoding of at and b1, transmitted 
in half slots 2t and 2t + 1 respectively. The codewords received by the destination from the sources in half 
slots 2t and 2t + I contain information only relating to at and b1. Due to latency constraints embodied in 
the relay operation, the message of a1 is contained in d21+1 and d21±2; in the same way, the message of 
b1 is also contained in d21+2  and d2tF3.  The received information which may be used in decoding at and 
bt  is contained in five received codewords at the destination - transmissions from sources to destination 
in half slots 2. and 2t + 1, and transmissions from relay to destination in half slots 2t + 1, 2t + 2 and 
2t+3. Recall that the codeword length is n, and let r = k/n denote the code rate of each encoder; also let 
C(7) denote the capacity of a binary-input point-to-point link with temporal SNR y. Then the number of 
information bits at the destination which may be used for joint decoding of at and b1 is not greater than 
n[C(7AD) + C("YBD) + C(71w1) + C(ynD2) + C('yRD3)I, where 7RD1, '1nD2 and YnD3  (the relay-destination 
SNRs in consecutive half slots) are independent and identically distributed random variables, and 'YAD 
and 'YBD (the source-destination SNRs) are independent and identically distributed random variables if 
the two source-to-destination link average SNRs are equal. When this value is lower than 2k, there is no 
possibility of jointly decoding both packets, and an outage event is inevitable. Thus, a lower bound for 
the FER is given by 
FER> . Pr[C(7AD) + C(BD) + C(1?1)1) + C(nD2) + C(RD3) <2r] 	(43) 
In the case where relaying is in the MAC, the information of each relay-transmitted signal is already 
contained in the source-transmitted signal of previous half slots. Therefore, assuming correct decoding in 
previous half slots, the relay transmitted signal could be perfectly cancelled from the destination received 
signal, and hence the receiver will "see" an interference-free fading channel for the source-transmitted 
signal. Therefore, the theoretical lower bound on the FER for the case of additional frequency band applies 
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also to the case of MAC relaying. The Monte Carlo simulated lower bound is included in the simulation 
results of Section V-B. 
B. Simulation Results 
The codes used for simulations are randomly generated rate 1/2 regular LDPC codes of block length 
n = 1200 with column weight 3 and no 4-cycles in the Tanner graph. In simulations we choose Ha = Hb, 
and assume BPSK modulation for all systems. A random interleaver 7 is used to avoid 8-cycle multiplicity 
in the Tanner graph. We consider a quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel, for which the fading coefficients 
are constant within each half slot (one codeword) and change independently from one half slot to the 
next. We assume equal average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on the two source-destination links and the 
relay-destination link, and we assume that the destination has perfect knowledge of the channel fading 
coefficients and noise variances. As for the two source-relay links, which play a key role in the performance 
of the system since poor link quality may lead to catastrophic error propagation at the destination decoder, 
the simulation setup is that the source-relay links for the comparative performance of the proposed scheme 
with other reference systems are both ideally error-free. We also provide a bundle of curves indicating 
the degration of the overall performance as the signal-to-noise ratios of the source-relay links worsen. 
Fair comparison of the proposed cooperative schemes with reference schemes is based on the constraint 
that in simulations, each scheme uses the same codes Ca and Cb, and the same total energy E for 
transmission of the 2L source messages. 
I) Case of Fading Multiple Access Channel: We provide a comparison of the proposed cooperative 
scheme with two reference schemes. The first is consecutive relaying in the fading MAC as shown in 
Figure 3. The second is a simple TDMA transmission scheme without cooperation or relaying. 
Simulated performance results for bit error rate (BER) and frame error rate (FER) are shown in Figures 7 
and 8 respectively. The curve corresponding to the proposed cooperative scheme exhibits the steepest slope 
(highest diversity gain) of the three, outperforming the others in the SNR region of interest. The scheme 
attains approximately an order of magnitude decrease in both BER and FER over consecutive relaying 
in the fading MAC at an Eb/No of 10 dB. In Figure 9, a bundle of curves corresponding to various 
source-relay link scenarios are shown. It may be seen that the overall performance of the cooperative 
scheme is improved as the SNR of the source-relay links increases. When the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
source-relay links is 500, at which the outage probabilities are 10°, the overall performance approaches 
that of the ideal case. 
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2) Case of Extra Frequency Band: The first reference scheme is the consecutive relaying scheme of 
Figure 3. Here a single LDPC decoding per codeword is sufficient for reception, where the LLRs for 
decoder initialization are found by adding the LLRs corresponding to the broadcast and relayed versions 
of the pertinent codeword. The second reference scheme is the simple TDMA/FDMA code superposition 
relaying scheme of Figures 4 and 5. For this scheme, joint decoding of at and bt is performed using a 
decoding algorithm similar to that of Section TV-B. The decoder also uses message passing between the 
two constituent decoders via network coding constraints in a straightforward manner. 
Simulated performance results in terms of BER and FER are shown in Figures 10 and 11 respectively. 
The curve corresponding to the proposed cooperative coding scheme again exhibits an increased diversity 
gain with respect to the reference schemes in the SNR region of interest. The proposed scheme attains 
approximately an order of magnitude decrease in both BER and FER over the other schemes at an Eb/No 
of 8 dB. In Figure 12, a bundle of curves corresponding to various source-relay link scenarios are shown. 
Again it is seen that the overall performance of the cooperative scheme improves as the SNR of the 
source-relay links increases. When the signal-to-noise ratio of the source-relay links is 500, at which 
the outage probabilities are 10, the overall performance approaches that of the ideal case. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed a simple but effective cooperative coding scheme based on the shared-
relay cooperative model. The scheme operates in two possible modes, depending on whether an extra 
frequency band is available for relaying. In both cases a corresponding sliding-window factor graph 
based decoding algorithm is used at the destination node to extract available spatial diversity gains. 
Computationally efficiency of the decoding algorithm is achieved in both cases through separation of the 
relevant SISO decoder modules and efficient connectivity via factor nodes corresponding to code and 
signal superposition operations. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed schemes outperform 
competitive reference schemes. 
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Fig. I. Four-node communications network. Sources S. and S5 share a common relay R as well as having direct links to the destination 
D. 
Time Slot 0 I t 1+1 L-1 L 
tlalfSlot 0 1 2 1 	3 2t 2t+t 2t*2 2t+3 2L-2 I 	2L-t 2L 2L*I 
Source c0 c1. C2. c1.c0 c0.1 c0.2_ Cu.i 
Transmits au Its ai b1 a It1  3, t h, 
C0....ca_ 
at b1. 
Relay d1. d, dr_ d1, d0. 1. d:i v d..... dr_ dy,. 
Tits ma) 10,,)tR2i) n(b 1 ) 
d-,
ransm C(a.) n(b) b, 
 
m5a.,) rt)bt) islaii) nIb1.) 
Ea Eb,, E., Eta, Eu, Ola Oar_i Obr_ On,.., 
Destination n, C, Ci C, ... e0 C2,. I 021,2 Ciii ... 
.dcc 
Cii,i eli_i Co Cii.' I 
Receives 
Destination 3q b, a, b, ... 3i. b,., a11  by.1 
Decodes 
Ii...a., 
Fig. 2. Transmission schedule of proposed cooperative coding scheme for the case of multiple access channel. For the case of extra available 
frequency band, the destination no longer receives a superposed signal e1 but signals transmitted from sources and relay separately. 
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Fig. 3. Transmission schedule of consecutive relaying scheme for the case of multiple access channel. For the case of extra available 
frequency band, the destination no longer receives a superposed signal e1 but signals transmitted from sources and relay separately. 
Fig. 4. Transmission schedule for the TDMA relaying scheme. 
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Fig. 5. Transmission schedule for the FDMA relaying scheme. 
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1   — - — M, — — M, — — —' 
Fig. 6. Factor graph corresponding to the destination's decoding of codeword at. For ease of presentation, the factor graph is illustrated 
for the case rs = 3 and trivial codes Ce,. C5. For the case of the fading multiple access channel, the three decoder SISO modules exchange 
extrinsic information via the factor nodes {P } which correspond to the network coding operation at the relay and the factor nodes {G 
which correspond to the soft demodulator for the MAC. For the case with an extra available frequency band. the "MAC component" subgraph 
is omitted (the factor nodes {G, } are pendant nodes in this case), and the message-passing schedule simply exchanges extrinsic information 
between the two decoder SISO modules for the constituent codes C and C5, via the factor nodes {F,}. 
EbINO(dB) 
Fig. 7. Comparative BER performance for the proposed cooperative scheme in the case of multiple access channel. The performance is 
shown with respect to two reference schemes: simple TDMA without cooperation or relaying: and consecutive relaying in the MAC. 
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Fig. 8. Comparative FER performance for the proposed cooperative scheme in the case of multiple access channel. The performance is 
shown with respect to two reference schemes: simple TDMA without cooperation or relaying and consecutive relaying in the MAC. Also 





Fig. 9. Comparative FER performance for the proposed cooperative scheme in the case of multiple access channel. The performances are 
shown with various scenarios of the source-relay links: the signal-to-noise ratio ranges from 10dB to 50dB. 
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Fig. 10. Comparative BER performance for the proposed cooperative scheme in the ease of extra frequency band. The performance is 
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Fig. II. Comparative FER performance for the proposed cooperative scheme in the case of extra frequency band. The performance is 
shown with respect to two reference schemes: simple TDMAIFDMA code superposition relaying; and consecutive relaying using the extra 
frequency band. Also plotted is the theoretical lower bound on the FER given by (43). 
EbINO(SB) 
Fig, 12. Comparative FER performance for the proposed cooperative scheme in the case of extra frequency band. The performances are 
shown with various scenarios of the source-relay links: the signal-to-noise ratio ranges from 10dB 10 50dB. 
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AbsOraet—tn the multiple access channel, successive interference can-
cellation (SIC)can be used to achieve the boundary points of the 
capacity region. In this paper, we investigate the practical potential of 
SIC by employing a Set of practical moderate-blocksize Low-Density 
Parity-Check codes in the Multiple Access additive white Gaussian noise 
channefi in particular we consider binary modulation. The theoretically 
achievable points in the capacity region are compared with the practically 
achievable operating points at a low bit-error rate. It is shown that 
SIC makes available a higher transmission rate compared with simple 
separate detection that treats the signal of the other user as noise. This 
Statement is also true for the use of binary modulation and a practical 
efficient implementation with channel codes of moderate blocksize. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the multiple access channel (MAC), all users share the common 
channel resources to transmit information to a destination. Time-
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Frequency Division Multiple 
Access (FDMA) systems are based on the orthogonal division of 
the resources "time" and "frequency", with only one user occupying 
a frequency at a time. Contrary to that in CDMA each user is 
assigned a distinct signature sequence that allows for orthogonal 
signal transmission with more than one user occupying a frequency 
at the same time [I]; the price to pay is increased bandwidth due 
to the "signature sequence" that has to be transmitted to send one 
information bit. Still, theoretical analysis shows that CDMA is a more 
efficient multiple access method [2] than TDMA and FDMA, mainly 
due to its greater flexibility. 
In principle, the CDMA idea can also be used for channel-coded 
sequences without any explicit "spreading" code and in this case it 
is known from Information Theory [3) that Successive Interference 
Cancellation (SIC) is a technique that can achieve the upper limits of 
the capacity region of the Gaussian Multiple Access Channel. Signal 
superposition together with SIC theoretically guarantee that one of the 
users can transmit at the capacity-approaching rate, as in the single-
user AWGN channel, while the other user can still realize reliable 
transmission at a non-zero rate that is determined by the Gaussian 
MAC capacity region: essentially, the second user's signal is treated 
as "noise" by the first user. i.e.. the first user suffers from a reduced 
rate due to interference. When the first user's rate is sufficiently 
low, the signal can be reliably decoded at the receiving end, and 
the re-encoded signal can be subtracted (cancelled) from the total 
received signal, leaving only the Gaussian receiver noise. This means 
the receiver "sees" a Gaussian channel without any interference for 
the second user. 
Although, at a first glance, this theoretical concept seems also 
attractive for a practical application there are some potential draw-
backs. First, the theory assumes that Gaussian signal alphabets are 
used, which is not possible in practice. Hence, we go to the opposite 
extreme and investigate the performance of SIC schemes when a 
binary modulation signal aphabet is used. This is motivated by the  
idea to have very simple transmitters such as wireless network nodes 
communicating to a receiving "base station" where we allow for some 
higher complexity to perform more advanced signal processing such 
as successive interference cancellation. Second, as it is impossible to 
transmit strictly reliable in practice, the first user's transmit signal can 
not always be reconstructed correctly at the reciever, which means 
the subtraction of the erroneous signal would lead to propagation 
of the first user's decoding errors into the decoding process for the 
second user. Hence, it is unclear what the performance benefits of 
SIC will be in practice: this is exactly the topic of the presented work 
in which we investigate soft multiple user demodulators in which the 
interference cancellation in carried out in a "soft" sense using bit-
reliability information. 
In our work we use low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes which 
are very powerful error correcting codes. Well-designed and with very 
large blocksize these codes can achieve very low bit-error-rates (HER) 
[4]. In practical applications, however, delay constraints usually put 
an upper limit on the coding blocksize. Therefore, we use pratical 
moderate-blocksize LDPC codes and investigate their performance in 
the Gaussian MAC with soft successive interference cancellation. 
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND CHANNEL CAPACITIES 
System Model (Two Users) 
In a Multiple Access Channel (MAC), also called uplink multiuser 
channel, all users send signals to one receiver. The discrete-time 
model for the two-user AWGN MAC is shown in Figure I. The 
receive signal is given by 
Y [i] = x,,[iJ + xs [iJ + n[i], 	 (1) 
with i the time index, es[i] -. N(O, o,) the i.i.d. Gaussian receiver 
noise with power spectral density (PSD) Ns/2, the variance or,, = 
N0 .13 with B the base-band system bandwidth. Forsake of simplicity 
we assume real baseband signals; an extension to complex haseband 
signals is straighforward. The received user signals are .r, [i] and 
Xhz]. We integrate any power scaling and any fixed path-loss into 
the average power constraints such that E{(x,,s[iJ) 2 ) = P,0. 
Capacity of the single-user discrete-tune AWGN Channel 
The capacity for the ideal additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) 
channel with average input power constraint P is achieved with a 
Gaussian distribution of the input symbols. The capacity equals 
1 	 P 
C = 1092(1 + -a-) bits per transmission. 	(2) 
For the band-limited AWGN channel with bandwidth B, the capacity 
of the channel can be rewritten as 
C = 131092(1 +bits per second. 	(3) 
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User 81 > 
x[j] 
Receiver 
Fig. I. Multiple access channel. 
The channel capacity for the binary-input discrete-time AWGN 
channel with equiprobable input bits 	E 10, 1) and the channel 
output signal y is 
,
I 
 i(vI) 	2 	 dY (4) = 	 log2( 	
= 1) +p(y 	
fl)  
tE{a,iL 
with C in bits per transmission (channel use). For binary phase 
shift keying modulation (with coherent detection) we map the input 
bits 	g (0, 1) to the modulation signal "constellation" {+1, —11. 
However, as we have integrated any power scaling and path loss into 
the power constraints P, P5 we have for the received modulation 
signals 
= 	. (1 	2 	 (5) 
Hence, the probability density function (pdf) of the Gaussain noise 
equals 
	
p(y) 	cxp(---5-(y - 	())2) 	(6) 
C. Capacity Region fir the two-user AWGN MAC 
The two-user capacity region is given by all rate vectors (Re , R5 ) 
satisfying the following constrains [3]: 
B, 	< B 1092 	N5B 
(i + --) bits / second 
14 	< B log2 (1 + ---) bits / second 	(7) N11 B 
R ± R5 	B 1092 (+ 
N5B 
) bits / second 
The interpretation for the capacity region is straightforward: The 
first two lines of (7) say that the transmission rates for the individual 
users can not exceed the Gaussian capacity limits in the single-user 
AWGN channel. The last line of (7) puts an upper limit on the sum 
rate of the users: this sum can not exceed the rate limit that we obtain 
on a Gaussian channel with the sum of the powers of both users. 
The capacity region for the two-user Gaussian MAC is shown in 
Figure 2 [5]. where Ci, and Ck. are given by 





 p ). 	 (9) 
Cb = Blog2 Pb 
(1+ N0B±Pj' 	
(10)  
Signal superposition with 





- Orthogonal frequency 
Codiith time time sharing 
division or time division 
a 	
with variable power 
C  
10 C, 	C, 	1b 
Fig. 2. Capacity region of the two-user multiple access channel [ 5]. 
The points (14.  R) = (0. Ca) and (Cb, 0) are achieved when 
one transmitter sends its data at its maximum rate in the single-
user AWGN channel while the other user is silent The rate pairs 
on the straight line between (0,C,,) and (Ci,, 0) are achieved 
by a time-division strategy between two transmitters operating at 
their maximum rates with fixed power. The rate pairs on the line 
(0, C) - (Ce, Ca) and the rate pairs on the line (Ci,. C) - (Ci,, 0) 
are achieved by using signal superposition together with SIC. The 
rate pairs on the straight line connecting (C.C'a) and (C5, C) are 
achieved by time-sharing between the two points or a rate-splitting 
technique [6]. For the latter a user splits its data stream into multiple 
substreams and encodes these substreams as if they originated from 
different virtual users. 
For comparison. Figure 2 also contains the rate region resulting 
from orthogonal signalling (TDMA, FDMA) without SIC: the rate re-
gion achieved by those schemes touches the boundary of the capacity 
region in exactly one point, which corresponds to the rate at which we 
obtain the maximum sum rate. In all other points orthogonal signaling 
is strictly suboptimal. The problem is particularly significant, when 
the users have strongly different receive power: in this case the weaker 
user will hardly get any rate at all in the capacity-achieving point [7, 
pp. 232-234]. 
III. APPLICATION OF LOW-DENSITY PARITY-CHECK CODES IN 
SUCCESSIVE INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION 
A. Codes 
LDPC codes were invented by Gallager [8]. [9] in the early 1960s 
and largely ignored until they were re-discovered [10] almost 40 years 
later. LDPC codes are linear block codes with a particular structure 
for the parity check matrix H in which the fraction of nonzero 
entries is small. This allows graph-based decoders (e.g. Sum Product 
Algorithm SPA [II]) to be applied efficiently with remarkable 
performance. A key feature of the Sum Product Decoding algorithm 
is that soft reliability information from the channel output can be 
exploited for decoding. 
We don't deal with details of LDPC codes and the SPA decoder 
as such in this paper (full details can be found, e.g.. in [It]). We 
rather provide a scheme with which log-likelihhod ratios (L-values) 
[12] can be obtained for the SIC scheme that we apply in the MAC: 
L-values are the key to a successful application of soft-in put channel 
decoding by the sum-product algorithm. 
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B. Signal Superposition and Successive Interference Cancellation 	by 
SIC with detecting and 
	 0[i] = 	x 5 [i[ +n[i], 	 (11) 




Conventional single-user detection 
SIC with detecting and 




I 	 I 	l.Rb 
Cl*  
Fig. 3. Capacity boundary for SIC and conventional single-user detection in 
two-user multiple access channel. 
Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) is a multiuser detection 
technique which can be used to achieve the boundary of the capacity 
region of a Multiple-Access Channel [7]. In contrast to conventional 
single-user detection (e.g., [21), in which other users' signals are 
treated as noise when decoding one user's uignal. SIC is based on 
subtracting (cancelling) the already detected signals from the received 
signal before the detection of the next signal. The more disparate the 
users' powers are the higher the potential gain from SIC. 
The point D in Figure 3 indicates that user B could transmit at 
capacity-approaching rate in the point-to-point transmission model, 
while user A can still transmit at the maximun rate of C without 
errors. If signal A is the first one to be decoded, signal B is treated 
as Gaussian noise to user A in the first signal detection stage. 
In Figure 3, the line C5 - D is achieved by signal superposition 
together with SIC when signal A is first detected and subtracted. If the 
order of the signal detection is reversed and signal B is first detected, 
by SIC the capacity boundary C. - F could be achieved. The capacity 
boundary encompassed by C. F and C' is for signal superposition 
without SIC which is the conventional single-user detection method. 
The theoretical capacity region shows that signal superposition with 
SIC is superior to the conventional single-user detection method. 
In practice, however, reliable communication with channel codes 
of limited block size is impossible in a strict sense. Therefore, 
instead of "cancelling by signal subtraction" (which would cause 
error propagation in case of incorrect decoding), we resort to a 
"soft" a posteriori probability (APP) demodulator, which can deal 
with reliability information for bits rather than with hard decisions 
only. This concept (in the given framework) is known from e.g. [13]. 
[14]. In what follows we consider the special case of coherently 
detected binary phase-shill keying modulation (BPSK) and we state 
a formulation of a multi-user detector that lends itself to an efficient 
implementation by L-value algebra. We also compare the simulation 
results with the unconstrained Gaussian MAC capacity region. 
C. Mrdti user APP-Demodulator for BPSK Modulation 
The basic idea is to extract the a posteriori probability for the 
transmitted bits B5 [i] of all users I = 1,2..... K to be 'one" or 
"zero" given the received channel vallue p (see Fig. I for the two-
user case). The channel model for the general K-user case is given 
Xk(bk[iJ) = v/ '(t - 2b5 [i]) 	 (12) 
and b5  [i] tt {0, 11 is the bit sent by user k at time i; P5 is the 
receive power for the signal transmitted by user I. We now calculate 
the APP L-value [12] of the bit b5 [i]: 
Pr(Bk[i] = OIy) 	(13) L(B5[i]sj) = log 
Pr(Bk[i] = lip) 
where B5  [i] indicates the random variable of the bit and b5 [i) I 
[0, 1) its realisation. As we consider only one time-instant in the 
detector, we omit the time index i in what follows as long as them 
is no risk of confusion. 
We expand 
Pr(B5 = OIy) = 	 Pr(Bs = b1 ..... B, = biey) (14) 
V16 1 , 	- 5 K 1S'° 
and use the Bayes-role which immediately leads to 
p(yb) . Pr(b) 
	
Vb:55.=5 	
(15) L(Bsly) = log 	
p(yb) . Pr(b) 
Vb 5,=1 
with the bit vector realisations b {b1,b2.....bK } (we use the same 
definition for the bit vector random "variable" B). The notation Vb: 
bk =0 denotes all possible bit combinations of the other users, with 
the bit value of "zero" for the user k under consideration. For later use 
we further define b\bk = {h1 , b2.....h5 _1 , h5f  I .....bK}. Moreover, 
we assume that the users' code bits are independent (rather realistic 
assumption for independent users), so that 
Pr(b) =HPr(bs). 	 (16) 
(above, we use the abbreviation Pr(Bs, = b5) = Pr(h5)). 
If we assume a Gaussian channel, we can write the probability 
density function (PDF) of the channel as follows: 
p(pb) = y—cxp (_3-(Y - 	xk(bk))) 	(17) 
Up to this stage, the eqation are also valid for non-binary symbols, 
but now we start to exploit the special BSPK modulation scheme: we 
reformulate the exponent of the PDF in (17): with c0 	—p and the 




(k—:1 	) ' 
Xk= 
K1 	K 
= i x + 2 	x5 YSj 
5=0 	k=5 	=5-i-I 
X1 (18) 
5=1 	 k=1 	5=1 	l=k-4-1 
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As xk = /(1 - 2b5 ), with b5 E {0, 1}, we have X2 k = P0. By inversion of (26) we obtain 
which does not depend on the choice of the bit bk. Therefore, we 	
e'°'t0 




e_L(D' 	b E {0, 11 . 	 (27) 
Pr(B5 = 0) 	p(ylb) . Pr(b\b0) 
L(Bkly) = log 	
vb b5 =s 
Pr(Bs = 1) 	p(yIb) . Pr(b\b0) 
Vb:bk = l 
Pr(b\b.) 
Yb:05 =5 
= L(B5 ) + log 	
e' ,K)/ 	
. Pr(b\bk) (19) 
Vb:b,, =1 
with 
K K—i K 
f(y, br,..., bK) = 9 . Yx, - 	 xj 	(20) 
,,=i 	t=1 	1=5+1 
Note that, as above. x,, = 5/P(i - 2 . b) for BPSK modulation. 
We now separate out the bit bs, in (20), i.e., we isolate x0 = xk(bk): 
X4 	XI 
f(9,b1.....bK)= Xk(1J - 	+yX( - 
5=1 	1=1 	5=1 	(=5+1 
I 4 k 5Ak l.Ak 
=Xk?J+ (9-Xk)Xt_XtX( (21) 
51 	5=1 	1=5+1 
5;k 55k l$k 
When we use (2 1) in (19) with x0 (b5) = V'(1 - 2h0) we find 
exp(y.:cs(0)/oi) 






(23) LE(Bk) = 
log Vb\bk 	
. Pr(b\b0 ) 
Vb\55 
with 
gp(b\b0) = ( - x 5(p)) 	- 	 ii 	(24) 
5=1 	5=1 	1=5-i-I 
5~k tsk Ik 
with p E 10, 11 and xk = /P(1 - 2bk). As long as we are using 
binary modulation. (23) can be evaluated for. e.g., up to K = 10 
users without serious complexity problems. If more users are in the 
system and the received powers P for their signals are significantly 
different, we can approximate the sums in (24) by only considering 
a subset of the "strongest" users. 
We can further develop (23) by using (16): 
Pr(b\bk) = fi Pr(b,). 	 (25) 
lAk 
We now express the probabilities Pr(bi) of the bite of user I b: 
corresponding "a-priori" L-value 
L(B1 ) log 
Pr(B, = 0) 
Pr(B, = 1)  
We use (25) to find 
Pr(b\b5) = A . cxp 
( 	
L(Bt) . hi) 	(28) 
l~k 
with the constant A that will cancel out in (23). We combine (28) 
and (24) coveniently for use in (23) and obtain 




- 	L(B1 ) .b1 
51 	5=1 1=5+1 	(=1 




LE(Bk ) = log 	 (30) 
cxp(hi(b\bs)) 
vb\hj 
As only the factor x5(p) is different in the numerator and denom-
inator of (30), most of 1s5,(b\h5) needs only to be computed once. 
Moreover, the probability-weighting by the L-values for the bits of 
other users appears as a simple sum of L-values (rightmost term in 
(30). which are scaled by the bit-values b, tr {0, 11: hence, only the 
"one"-bits in the bit-vector sum-"index" b\b0 need to be considered. 
The double-sum in (29) is most conveniently computed by starting 
with = K - 1: the result of the inner sum can then be recursively 
used to compute the next result. As long as the channel-SNRs don't 
change and with a limited number of users in the system, all sums 
in (29). spars from the last term, can in principle be pm-computed 
and stored as they don't depend on y or on the L.-values of the other 
users' bits. Moreover, we can ignore terms in the sums that contribute 
very little to the total result (which stem typically from users with 
very low channel SNR): this helps to cope with a larger number of 
users in the system. In the simulations below we have used (22). (29) 
and (30) for the special case of K = 2 users. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The LDPC codes used here are randomly generated regular LDPC 
codes' of blocksize 1200 and column weight 3. For the theoretical 
capacity calculation. (2) is for Gaussian input symbols which could 
not be implemented in the real world, while the capacity equation (4) 
for binary input symbols could be used as a benchmark for BPSK 
modulation. In the following simulations, this set of LDPC codes 
is used in the two-user MAC with BPSK modulation in order to 
compare the achievable rates by signal superposition and SIC with the 
capacity region. The theoretical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to achieve 
error free transmission and actual SNR for those middle blocksize 
LDPC codes to achieve BER below 10 in the single-user AWGN 
its 	'The regular random LDPC matrices were constructed using the online 
software available at http://wv.cs.torontoedul =radfordfldpc.ssftware.hnisj 
This program generates random regular LDPC codes of any specified rate and 
'26 	block length and is capable of expurging four cycles in the LDPC constraint graph. 
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TABLE I 
THEORETICAL SNR AND ACTUAL SNR FOR THE 1200 BLOCKSIZE LDPC 
CODES BY BPSK MODULATION. 
Code rate 0.4 1 	0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Theoretical SNR .4.2182 -2.8233 -0.277 1.0704 2.7393 
(E,,/IV5 in dB) 
Actual SNR -1,9791 -0.8103 1.4510 2.5310 4.2424 
(E,,/Ns in dB) 
Original Publications 
Point SNR & BER I 	Signal A I Signal B 
(0.9, 0.4) SNR (dB) 6.0033 4.2424 
HER 0 3.5 a 10' 
(0.9, 0.5) SNR (dB) 1 	6.0033 4.2424 
HER 1 0.0295 0.0374 
(0.4, 0.9) SNR (dB) 6.3849 4.6240 














Fig. 4. Practical achievable point by using middle blocksize LDPC codes. 
Pa = 1.5 * Pb 
channel are listed in Table I. The SNR is represented by E,/Ns 
which is the ratio of energy per transmitted code symbol and the 
one-sided power spectral density N,, of the Gaussian channel noise. 
In the multi-user framework below, the SNR next refers to a user's 
signal power Pb over the background Gaussian noise variance o, 
in the channel, and the background Gaussian noise variance ce), is 
conveniently set to "I" (0dB) for the simulations. 
A. First scenario: Pa = 1.5 * Pb 
In this scenario, the received power of signal A is 1.5 times that 
of the received power of signal B. The parameters used to set up 
the simulation are SNR 6.00dB for signal A and SNR 4.24dB for 
signal B. The theoretical SNR for 0.9 information bits per channel 
use should be 2.74dB shown in Table I, but for this middle blocksize 
LDPC code SNR of 4.24dB (about 1.5dB more than the theoretical 
value) is needed to achieve HER below iü'. The theoretical values 
C. and Gb are obtained by (4). C. is obtained by (4) according 10 
the assumption in the capacity calculation that the channel noise and 
the signal B both represent Gaussian interference to signal A. Cb is 
obtained in the same way by assuming signal .4 and channel noise 
are both "Gaussian interference" to B. By signal superposition and 
soft SIC. the first signal is detected as described in Section Ill-C and 
the channel code is decoded by SPA algorithm [II]. Then, the second 
signal B is obtained and decoded as described above. The simulation 
result is shown in table II and the theoretical capacity value and the 
practical achievable region for this scenario is shown in Figure 4. 
I) point (0.9, 0.4): The simulation result shows that by using 
signal superposition and soft SIC, error free transmission (or very 
low BER for user A) could be achieved when the signal A with 
stronger received power transmits at the rate of 0.4 and the signal B 
with weaker received power transmits at the rate of 0.9. The stronger 
signal A is detected first. 
2 point (0.9. 0.5: According to the theoretical capacity calcula-
tion, (0.9. 0.5) should be within the achievable region. But the results 
show that this rate pair is not achievable. The equivalent SNR for the 
first decoded user A in the multiple access channel is -0.09dB. But for 
the middle blocksize rate 0.5 LDPC code. SNR of -0.81dB is enough 
for error free transmission in single-user AWGN channel, It should 
be noticed that to the first signal A. the noise with power (c, .4- Pb) 
is the superposition of channel noise satisfying Gaussian distribution 
and the signal B satisfying the Bernoulli distribution (which takes 
value -1 with probability p and +1 with probability 1-pin the BPSK  
modulation). The ptlf of this combined noise with power (a + P5) 
is 
g(x)=p.f(x+a)+(1-p).f(x-sz), 	(31) 
in which 1(x) =77M, e and a represents the symbol 
power after BPSK. From (31) we could see that it is no longer 
Gaussian distributed noise to the first user. So the decoding of the 
first signal is not as good as in the single-user AWGN channel even 
though higher SNR is provided. 
3.) point (0.4, 0.9): According to the setup SNR in this scenario, 
the maximum code rate for user A by the theoretical calculation 
should be 0.9652. Here the code rate 0.9 is used instead in order to 
analyse the impact by reversing the order of detection. The decoding 
order for the point (0.4, 0.9) is to detect signal B with weaker power 
firsL then after operating SIC the data for signal A with stronger 
signal is decoded. BER below 10 4 is also achievable for this point 
but the corresponding SNR needs to be (6.38dB, 4.62dB) which is 
higher than the SNR needed for point (0.9. 0.4). It means that if the 
decoding order is reversed to decode the weaker signal first, more 
signal power is needed to achieve the error free transmission in the 
MAC. Here, the power of one user is only 1.5 times of the other. If 
the two users have quite disparate power received at the destination. 
the decoding order will have an obvious influence on the total signal 
power to meet given target transmission rates [7). 
B. Second scenario: P,, = 2.0 * Pb 
In this scenario, the received power of signal A is twice of the 
received power of signal B. The parameters used to set up the 
simulation are listed in Table III. By detecting the stronger signal 
A first and operating SIC. point (0.8. 0.4) and point (0.8. 0.5) are 
achievable while the point (0.8, 0.7) could not be reached, The 
simulation results are shown in Table Ill and Figure 5. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Signal superposition together with SIC is the technique which 
achieves the boundary of the capacity region for the Gaussian Mul-
tiple Access Channel. A set of practical LDPC codes with moderate 
blocksize are used to investigate the practical performance of interfer-
ence cancellation. In order to match the BER performance under the 
BPSK modulation, the binary-input channel capacity equation is used 
to obtain the theoretical values as the benchmark for the simulations. 




SIMULATION RESULTS FORP S 2.0 Pb 
Point SNR &BER r Signal 	I SigiiatB 
r(8, 0.4) SNR (dB) 5.5413 2.5310 
BER 0 	0 
(0.8, 0.5) SNR (dB) 5.5413 2.5310 
BER 0 0 
(0.8, 0.7) SNR (dB) 5.5413 2.5310 
BER 0.092 0.1414 
R 5 F=2.0*P5 
::.  




Fig. 5. Practical achievable point by using middle blocksize LDPC codes. 
Pa = 2.0* P1, 
detected user compared with single-user detection method. The order 
of the signal detection and subtraction also has an impact on the 
required signal power to achieve the desired transmission rate. If the 
previously detected signal is just subtracted, error propagation will 
occur when the signal was not decoded correctly. For that reason we 
used a "soft" interference cancellation scheme that takes into account 
the reliablilies with which bit decisions after channel decoding can 
be taken. The soft interference canceller was developed into a new 
form that lends itself for an efficient implementation that will also 
allow for iterative interference cancellation: this will be a topic of 
further work. We plan to present further results in the final version 
of the paper. 
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Abstract—In this paper we propose a cooperative diversity 
scheme for the scenario of two sources sharing a single relay. 
The scheme uses algebraic code superposition relaying in the 
multiple access fading channel to create spatial diversity under 
theconstraint of limited communications resources. We also 
describe in detail a novel computationally efficient message 
passing algorithm at the destination's decoder which extracts the 
substantial spatial diversity contained in the code superposition 
and signal superposition. The decoder is based on a sliding 
window structure where certain a posteriori LLR5 are retained 
as apriori LLRs for the next decoding. We show that despite the 
simplicity of the proposed scheme, diversity gains are efficiently 
leveraged by the simple combination of channel coding at the 
sources and network coding at the relay. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
While wireless channels suffer from fading, at the same 
time the broadcast nature of wireless channels provides the 
possibility of a third party other than the destination "over-
hearing" the information that the source transmits. Thus apart 
from the original transmission channel, the same information 
could be transmitted to the destination through another in-
dependently fading channel. This generated spatial diversity 
can effectively combat the deleterious effect of fading [I]. In 
recent years, there has been increasing interest in applying the 
idea of algebraic code superposition, also called "network cod-
ing" [2]-46] to the cooperative communications scenario. The 
network coding approach provides an efficient way to generate 
spatial diversity under the constraint of limited resources. One 
challenge is the problem of decoder design which should be 
able to cope with the complicated decoding situation at the 
destination [2]—[6]. 
In [5]-[71, the model of a typical network coding unit is 
considered in which the packets from the two sources are 
linearly combined at the relay. In our work we also focus on 
this cooperative transmission model for the situation where it 
is impractical for one mobile user to "capture" the other user's 
signal during its uplink transmission in the cellular network. 
Moreover, relay-based cooperative processing provides greater 
security than direct user cooperation in which user information 
must be shared. 
In [4], a code superposition scheme employing low-density 
generator matrix (LDGM) codes is proposed to reduce the 
decoding complexity at the destination. But in order to do  
the graph-based decoding, the systematic bits must be re-
tained without superposition which means that the potential 
superposition diversity is lower than that obtainable from 
fully superposed codewords. In [6], a combined LDPC code 
construction scheme including two channel code components 
and one network code component is produced by random 
parity-check matrix generation under certain constraints. The 
network codes are actually the parity checks for two channel 
codewords; this necessitates more complicated relay opera-
tions than simple superposition. 
In this work we propose a cooperative coding scheme 
which is different from the previous work of [2]—[6] where 
superposed codewords experience a channel orthogonal to 
that of the original transmission, and also different from the 
previous work of [8] where simple codeword retransmission is 
employed in the multiple access Gaussian relay channel. Our 
scheme allows continuous transmission of superposed code-
words by the relay and at the same time targets the challenge 
of coping with the interference introduced by the multiple 
access channel, thus making efficient use of communication 
resources to leverage spatial diversity gains. We also detail a 
novel efficient decoding algorithm based on message passing 
on the destination node's factor graph for the purpose of 
exploiting the spatial diversity contained in the algebraically 
superposed codewords together with the signal superposition 
introduced by the multiple access channel. The algorithm 
attains a separation of the three soft-input soft-output (SISO) 
decoder modules corresponding to each received signal stream; 
for convolutional codes, this separation affords a complexity 
advantage over decoding of the "nested code" [2], [3]; for 
LDPC codes, it affords a more efficient Tanner graph schedule 
than fully parallel decoding [6]. 
Fig. I. Four-node communications network. Sources S5 and Sb  share a 
common relay R as well as having direct links to the destination D. 
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Tim Slot 0 I ... t L-! L 
Half Slot 0 I 2 3 ... 21 21+1 21+2  2L-2 2L, 112L 2L*l 
Source C.  c. c, ... c C.I C,.'  ca.:. C. 
Transmits a, hi a, b, a II, a,., 
tiI 
2L.I b,.., 
Relay  dv d,-... d,- d,., cia.,
Transmits 
dw,  duo. cia.., d, 
ra,) rqb,) 1g.,) rgb,.,) t5a,) n(b,) b,.,
hi 
rt)bv,) tr)a,,,) 1gb,.,) 
ea b, Sia a:.,., th b,., a:.,., 
Destination a:  e, e, ... e0 C,., Ca., ca., .., e,..- em, en e,., 
Receives 
Destination a, b,...a, i b,., a, b -. a,. by. a,. b, 
Demotes 
Fig. 2. Transmission schedule of proposed cooperative ceding scheme. 
Tim Slot 0 I ... I t*t ... L-1 
HaIfSlot 0 I 2 3 21*2 21+3 ... 2L-2 2L-1 2L 
Sourcclransmits C,..,, c, b, c.a, c,b, ... C,...,., ca.,b,., ... c,c.,ay, c, 	b, 
RetayTransmits d,j5a,) ci. rt(b,l ci, t5a,) ... 
...M
1qb,,)d,.j  d,.. rqb.) d,., lIla.,) ... d,..rt(b,'l da..,.rga,.,l ci,. rOb,.,) 
DeslmanonRececvcs 5, e, e. e, ...  c,, c,, ... em, eu, C, 
Dnst,nat,on Decodcs a, b, a, ...  b,  
Fig. 3. Transmission schedule of consecutive relaying scheme in the multiple access channel. 
II. PROPOSED COOPERATIVE CODING SCHEME 
We consider the four-node communications network de-
picted in Figure 1, with two sources S,, and 8,,, one relay 
H, and one destination D common to the two sources. 
The communication period is divided into L + 1 time slots 
= 0, 1,.. , L; each time slot t e {0, 1,.. . , L} is fur-
ther subdivided into 2 half slots (2t, 2t + 1). Source S, 
has L messages to transmit, which it encodes into L It- 
bit codewords {a, 	I = 07 1, 	, L - 11. The code used 
at source S0 is C. and is defined by the in., x n parity-
check matrix H,, = (H,(j, i)). Similarly, source Sb  has L 
messages to transmit, which it encodes into L n-bit code- 
words {b, 	t = 0, 1, 	- 11. The code used at source 
Sb is C,, and is defined by the mb x is parity-check matrix 
H,, = (Hh(j.i)). Thus, the codes C. and C,, have the same 
length but not necessarily the same rate. In general, the codes 
used at the two sources can be LDPC or convolutional; in this 
paper we concentrate on LDPC codes. S, and 8h  broadcast 
their modulated codewords to the relay and destination nodes 
using TDMA and there is no cooperation between the two 
sources. For each t E {0, I,... , 2L - 11, let c5 denote the 
codeword broadcast by the source in half slot t; thus c21 = at 
and cs,+t =b1 fort 	{0,1,.. ,L-1}. 
The relay decodes and then re-encodes each codeword 
received from the source (the cooperative scheme is based 
on the scenario where the source is quite close to the relay). 
The relay also has a buffer in which it stores the codewords 
it obtained in the previous two half slots. At each half slot 
(I = 2. 3,... , 2L), the relay interleaves the codeword obtained 
in half slot t - 1 and superposes it (XOR operation) with the 
codeword obtained in half slot I - 2; it then transmits the 
resulting codeword to the destination in the fading multiple 
access channel (MAC) whose channel resources are also 
shared with the source transmission. Special cases arise at  
half slots 1 and 2L + 1 in which only a single codeword 
is stored at the relay and no XOR operation is performed. 
Let dt denote the codeword transmitted from the relay to 
the destination in half slot t o {1,2,... ,2L + 11; thus 
d, = lr(Ci_l) + C1., for I = 2,3,.. 2L. Let et denote 
the signal stream received by the destination in half slot 
I E 10, 1... .2L + 11. The use of the MAC allows for no 
extra expense in terms of channel resources for the proposed 
cooperative transmission scheme as compared to the non-
cooperative scheme. As we shall see, the spatial diversity 
gain generated by the superposition relaying outweighs the 
signal interference degradation inherent in using the MAC. To 
simplify the analysis, we assume that directed antennas are 
employed at the relay, so that interference between the source-
relay link and the relay-destination link may be neglected.' For 
each t = 0. 1,... L 	1, source S,'s codeword at is decoded 
at the end of half slot 21 + 2 and source Sb's codeword b1 
is decoded at the end of half slot 21 + 3. The transmission 
schedule for this cooperative coding scheme is illustrated in 
Figure 2. It can be seen that spatial diversity for each message 
is contained in three separate transmissions spanning three half 
slots. 
As will be seen in Section IV, the interleaver ir provides 
the "interleaver gain" for decoding at the destination. The 
mterleaver is not in general necessary in the case of LDPC 
coding; however it may be used to avoid a large multiplicity 
of 8-cycles in the Tanner graph for the case where H. = H,,. 
To avoid full-duplex at the relay in a practical communication system, a 
second relay R' which employs a simple amplify-and-forsiard (AF) scheme 
could be used between R and D in the current cell frequency ft. The 
transmission from R to R' could employ the neighboring cell frequency 12, 
and thus the uplink MAC still maintain 11 for this cell. In the counterpart 
neighboring cell with frequency f2, 11  is used in the R to R' link. In 
the overall communications system, there will be no extra frequency band 
occupied and only negligible inter-cell interference. The decoding procedure 
01 the destination node is then identical to that presented in this paper. 
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As one reference system, the transmission schedule for 
consecutive relaying in the MAC is depicted in Figure 3; 
here the relay simply re-transmits the (interleaved) previously 
received codeword rather than a codeword superposition. It 
is easily seen that in this scheme, spatial diversity for each 
message is contained in two separate transmissions spanning 
two half slots. A simulation-based comparison of the two 
schemes described in this section under a transmit power 
constraint will be given in Section V. 
Ill. SOFT DEMODULATOR FOR BPSK MODULATION IN 
THE MULTIPLE ACCESS CHANNEL 
In the following we define I = 11,2.. ,n}, and x11  
denotes the i-th bit of codeword x while 	denotes the i- 
di received channel value of signal stream e. Considering a 




 . a(,(,') ) + 	i3(d) + 	ttI, 	(I) 
where p)  and V,11(1  represent the fading processes on the 
source-destination and relay-destination links, respectively, 
and 	is complex AWGN with variance a2 per dimension. 
Also 
	
= VPs  t - 2c) 	(2) 
(dr) = 	/'( 1 - 2d ) ) (3) 
holds for BPSK modulation, with PS and PR representing the 
receive power for the symbols transmitted by the source and 
relay respectively. 
The function of the soft demodulator is to take as input 
extrinsic LLRs on the transmitted bits (LLRs in the absence 
of channel information); without loss of generality we consider 
the bit 
(Pr  (c =  
' 	
0) \ 
= In 	 (4) 
\Pr(c1 = 1)1 
and compute the new extrinsic LLRs (incremental LLRs 
expressing new infonnation derived from the channel) 
L0(c)) = L(c1) - LE(cti) 	(5) 
where the a posteriori LLRs L(e) (incorporating channel 
information) are given by 
(Pr(c =o) 
L(c 1 ) = in I 
\.Pr (4 = ie) 
Pr 
=lnI 
\ 	j 	Pr (c,de > ) 
}:'=I 
p 
/ {,dn) } =0 
In 	 (6) ' 	 I 	
p(eIc,d' 1 ) . Pr(c.d)) 
{e'1 ,d } 	=1 
We assume that the users' code bits are independent (a realistic 
assumption for independent users), so that 
Pr(c'. d) = Pr(c) . Pr(d' ) ) 	(7) 
Also, the probability density function (PDF) of the receive 




cxp 	- 	n(e) — 	. 3(d) (8) 
Therefore, (5) may be re-written as (9), for which we use 
the shorthand L°(c) = f 1(e' 7  LE(d)).  In the same way, 
the new extrinsic LLR of the code bit 	may be obtained 
from (10), for which we use the shorthand L°(d) = 
f2(c, LE(e)). 
IV. DECODING ALGORITHM AT DESTINATION NODE 
Without loss of generality, we consider the decoding of 
codeword at at the end of half slot 2t + 2, for t tt 
0, 1,.. , L - 2 }. The two codewords contained in the re-
ceived signal stream e21. 2 are: 
C2t+2 = a1+, 
d21+2 = 
= 	7r(bt ) ED at 
We assume that a priori LLRs on c2H 1 and c21, denoted 
{Li(c 1 )} and {L2()} respectively, are available from 
the previous decoding. In addition to decoding of at., the 
decoder will produce a posteriori LLRs {Li (c 9 )} and 
(updated) a posteriori LLRs { L2 (ce. 1 ) j; these will be used 
as a priori LLRs in the next decoding. 
Next, we provide a concise description of the factor graph 
based decoding algorithm [9] at the destination decoder. The 
factor graph for the decoding is illustrated in Figure 4, where 
circles depict variable nodes and squares depict factor nodes. 
Extrinsic information is exchanged between three soft-input 
soft-output (SISO) decoder modules for the constituent codes 
(two codes C. and one code C,,), via the factor nodes {F} 
which correspond to the network coding operation at the relay 
and the factor nodes {G, I  which correspond to the soft demod-
ulator for the MAC as given by (9) and (10). For simplicity, 
the graph is illustrated for the case n = 3, and where C 
and C,, are (trivial) LDPC codes. For convolutional constituent 
codes, the SISO modules execute BCJR algorithms. Note that 
in the convolutional case, the separation of the two (e.g. M-
state) decoder SISO modules gives a complexity advantage 
over schemes which use a larger (e.g. M2-state) decoder to 
decode the "nested" code generated at the relay (see e.g. [2], 
[3]). In the LDPC case this separation of SISO modules effects 
a more efficient message-passing schedule than does fully 
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Next we introduce some notational conventions pertaining 
to the following algorithm description. In all cases, the letter 
\ is used to denote LLRs corresponding to messages passed 
on the factor graph (i.e. extrinsic LLRs). The interleaving "r" 
is interpreted as 
x = ir(y) 4= 	= YWW Vi E I 
Some index sets are defined as follows. J = {1, 2, 	rna }; 
J,,= {1.2,...rn};(i) = {JE Ja : Ha(j,i) = 11; 
ATh(i) = {j E 3, : Hb(j,i) = i}; j140 (j) = {i F 
I 	Ha(j,i) = 11; Ms(j) = {i F I 	Hb(j,i) = 11. 
Also, m denotes the (commutative and associative) "box-plus" 
operation [10], i.e. 
- 	
+ IJ,ES tanh/2)  log 
- H,r S tanh(A,/2) 
N denotes the maximum number of decoding iterations. 
Factor Graph Based Decoding Algorithm at 
Destination Node - Decoding of Codeword at 
Initialization: 
For i E I, 
= L(c)C 	 2t 	 (11) 
AW = Li(c +1) 	 (12) 
= 0 	 (13) 
15 = 0 	 (14) 
For i El, j E .N(i) 
= 0 	 (15) 
For i El, j E Mb(i) 
= 0 	 (16) 
• For iEI,jEJ\Ia(i) 
= 0 	 (17) 
Main Loop: For k = ito N do 
For iE I, 
= 	+ 	 (18)  
Network coding constraints: for i E I, 
E = .\14 	15 (19) 
For i F I, 
= 	+ 10 (20) 
SISO decoder Gb: for i F I, j F iV,(i) 
= 	+ 4  
lEAIb(i)\{j} 
= !€M1(i)\{}  
For i F I, 
= 
12 	 4  
jEtVi(i) 
Obtain the a posteriori LLR (prior for decoding in next 
half slot) 
L2(c1.1) = 	+ (24) 
For i E I, 
 
= 	m 11  
Soft demodulation: for i tt I, 
\? =fi(e 9 ,.A16 ) (27) 
SISO decoder Ca: for i El, j F jVa(i) 
= 	+  
1E+(i)\{j} 
 




Obtain the a posteriori LLR (prior for decoding in next 
half slot) 
+ L1(c 2) = 	17 	18 (31) 
Soft demodulation: for i F I, 
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Fig. 4, Factor graph corresponding to the destination's decoding of codeword at. The three decoder SISO modules exchange extrinsic information via the 
factor nodes {F,} which correspond to the network coding operation at the relay and the factor nodes {G,} which correspond to the sot) demodulator for 
the MAC. For ease of presentation, the factor graph is illustrated for the case a = 3 and trivial codes C, C5. 
For iET, 
5) = 	+ 
SISO decoder C0 : for i E I, j E A10 (i) 
= + 
toN. (i)\{j } 
(" j) 	m 2 '- 	tg,'t,,(j)\{5} At 
For i C I, 
= i 
3E1'T,, (i) 
Calculate a posteriori LLRs for codeword at 
L(a)) = 
Make decisions on the code bits 
J 0 if 	0 
1 	if L(a) <0 
If ALtH T = 0 then break; 
Endfor 
It may be seen that the decoding of at spans three 
transmission frames (half slots) 2t -t  2t + 1 —s 2t + 2, 
during which the decoding follows the three-step evolution 
Li(c) - L2(c) 
 
The preceding presentation was for the general case of 
decoding (half slots I = 2,3, 	, 2L - 1}). Special cases are 
handled in a straightforward manner as follows. In half slot 
= 0, a single LDPC decoding of a0 based on LLRs derived 
from the receive stream e0 produces {Lt (c)}. In half slot 
= 1, decoding proceeds as in the general case except that 
is set to +oc for all i E I; {Lt (c,')} and {L2(c)} are 
Produced (note that this decoder has the same structure as the 
decoder for the reference scheme of consecutive relaying in 
the fading MAC as shown in Figure 3). In half slot t = 2L, 
the decoder structure used is that for superposition decoding 
as described in [2], [3]; also only {L2 (c_1 )} are produced. 
In time slot I = 2L + 1, a single LDPC decoding of bL_t 
is performed based on the sum of the LLRs derived from the 
receive stream 02L+1  and the LLRs {L2(c_1 )} obtained 










In this section, we provide a comparison of the proposed 
cooperative scheme with two reference schemes. The first is 
consecutive relaying in the fading MAC as shown in Figure 3. 
The second is a simple TDMA transmission scheme without 
cooperation or relaying. Fair comparison of the three cooper-
ative schemes is based on the constraint that in simulations, 
each scheme uses the same codes C and C6, and the same 
total energy E for transmission of the 2L source messages. 
The LDPC codes used for the simulations are randomly 
generated rate 1/2 regular LDPC codes of block length 
it = 1200 with column weight 3 and no 4-cycles in the Tanner 
graph. In simulations we choose Ha = Hh, and assume BPSK 
modulation for all three systems. A random interleaver ir is 
used to avoid 8-cycle multiplicity in the Tanner graph. We 
consider a quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel, for which 
the fading coefficients are constant within each half slot (one 
codeword) and change independently from one half slot to 
the next. We assume equal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on 
the two source-destination links and the relay-destination link, 
and we assume that the destination has perfect knowledge 
of the channel fading coefficients and noise variances. As 
for the two source-relay links, which play a key role in the 
performance of the system since poor link quality may lead to 
catastrophic error propagation at the destination decoder, the 
simulation setup is such that the outage probabilities of the 
source-relay links are both around iO-° - this is a suitable 
value for the operation of cooperative schemes. The overall 
performance of both cooperative schemes will degrade as the 
outage probability of the source-relay links increases; results 
under varying outage probability on the source-relay links are 
omitted due to the space limitations. 
Simulated performance results for bit error rate (BER) and 
flame (codeword) error rate (FER) are shown in Figures 5 
and 6 respectively. The curve corresponding to the proposed 
cooperative scheme exhibits the steepest slope (due to in-
creased diversity gain) of the three, outperforming the others in 
the SNR region of interest. The scheme attains approximately 
an order of magnitude decrease in both BER and FER over 
consecutive relaying in the fading MAC at an E5/No of 10 dB. 
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Abstract 
In cooperative communications, the technique of al-
gebraic code superposition (or network coding) may 
efficiently utilize limited communications resources to 
produce spatial diversity. In this paper, we propose 
a simple cooperative diversity scheme for the scenario 
of two sources sharing a single relay. No cooperative 
coding is required at the sources, and only very sim-
ple interleave-and-superpose operations are performed 
at the relay. We propose a novel computationally ef-
ficient message passing algorithm at the destination's 
decoder which utilizes spatial diversity gathered over 
multiple transmission frames. We show that despite 
the simplicity of the proposed scheme, diversity gains 
are efficiently leveraged by the simple combination of 
channel coding at the sources and network coding at 
the relay. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
While wireless channels suffer from fading, at the 
same time the broadcast nature of wireless channels 
provides the possibility of a third party other than 
the destination "overhearing" the information that the 
source transmits. Thus apart from the original trans-
mission channel, the same information could be trans-
mitted to the destination through another indepen-
dently fading channel. This generated spatial diver-
sity can effectively combat the deleterious effect of fad-
ing [1]. In recent years, there has been increasing inter-
est in applying the idea of algebraic code superposition, 
also called "network coding' [2, 3, 47 5, 6] to the coop-
erative communications scenario. The network coding 
approach provides an efficient way to generate spatial 
diversity under the constraint of limited resources. One 
challenge is the problem of decoder design which should  
be able to cope with the complicated decoding situa-
tion at the destination [2, 31 4, 5, 61. 
In [51 61, the model of a typical network coding unit 
is considered in which the packets from the two sources 
are linearly combined at the relay. In our work we also 
focus on this cooperative transmission model for the 
situation where it is impractical for one mobile user 
to "capture" the other user's signal during its uplink 
transmission in the cellular network. Moreover, relay-
based cooperative processing provides greater security 
than direct user cooperation in which user information 
must be shared. 
In [4[, a code superposition scheme employing low-
density generator matrix (LDGM) codes is proposed 
to reduce the decoding complexity at the destination. 
But in order to do the graph-based decoding, the sys-
tematic bits must be retained without superposition 
which means that the potential superposition diver-
sity is lower than that obtainable from fully super-
posed codewords. In [6], a combined LDPC code con-
struction scheme including two channel code compo-
nents and one network code component is produced by 
random parity-check matrix generation under certain 
constraints. The network codes are actually the par-
ity checks for two channel codewords; this necessitates 
more complicated relay operations than simple super-
position. 
In this work we propose a cooperative coding scheme 
which, in contrast to previous work where TDMA-only 
or FDMA-only relaying is assumed, allows continu-
ous transmission of superposed codewords by the re-
lay, thus making efficient use of communication re-
sources to leverage spatial diversity gains. The pro-
posed scheme also arises from the observation that idle 
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frequency channels do exist and could be exploited in 
current TDMA systems. We shall detail a novel ef-
ficient decoding algorithm based on message passing 
on the destination node's factor graph for the purpose 
of exploiting the spatial diversity contained in the alge-
braically superposed codewords. The algorithm attains 
a separation of the two soft-input soft-output (SISO) 
decoder modules corresponding to the codes employed 
by the two sources; for convolutional codes, this sepa-
ration affords a complexity advantage over decoding of 
the "nested code" 12, 31; for LDPC codes, it affords a 
more efficient Tanner graph schedule than fully parallel 
decoding [6]. 
Figure 1: Four-node communications network. Sources 
S. and Sb share a common relay R as well as having 
direct links to the destination D. 
2. PROPOSED COOPERATIVE CODING 
SCHEME 
We consider the four-node communications network 
depicted in Figure 1, with two sources S. and Sb, one 
relay R, and one destination D common to the two 
sources. The communication period is divided into 
L+l time slots t = OiL; each time slot t E 
{0, 1,. 	,L} is further subdivided into 2 half slots (2t, 
2t+1). Source S. has L messages to transmit, which it 
encodes into L n-bit codewords {at 	t = 01 1, 	, L - 11 
The code used at source S. is Ca and is defined by the 
Tn. x n parity-check matrix Ha = (Ha(j, i)). Similarly, 
source Sb has L messages to transmit, which it encodes 
into L n-bit codewords {b : t = 0,1,. ,L - 11. The 
code used at source 5b  is Cb and is defined by the m, x n 
parity-check matrix Hb = (Hh(i, i)). Thus, the codes 
Ca and Ch have the same length but not necessarily 
the same rate. In general, the codes used at the two 
sources can be LDPC or convolutional; in this paper 
we concentrate on LDPC codes. S. and 5b  broad-
cast their modulated codewords to the relay and des-
tination nodes using TDMA in frequency band fl and 
there is no cooperation between the two sources. For 
each t E {0. 1... , 2L - 1}, let Ct denote the codeword 
broadcast by the source in half slot t; thus C2t = at and 
c2t+ibt for tE{0,1.,L-1}. 
The relay decodes and then re-encodes each code- 
word received from the source (the cooperative scheme 
is based on the scenario where the source is quite close 
to the relay). The relay also has a buffer in which it 
stores the codewords it obtained in the previous two 
half slots. At each half slot (t = 2, 3,- .. , 2L), the relay 
interleaves the codeword received in half slot t - 1 and 
superposes it (XOR operation) with the codeword re-
ceived in half slot t - 2; it then transmits the resulting 
codeword to the destination in frequency band f2.  Spe-
cial cases arise at half slots 1 and 2L + 1 in which only 
a single codeword is stored at the relay and no XOR 
operation is performed. The allocation of different fre-
quency bands to the transmission channel of the relay 
and the broadcast channels of the sources allows for 
simultaneous transmission and reception by the relay 
node, thus allowing efficient leveraging of communica-
tion resources for spatial diversity. Let dt denote the 
codeword transmitted from the relay to the destination 
in half slot tE{1,2,...,2L+1}; thus dt=ir(ct_i)E) 
Ct_2, fort = 2,3,•2L. For each t = OiL —I, 
source S.' codeword at is decoded at the end of half 
slot 2t + 2 and source St's codeword bt is decoded at 
the end of half slot 2t + 3. The transmission sched-
ule for this cooperative coding scheme is illustrated in 
Figure 2. It may be seen from the Figure that spatial 
diversity for each message is contained in three code-
words received at the destination. 
Note that decoding and re-encoding of received code-
words using a different code (as in the scheme of [21) 
is not performed by the relay in this scheme; this is 
in order to keep the relay operation as simple as possi-
ble. The interleaver iv actually provides the "interleaver 
gain" for decoding at the destination. The interleaver 
is not in general necessary in the case of LDPC cod-
ing; however it may be used to avoid a large multiplic-
ity of 8-cycles in the Tanner graph for the case where 
Ha = Hb. 
The transmission schedule for consecutive relaying 
(see Figure 3), in which the time and frequency al-
locations are the same as in the proposed coopera-
tive scheme, except that the relay simply retransmits 
the previously received codeword rather than a code-
word superposition. Also, the transmission schedules 
for simple TDMA and FDMA based relaying schemes 
are depicted in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. It is easily 
seen that in all three of these schemes, spatial diversity 
for each message is contained in two codewords received 
at the destination. A simulation-based comparison of 
all schemes described in this section under a transmit 
power constraint will be given in Section 5. 
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Figure 2: Transmission schedule of proposed cooperative coding scheme. 
Figure 3: Transmission schedule of consecutive relaying scheme. 
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FDMA relaying scheme. 
Without loss of generality, we consider the decod-
ing of codeword at at the end of half slot 2t + 2, for t E 
{1,2,... ,L — 11. We focus on the codeword d21±2 = 
ir(bj) 	at for this decoding. We use L 1 (c 1 ) and 
L1 (d) to denote the respective a priori LLRs derived 
from the corresponding received streams. Also, L(.) 
denotes the (updated) a posteriori LLRs which will be 
used as the a priori LLRs in the next decoding. We 
assume that a priori LLRs on C2t+1 and c21, denoted 
{L j (c 1 )} and {L2(c)} respectively, are available 
from the channel observation value and previous de-
coding respectively. In addition to the decoding of at , 
. 	 (c the decoder will produce a posteriori LLRs {L2(c
) 
2f+l )} 
which will be used as a priori LLRs in the next decod-
ing. 
Next, we provide a concise description of the factor 
graph based decoding algorithm [7[ at the destination  
decoder. The factor graph for the decoding is illus-
trated in Figure 6, where circles depict variable nodes 
and squares depict factor nodes. Extrinsic information 
is exchanged between the two soft-input soft-output 
(SISO) decoder modules for the constituent codes C 
and C10, via the factor nodes {1 1 } which correspond to 
the network coding operation at the relay. For sim-
plicity, the graph is illustrated for the case n = 3, 
and where C01 and Cb are (trivial) LDPC codes. For 
convolutional constituent codes, the two SISO modules 
execute BCJR algorithms. Note that in the convolu-
tional ease, the separation of the two (e.g. Al-state) 
decoder SISO modules gives a complexity advantage 
over schemes which use a larger (e.g. M2-state) de-
coder to decode the "nested" code generated at the re-
lay (see e.g. [2]). In the LDPC case this separation of 
SISO modules effects a more efficient message-passing 
schedule than does fully parallel decoding on the Tan-
ner graph of the nested code (see e.g. [6]). 
Next we introduce some notational conventions per-
taining to the following algorithm description. In all 
cases, the letter A is used to denote LLRs correspond-
ing to messages passed on the factor graph. The inter-
leaving "lr" is interpreted as 
X = T(Y) 4=s 	= 
Some index sets are defined as follows. J = {1, 2, . . - 
Jb={1,2,--mb};Js/0(z)=jEJ0  : Ha(j.i)1}; 
= {j e .iTt : Hb(j,i) = 1} M,1 (j) = f  E I 
H0(j,i) = 11; Ms(j) = {i El : H5(j,i) = 11. Also, 
ED denotes the (commutative and associative) "box-
plus" operation [8], i.e. 
G
(1 + FlOES  tanh(A0/2) 
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Figure 6: Factor graph corresponding to the destination's 
decoding of codeword at . The message-passing schedule 
is such that extrinsic information is exchanged between the 
two decoder SISO modules for the constituent codes C. and 
Ce,, via the factor nodes {F } corresponding to the network 
coding operation at the relay. For ease of presentation, the 
factor graph is illustrated for the case n = 3 and trivia! 
codes C,, Ch. 
Factor Graph Based Decoding Algorithm at 
Destination Node - Decoding of Codeword a 
Initialization: 
For i E I, 
= L2(c) 	 (1) 
= L 1 ( 1 ) 	 (2) 
= 0 	 (3) 
= L1(d~2 ) 	 (4) 
For iEI,jEJVa (i) 
	
= 0 	 (5) 
For iEI,jEJV,(i) 
= 0 	 (6) 
Main Loop: For k = I to N do 
For i E 1, 
= A 	+ A(') 	 (7) 










 C2 +A10 	 (9) 
SISO decoder Cb: for i E I, j E fb(i) 
= 	 + 	 (10) 
= 9IEMbU)\{t} 	 (11) 
For i E I, 
AW = 	 Ab 
12 4 	 (12) 
Obtain the a posteriori LLR (prior for decoding 
in next half slot) 
L2(c 1 ) = 9 	12 + A 	(13) 
For i E I, 
Aj1 = 	+ A 	 (14) C2 
= 	 (15) D 	11 
For i E I, 
= + 	 (16) 
SISO decoder Ca: for i El, j E .N,(i) 
= 
+ >i: At.O (17) 
1EN,(i)\{j} 
= 	1CM())\{i} A' 	(18) 
For i E I, 
= 	 A'8 	 2 	 (19) 
:1 eN () 
Calculate a posteriori LLRs for codeword at: 
L(a) = 	 +A(') (20) 
Make decisions on the code bits 
tim
= 	0 if L(at)) >0 
1 	if L(a) <0 
If 41H T = 0 then break; 
Endfor 
For the special case of decoding the first codeword 
a, we set L2(c) = Li (c') + L1(d) for all 
E I. Also, for the special case of decoding the final 
codeword bL.1, further modifications are made to the 
algorithm as follows: 
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- Equation (2). (6). (7)-(14), (15) are deleted 
- Equation (16) is replaced by 
(2) A7  = cl (21) 
In this case also, the decoding of at spans three 
transmission frames (half slots) 2t - 2t+1 	2t+2. re- 
sulting in the three-step decoding evolution L i (c,') 
(,) 	_() L2(c2, ) - a 
4. A LOWER BOUND ON THE OUTAGE 
PROBABILITY 
In this section a theoretical lower bound on the 
frame (codeword) error rate (FER) of the system is 
derived; the analysis follows the lines of [3]. 
In the case where an extra frequency hand is used, 
let us consider the decoding of at and b1, transmitted in 
half slots 2t and 2t + I respectively. The codewords re-
ceived by the destination from the sources in half slots 
2t and 2t+1 contain information only relating to at and 
b 1. Due to latency constraints embodied in the relay 
operation, the message of at is contained in d21+1 and 
d21+2; in the same way, the message of b1 is also con-
tained in d21+2  and d 2153. The received information 
which may be used in decoding at and b1 is contained 
in five received codewords at the destination - traits-
missions from sources to destination in half slots 2t and 
2t + 1, and transmissions from relay to destination in 
half slots 2t + I, 2t + 2 and 2t + 3. Recall that the code-
word length is a, and let r = k/n denote the code rate 
of each encoder; also let C(-y) denote the capacity of 
a binary-input point-to-point link with temporal SNR 
-y. Then the number of information bits at the destina-
tion which may be used for joint decoding of at and b1 
is not greater than n[C(y,4D) + C(3D) + C(yjsDl) + 
C("yRD2)+C('YRD3)1, where YisDl YRD2 and 'YRDI  (the 
relay-destination SNRs in consecutive half slots) are 
independent and identically distributed random vari-
ables, and 'YAD  and 'yBD ( the source-destination SNRs) 
are independent and identically distributed random vari-
ables if the two source-to-destination link average SNRs 
are equal. When this value is lower than 2k. there is 
no possibility of jointly decoding both packets, and an 
outage event is inevitable. Thus, a lower hound for the 
FER is given by 
FER > . Pr[C(AD) + C(7BD) + C(RDi) + 
C('YRD2) + C(-YRD3) <2r[ (22) 
The Monte Carlo simulated lower bound is included in 
the simulation results of Section 5.  
SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section, we provide a comparison of the pro-
posed  cooperative coding scheme with two reference 
cooperative schemes. The first is the consecutive relay-
ing scheme of Figure 3. Here a single LDPC decoding 
per codeword is sufficient for reception, where the LLRs 
for decoder initialization are found by adding the LLRs 
corresponding to the broadcast and relayed versions of 
the pertinent codeword. The second reference scheme 
is the simple TDMA/ FDMA code superposition relay-
ing scheme of Figures 4 and 5. For this scheme, joint 
decoding of at and b1 is performed using a decoding al-
gorithm similar to that of Section 3. The decoder also 
uses message passing between the two constituent de-
coders  via network coding constraints; full details are 
omitted due to space limitations. The fair compari-
son of the three cooperative schemes is based on the 
constraint that in simulations, each scheme uses the 
same codes C and Cb, and the same total energy E for 
transmission of the 2L source messages. 
The codes used for simulations are randomly gen-
crated rate 1/2 regular LDPC codes of block length 
n = 1200 with column weight 3 and no 4-cycles in the 
Tanner graph. In simulations we choose H,, = H12, and 
assume BPSK modulation for all systems. A random 
interleaver 77 is used to avoid 8-cycle multiplicity in the 
Tanner graph. We consider a quasi-static Rayleigh fad-
ing channel, for which the fading coefficients are con-
stant within each half slot (one codeword) and change 
independently from one half slot to the next. We as-
sunie equal average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on the 
two source-destination links and the relay-destination 
link, and we assume that the destination has perfect 
knowledge of the channel fading coefficients and noise 
variances. As for the two source-relay links, which play 
a key role in the performance of the system since poor 
link quality may lead to catastrophic error propagation 
at the destination decoder, the simulation setup is that 
the source-relay links are both ideally error-free. 
Simulated performance results in terms of BER and 
PER are shown in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. The 
curve corresponding to the proposed cooperative cod-
ing scheme again exhibits an increased diversity gain 
with respect to the reference schemes in the SNR re-
gion  of interest. The proposed scheme attains approx-
imately an order of magnitude decrease in both BER 
and FER over the other schemes at an Eb/No of 8 dB. 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed a simple but ef-
fective cooperative coding scheme for the shared-relay 




Figure 7: Comparative BER performance for the proposed 
cooperative scheme. The performance is shown with re-
spect to two reference schemes: simple TDMA/FDMA code 
superposition relaying; and consecutive relaying using the 
extra frequency band. 
the sources and interleaving and network coding at 
the relay, thus relegating complexity to the base sta-
tion for uplink transmission. The decoding algorithm 
at, the destination node is based on message passing 
on a factor graph corresponding to multiple received 
frames at the destination, and extracts spatial diver-
sity gains in a computationally efficient manner. Sim-
ulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme 
outperforms competitive schemes based on consecutive 
relaying and TDMA/FDMA based code superposition 
relaying. 
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